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Preface

*Countering Terrorism on Tomorrow’s Battlefield* is a handbook on how to strengthen critical infrastructure resilience in an era of emerging threats. Every day malicious actors target new technologies and medical resilience or seek to wreak havoc following disasters brought on by climate change, energy insecurity, and supply-chain disruptions. At the same time, NATO member states are making strides in innovation to protect critical infrastructure. The counterterrorism research produced for this volume aligns with NATO’s Warfighting Capstone Concept, which details how NATO Allies can transform and maintain their advantage for the next two decades despite new threats. The topics are rooted in NATO’s seven baseline requirements, which set the standard for enhancing resilience in every aspect of critical infrastructure and civil society.

The book is the product of a formal partnership between NATO’s Centre of Excellence for the Defence Against Terrorism (COE-DAT) and the US Army War College Strategic Studies Institute. The first handbook on critical infrastructure security resilience published by the US Army War College Press in November 2022 detailed the kinetic, cyber, and hybrid threats to critical infrastructure through diverse lifeline case studies and provided important tools for policymakers and critical infrastructure owners and operators to enhance resiliency. This second volume looks to the future and what innovation is being developed, how terrorists and adversaries are using emerging and disruptive technologies, and how they fill the power vacuum left in the wake of emergencies (such as pandemics and natural disasters) for malicious purposes. Both handbooks evolved from recommendations on how to improve the Critical Infrastructure Protection against Terrorist Attacks course taught at COE-DAT. As such, the handbooks are designed to be used in the classroom to inform NATO allies, partners, policymakers, and private-sector organizations.

This second handbook is divided into three subcategories: countering the terrorist threat to technology; to medical resilience; and to climate change, energy, and the supply chain. For each topic, readers are informed of NATO policies, context and methods of resilience, and evolving terrorist threats and tactics. Each chapter recommends new policies and tools to counter these evolving tactics and poses questions on greater NATO collaboration and interoperability in the fight against terrorism. NATO has new possibilities to cooperate in the joint creation and operation of drone exercises, to cull big-data analytics to stop terrorist attacks before they occur, or to track
illnesses through early-warning technology that can help stop the spread of illness before it becomes a pandemic.

We hope this collaboration of authors from the military, academic, and private-sector communities from across North America, Europe, and Africa provides NATO and its partner nations with actionable information and recommendations to prepare for the battlefield of the future.

Sarah J. Lohmann
Visiting Professor
Strategic Studies Institute
US Army War College

Acting Assistant Professor
University of Washington
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Executive Summary

What do election infrastructure, space, drones, and disinformation have to do with each other? How can medical resilience be strengthened, and how are terrorists using broken supply chains, energy security, and climate change to sow chaos and destruction? Malicious actors are laying the groundwork for victory on tomorrow’s battlefield by using the same innovation and critical infrastructure democracies are using to save lives. Terrorists, however, are using new technologies to extinguish lives.

Ensuring the resilience of NATO member states is vital to the success of NATO missions and the integrity of the Alliance itself. Without resilience, the Alliance and its member states’ critical infrastructure systems are vulnerable to various threats, including terrorist attacks, hybrid attacks, and asymmetrical warfare. While technological innovation and infrastructure interdependencies heighten the risks of cascading effects, the systems providing resilience against these threats are becoming obsolete. If NATO does not create new defenses, it will be possible for a NATO adversary, whether a terrorist organization or a nation-state, to strike a single decisive blow.

*Countering Terrorism on Tomorrow’s Battlefield* assesses new technologies, civil-military cooperation, interoperability, and a whole-of-government approach as ways to strengthen NATO’s resilience. It also examines where innovation needs to be hardened to ensure Alliance security. The same big-data analytics the US military has used to hunt terrorists are being used by the Taliban to target innocents. Space systems provide critical capabilities to enable NATO’s core missions of deterrence and defense, including secure communications (SATCOM); positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT); early warning, environmental assessment; and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). However, the proliferation of counter-space technologies renders these systems vulnerable to interference and attack by state and non-state actors. Terrorists and adversaries with lower defense budgets and less training are making gains on battlefields due to drones, even as NATO is increasing its counter-unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) capacities.

The story does not end there. NATO member states are working together to strengthen UAV prowess through joint exercises. Disinformation and hacked election infrastructure are being countered through targeted information campaigns and updated cybersecurity protections. Medical resilience is being strengthened through new pandemic tracking and early-warning systems. Energy security requires a unified political, economic, and military approach of member states that will bring long-term energy independence. In addition, NATO is creating healthier supply chains within the Alliance rather than
turning to unreliable outside partners. The impacts of climate change on military preparedness are forcing new methods of preparedness and equipment.

This second handbook on critical infrastructure security and resilience for NATO’s Centre of Excellence in the Defence Against Terrorism analyzes today’s emerging threats, their trajectory, and how equipped NATO is to handle them. It provides recommendations and suggests new tools for foresight, preparedness, and response to these threats. We hope this research serves as a foundation to strengthen Alliance defenses today—and for decades to come.
— Section 1 —

Countering the Terrorist Threat to Technology
INTRODUCTION

This chapter first summarizes NATO’s definitions of critical infrastructure categories. Next, it discusses resilience, detailing NATO’s seven baseline requirements, explores the January 2022 riots in the wake of gas price hikes in Kazakhstan as a case study to illustrate the importance of energy infrastructure, and describes existing resilience-testing procedures in the United States. Third, the chapter outlines the inherent vulnerabilities and external threats facing NATO critical infrastructure. Fourth, the chapter explains
the evolution of civil-military cooperation in the operation and protection of critical infrastructure. Finally, the chapter discusses partnerships to promote resilience, focusing on collaborations between the United States and European Union.

**Defining Critical Infrastructure**

NATO defines *critical infrastructure* as “a general term describing a nation’s infrastructure assets, facilities, systems, networks, and processes that support the military, economic, political and/or social life on which a nation and/or NATO depends.”¹ Put differently, critical infrastructure refers to systems that would cause severe disruptions if destroyed, including power generation, water supply, communications assets, transportation, and energy distribution.

The Alliance subdivides critical infrastructure into three categories: critical national infrastructure, mission-vital infrastructure, and key infrastructure. These categories are not mutually exclusive. For example, some assets could be both critical national infrastructure and mission-vital infrastructure.

NATO defines *critical national infrastructure* as “infrastructure identified by the Territorial Host Nation that are integral to the continued delivery and integrity of the essential services upon which the nation relies; the destruction or compromise of which would lead to severe military, economic, political, or social consequences to the nation.”² Typically, territorial host nations create a national homeland defense plan that identifies critical national infrastructure, which the country then shares with NATO. If a territorial host nation has not created a plan, NATO can identify critical national infrastructure to ensure essential assets are adequately protected.³

NATO defines *mission-vital infrastructure* as “infrastructure within the [Joint-Operations Area] which Host Nation and/or NATO/Troop Contributing Nation forces rely on for fielded capability,” the destruction of which would create a decisive disadvantage to the NATO mission, likely rendering the entire mission

---


2. NATO, *Infrastructure Assessment*.
3. NATO, *Infrastructure Assessment*. 
Mission-dependent Critical Infrastructure
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a failure. Meanwhile, *key infrastructure* is defined as that which forces rely on for fielded capacity, the destruction of which would bring “a significant challenge to the NATO mission while not precipitating the mission’s complete failure.” For example, if NATO were operating in a foreign country and were primarily supplying its forces via a maritime port, the port would be considered mission-vital infrastructure. If the port were destroyed, the entire logistics chain would collapse, putting the mission in jeopardy. A railroad linking the port to inland areas, however, would be considered key infrastructure in this scenario since it would still be possible to truck in supplies via roads if the railroad were destroyed. While the destruction of the railroad would put NATO forces at a disadvantage, it would not jeopardize the entire mission. By its definition, critical infrastructure is present in every country on Earth, so understanding it is key to building resilience for NATO operations and undermining NATO adversaries.

**Resilience**

NATO defines *resilience* as the “collective and continuous effort of all member states to be prepared for and possess the flexibility to overcome any future threat to national security.” Today, NATO faces a changing geopolitical landscape, new technologies, and increasingly sophisticated terrorist networks. Russia threatens NATO’s eastern flank, challenging NATO’s territorial reach, and adversaries can use hypersonic missiles to launch a devastating first strike. There have been examples of national critical infrastructure being unexpectedly degraded or taken offline at the hands of state actors. Alternatively, a lesser adversary might affect some national critical infrastructure and raise doubts about the allies’ ability to defend themselves. Attacks can come from anywhere at any time, and there is no guarantee they will be detected quickly enough for prevention efforts to succeed. Given this environment, it is important that NATO increase its resilience to ensure one blow cannot cripple its infrastructure.

NATO has created seven baseline requirements of resilience for its allies: government continuity, energy, uncontrolled movement of people, food and water, mass casualties, telecommunications, and transportation. High levels

4. NATO, *Infrastructure Assessment*.
5. NATO, *Infrastructure Assessment*.
7. “Resilience, Civil Preparedness and Article 3.”
of resilience in these areas secure the continuity of government functions and essential services during and after a crisis. Each area faces different challenges, and many are dependent on resilience in other areas. Additionally, the military, civilian, and commercial sectors are all dependent on the successful functioning of these areas during a crisis. The NATO baseline requirements serve as a starting point to resilience and a framework to foster innovation against new emerging threats.

NATO and its member states can strengthen resilience through four primary means: building persistence, capacity consideration, education, and training. Building persistence requires a critical, continuous assessment of areas in which member states’ baseline resilience plans can be more efficient and integrated. There must be a collective public effort to build persistence, which is achievable if the public is well-informed. Capacity consideration refers to recognizing that increasing resilience requires a holistic approach in which resources are dedicated to innovation and collaboration. Education is another critical component of strengthening resilience, as a well-informed public will encourage innovation. Furthermore, education provides a pathway to training by conducting model simulations that test resilience. Training to strengthen resilience requires total comprehension of possible risks, the realities of the complex environment, and how systems behave when exercised to the point of failure. NATO furthers resilience education by publishing resources like its Counter-terrorism Reference Curriculum.

Kazakhstan Riots and the Importance of Energy Sector Resilience

Many examples of critical infrastructure failures have led to a deteriorated security situation. For NATO, monitoring and preventing terrorist attacks and malicious attacks by state actors are of the utmost importance. It is vital to understand that critical infrastructure failure can occur due to systemic policy failures, which, in turn, can deteriorate into adverse security situations relevant to NATO. Although not in the NATO Joint area of operations, this task force found it important to analyze recent developments in Kazakhstan to show how disruptions in civil energy infrastructure led

9. SACT and City of Norfolk, Building Resilience.
to military intervention by a NATO adversary. This is relevant to NATO as a case study because if it were to occur in-area, NATO would have an important role to play in securing critical infrastructure and deterring adversaries from using civil instability to debilitate partner nations. This example also displays how the Russian Federation leverages critical infrastructure vulnerabilities and civil unrest to exert greater geopolitical influence in Central Asia and Eastern Europe. This trend is of increasing concern to NATO in the context of the 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine.

The January 2022 protests and riots in Kazakhstan resulted from a critical infrastructure failure. On January 1, the government of Kazakhstan lifted price caps on the cost of gasoline, causing the price of fuel to skyrocket.\textsuperscript{12} Since fuel is essential to the functioning of modern society, the rapid price increase triggered protests against these adverse economic conditions attributed to the government. After days of riots and unrest, the government reimplemented the gas cap to calm the situation.\textsuperscript{13} The Kazakh state also called on the Collective Security Treaty Organization forces to improve the security, leading to the deployment of Russian and other forces into the country.\textsuperscript{14}

Increases in fuel prices and negative energy supply shocks in NATO member states adversely affect geopolitical stability and the Alliance’s ability to supply its operations. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine upended global energy markets, caused energy shortages in Europe, and threatened the efficiency of NATO military forces.\textsuperscript{15} The Kazakh example illustrates the multifaceted nature of critical infrastructure and how its nonmilitary impacts could affect NATO member states. Unrest from critical infrastructure failure in NATO member states could allow an adversary to strike when the Alliance is vulnerable. Additionally, unrest in other regions can spiral into civil wars that could draw in troops from NATO member states.


Testing Resilience

Testing Alliance states’ resilience is critical in identifying weaknesses and avenues for improvement. The following exercises conducted by the United States can serve as a template for other NATO member states to identify shortcomings in their operations and develop testing regimes. These exercises represent a cross-governmental approach to infrastructure resilience testing, assessing resilience across various sectors, and promoting resilience before and after crises.

The United States government, cooperating with civil and private-sector partners, regularly assesses the resilience of national energy infrastructure. For example, the US Department of Energy, in conjunction with regulatory authorities like the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), has orchestrated energy resilience readiness exercises in which it cut power to military bases to test energy resilience in the continental United States. As of April 2020, five bases had undergone these assessments to test the “performance of the infrastructure, the efficiency of emergency generators, and impact on residents to the unannounced power outage.”16 In the coming years, the United States will also complete Installation Energy and Water Plans to assess shortcomings in its current ability to provide energy and water during a crisis.17

In 2010, the US Department of Homeland Security began collaborating with the private sector to promote and test cybersecurity.18 The US Army War College Center for Strategic Leadership and Development (CSLD) has led war games, workshops, and training for Army leaders to model the best policy responses and illuminate vulnerabilities during a cyberattack. The CSLD has also worked extensively with congresspeople, legislators, academics, and scientists to develop military and civilian resilience and maintain vital services during a crisis.19 The Air Force has also collaborated with academic institutions to host cybersecurity and resilience workshops,

---


17. Beehler and Surash, “Cutting the Cord.”


examining vulnerabilities within current infrastructure and creating more sophisticated disaster preparedness models.\(^{20}\)

Additional US government agencies test infrastructure resilience in the United States. The DHS has a diverse array of procedures to run preventative tests and assess infrastructure capabilities in the aftermath of a crisis. The DHS Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), for example, has created several platforms that can assess the resilience of services vital to the military. The infrastructure visualization platform and the security assessment at first entry are such tools. The CISA’s information-sharing with civil authorities and private owners of critical infrastructure through its National Infrastructure Coordinating Center (NICC) displays best practices that could be replicated cross-nationally by NATO authorities.\(^{21}\) Another CISA program, Emergency Support Platform #14, emphasizes services to the military and civilians that would be cut off during a crisis.\(^ {22}\)

The DHS Science and Technology Directorate has also expanded the means of testing critical infrastructure resilience, including collaboration with the private sector to test new technologies that could serve as back-ups to current infrastructure or help maintain supply chains.\(^ {23}\) This directorate created a strategic plan for artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning that analyzes the risks of these technologies and how they can be incorporated into disaster resilience plans.\(^ {24}\) Additionally, the first responder/disaster resilience research assists the DHS with testing for vulnerabilities immediately following a critical infrastructure failure and maintaining functionality during a crisis.\(^ {25}\) This extensive DHS resilience testing regime embodies the United States’ forward-looking approach to resilience testing. If member

---


25. DHS, “First Responder/Disaster Resilience.”
states’ infrastructure systems were synchronized, NATO could adopt a similar framework for assessing critical infrastructure resilience.

Vulnerabilities in Critical Infrastructure

To maintain the resilience of their critical infrastructure systems, states must recognize the external threats to critical infrastructure and these systems’ inherent vulnerabilities. External threats include cyberattacks, climate change, and public health crises. The Alliance and its members’ societies must be prepared for any threat and hazard that might arise, whether from a nation-state, a non-state actor, or the environment. For example, increased disinformation campaigns delivered through cyberspace and traditional media have added to the spread of disinformation and damaged election integrity.26 These attacks disturb the continuity of government by sowing distrust in the validity of these elections. Energy resilience allows energy infrastructure to recover quickly from cyberattacks, climate change, and other challenges.27 Climate change or supply-chain issues can diminish food and water supplies in times of crisis and threaten access to these vital resources. The COVID-19 pandemic and resulting mass casualties overextended many states’ health-care systems to the point of near collapse.28

NATO critical infrastructure systems also have multiple inherent vulnerabilities that leave dependent populations at risk. One danger is the interconnectedness of different types of infrastructure. For example, over 7,000 power plants in the United States are dependent on the functionality of other critical infrastructure facilities and outside supply chains.29 Additionally, transport-system failures can debilitate supply chains


during emergencies.\textsuperscript{30} As such, NATO has identified that stable critical infrastructure requires self-reliant facilities.\textsuperscript{31}

The current American system has additional interdependencies that leave facilities at risk. Current government efforts to prevent these mass shutdowns often require voluntary participation from the private-sector owners of critical infrastructure facilities, but that participation is difficult to ensure.\textsuperscript{32} This lack of voluntary preparedness is another inherent vulnerability of critical infrastructure systems. Currently, governments offer information and education about possible hazards to incentivize the private sector to prepare privately owned critical infrastructure systems for potential disasters.\textsuperscript{33} The United States’ 2013 National Infrastructure Protection Plan identified that this method varies in effectiveness, especially when owners are asked to prepare for high-risk and low-probability disasters, including terrorist attacks.\textsuperscript{34} This inaction is dangerous because the US Department of Defense (DoD) relies on privately owned companies to produce their technology.\textsuperscript{35} In combination with the interconnectedness of critical infrastructure facilities, this dynamic results in system-wide vulnerabilities.

In some instances, the protocols used to analyze critical infrastructure vulnerabilities are not standardized, demonstrating another inherent vulnerability of Alliance critical infrastructure. In 2013, in the United States, the Government Accountability Office found some states purposely ignored phone calls from the Department of Homeland Security. The states claimed they could not comply with the DHS security standards because of existing burdens, poor technology, and their own cost-benefit calculations. Some states also noted they lacked the expertise to create disaster scenarios and prepare as the Department of Homeland Security wanted.\textsuperscript{36}

Given the high degree of infrastructural interdependence, a critical infrastructure failure in one state can lead to cascading cross-border

\textsuperscript{30} NCSC, “Insider Threat Mitigation.”
\textsuperscript{31} SACT and City of Norfolk, \textit{Building Resilience}, 2.
\textsuperscript{32} Humphreys, \textit{Critical Infrastructure}, 20.
\textsuperscript{34} Humphreys, \textit{Critical Infrastructure}, 20.
\textsuperscript{36} Humphreys, \textit{Critical Infrastructure}, 7.
failures. The risk of cascading failures increases as technologies and critical infrastructure systems become more interdependent. Should one piece of critical infrastructure fail—due to terrorist attacks, biohazards, or the effects of climate change—infrastructure interdependencies will put other connected systems at risk of collapse.

Civil-Military Cooperation

Building resilience and civil preparedness requires persistent interconnectedness between the civil, private, and military sectors. Civil-military cooperation influences many aspects of security. These general areas of civil-military cooperation include counterterrorism, cybersecurity, natural disasters, biohazards, technological hazards, energy, supply-chain challenges, and research and development in hypersonic and other emerging technologies. NATO faces a critical point in its existence, needing to determine the extent to which, if any, it desires to coordinate the development of Allies’ mission-vital and key infrastructure. Whether NATO commits to civil-military cooperation impacts the future international security environment and, by extension, the future security of critical infrastructure systems.

NATO has become increasingly dependent on civilian infrastructure since the end of the Cold War. Falling defense budgets have intensified the reliance on civil and commercial assets and capabilities. Today, military forces, especially those deployed during crises and war, heavily rely on the civilian and commercial sectors for transport, communications, and basic supplies such as food and water. Around 90 percent of military transport for large military operations is chartered or requisitioned from the commercial sector. On average, the commercial sector provides over 30 percent of satellite communications used for defense purposes. Some 75 percent of host nation support to NATO operations is sourced from local commercial infrastructure and services. Moreover, military medical systems depend on civilian medical infrastructure. Finally, military operations use local civilian expertise and human resources such as translators to function successfully. Each of these assets is highly vulnerable, and the prevalence of civilian

37. Gohel and Forster, Counter-terrorism Reference Curriculum, 95.
38. SACT and City of Norfolk, Building Resilience, 1.
39. “Resilience, Civil Preparedness and Article 3.”
40. “Resilience, Civil Preparedness and Article 3.”
41. “Resilience, Civil Preparedness and Article 3.”
and commercial assets in military operations reveals a general vulnerability in key- and mission-vital infrastructure.

**Significance of Civil-Military Cooperation**

Partnerships between the military and civilian sectors can promote infrastructure resilience in two ways. First, civil-military cooperation can increase the mobility and efficiency of military operations. Whenever civilian infrastructure is required to execute a military task, the private and military sectors share the responsibility to address and mitigate the risk.\(^\text{42}\) Furthermore, as warfare shifts onto the hybrid digital-social landscape, cooperation between military and private sectors will be integral in defending against cognitive and misinformation attacks.\(^\text{43}\) As private companies own platforms on which these attacks occur, civil-military collaboration will be critical in creating response protocols and improved algorithms to detect false information. These partnerships reduce public distrust and social division by countering misinformation, ultimately promoting political stability. These platforms are, therefore, critical social and political infrastructure.\(^\text{44}\)

Second, civil-military cooperation in the construction of nongovernment-owned infrastructure “can accelerate the technological process” by which new technologies are researched, developed, and put into use.\(^\text{45}\) For example, the United States is “supporting an integrated model that leverages government, industry and university resources” to advance the nation’s missile capabilities. NATO needs to invest more into cooperation among the civilian and military sectors within certain parameters.\(^\text{46}\) There are three specific means by which civil-military cooperation promotes innovation: technology road mapping, talent recruitment, and cost efficiency. Technological road mapping allows companies to address gaps in technology by “pointing to specific university

---

46. “Hypersonics Force Multiplier.”
research that will contribute to closing those gaps.” Talent recruitment allows industry employees to work directly with university students who want to work in specific industries, allowing them easier transitions into their careers. Cost efficiency allows for government-funded projects to address challenges within industries. In sum, more cooperation among civilian and military sectors can enable “impactful research that will transition directly to the industry.”

Research and development of hypersonic technologies highlight the innovative pressure of civil-military cooperation. In the United States, most weapons research currently takes place inside the Department of Defense and with industry partners, including nontraditional military partners. In an important example of civil-military cooperation, the Department of Defense has provided $25.5 million over three years for 18 projects at 29 universities to conduct advanced research on hypersonics to develop the next generation of hypersonic weapons.

By contrast, limited cooperation between the public and private sectors can leave civilian assets vulnerable. Privatization incentivizes efficiency and profit, not redundancy and resilience, in times of crisis. Some states have also begun voicing their discontent over European cooperation with Russian- and China-owned companies, arguing that some countries are putting “economic benefits above the objectives of the European Union and broader geopolitical concerns.” This dynamic is evident in the European energy market. Germany, for example, partnered with Gazprom, a Russian “state-owned entity,” to construct the controversial Nord Stream 2 pipeline. Other European investors such as Engie from France, Shell, a British and Dutch company, and OMW of Austria financially supported the pipeline. If the pipeline had become operational, Russia, through Gazprom, would have become a more dominant supplier of European

47. “Hypersonics Force Multiplier.”
52. Michta, “Three Seas Initiative.”
energy. Analysts in the United States and other NATO member states feared the pipeline would give Russia significant geopolitical leverage and dangerous control over Europe’s energy market. Until Olaf Scholz’s government canceled the pipeline’s certification after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, many feared Germany’s hands-off, pro-commerce attitude on the pipeline was creating vulnerabilities in European critical infrastructure. Indeed, much of the damage had already been done.

**NATO’s Role in Facilitating Civil-Military Cooperation**

NATO has already worked to promote civil-military cooperation to defend against adversaries. For example, NATO developed guidelines for enhancing civil-military cooperation in response to a chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear (CBRN) incident. NATO guidance also advises national authorities on warning the public and alerting emergency responders. Moreover, after 2001, the use of civilian aircraft as a weapon in the September 11 attacks facilitated NATO’s efforts in improving civil-military coordination of air traffic control.

As the world becomes more connected and the impacts of climate change worsen, critical infrastructure faces environmental threats, including biohazards and natural disasters. War, natural disasters, and biohazards also have secondary impacts on energy infrastructure and supply chains. For instance, the COVID-19 pandemic and war in Ukraine caused dramatic shifts in oil prices.

NATO can facilitate responses to these emerging crises. For instance, NATO partner countries’ militaries supported the civilian medical supply during the COVID-19 pandemic by reducing the cost of aircraft transportation. Additionally, the military and civilian sectors are pursuing research and development in renewable energy for households, commercial consumption, and military defense.
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to assess the destruction rapidly and send out response teams when responding to natural disasters.\(^{58}\) For example, partnerships between NATO members through the NATO Innovation Fund can foster close research relationships between the government and private firms.\(^{59}\) Nations can use their NATO connections to strengthen member states’ critical infrastructure through creation and innovation. Moreover, this funding relationship establishes the basis for closer working relationships that expedite responses to security failures.

**Promoting Resilience through Partnerships**

NATO’s greatest strength lies in its ability to ensure the security of its members through partnerships, which is especially important when it comes to mission-critical infrastructure. Foreign acquisition by NATO adversaries of such critical infrastructure can make it vulnerable to lower security standards or open to direct hacking threats. As NATO moves toward a near-limitless technological frontier of opportunities and threats, NATO members can leverage this advantage and collaborate to enhance their cybersecurity and technological security standards and resilience and civil preparedness. The next generation of technologies will present a wide range of new security and defense applications and vulnerabilities.

Partnership between the EU and NATO is a natural relationship due to a shared interest in maintaining Euro-Atlantic security. There is significant potential to meet mutual needs and increase resilience between these two organizations. There have already been significant security partnerships between the EU and NATO, for example, the European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats (Hybrid COE), which became operational in April 2017. Since this program’s inception, the EU and NATO staff have participated in joint workshops on how hybrid threats can disrupt security.\(^{60}\) Furthermore, coordination in critical infrastructure and defense capabilities of the EU and NATO will limit unnecessary duplications of infrastructure and contingencies, which will increase resilience in the Euro-Atlantic region.\(^{61}\) Joint training operations between the EU and NATO, the United States
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and NATO, and the EU and the United States—particularly those relating to hybrid warfare and emerging technologies—will foster further cooperation and increase the Alliance’s counterterrorism capacity and collective security.  

NATO can play an important role in ensuring the security of privately owned critical infrastructure, specifically in the foreign acquisition process. Certain EU or NATO members have, through structural and legal loopholes, acquired infrastructure technology contracts from countries like China that may compromise critical infrastructure security. The current European Union Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) regime allows individual member states to develop their own regulations and does not have the authority to block foreign acquisitions of critical infrastructure.  

For example, Italy has given conditional approval for Huawei, a corporation with links to Chinese security services, to develop 5G infrastructure across the country.  

As a security organization that works closely with EU regulators, NATO can provide a supervisory and coordination role for the protection of critical infrastructure that requires foreign investment.  

The EU and NATO also encourage civil-military cooperation on emerging technologies to promote critical infrastructure resilience. For example, 34 NATO and EU members and more than 30 private-sector partners attended the “Interdependency in Resilience” conference in May 2017. The conference was held to “improve understanding and visibility of what resilience means across these sectors; establish knowledge transfer between key stakeholders; and develop actionable proposals to improve mutual collaborations with partner nations.”  

The 2016 Joint Declaration further promotes NATO-EU cooperation on technological resilience: “As each organization has made EDT advances, staff-level coordination and broad information sharing have helped to better align their efforts.”


65. SACT and City of Norfolk, Building Resilience.

In the future, standardizing technological procedures across NATO and the EU will be essential to minimize redundancy between allies.\textsuperscript{67}

The strategic alignment of NATO and the EU is on full display as Russia invades Ukraine. Mutual concerns about the crisis in Ukraine have prompted further unity between the two organizations, with the EU financing 500 million euros’ worth of emergency weapons shipments to Ukraine. This aid package is a “watershed moment” for the EU, according to European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen.\textsuperscript{68} The EU is also responding to the crisis’s humanitarian consequences by granting temporary residency to Ukrainian refugees.\textsuperscript{69} These developments highlight the EU’s complementary role in European security. The fast-tracking of Ukraine’s request for EU accession indicates that Ukraine and the EU are fully aware of this role.\textsuperscript{70}

There are still impediments to NATO-EU cooperation, including the global rise of isolationist movements.\textsuperscript{71} Furthermore, only 55 percent of European citizens “totally” or “somewhat” support the creation of a “European army.”\textsuperscript{72} Nevertheless, as the response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine shows, partnership between the EU and NATO is essential to transatlantic security and the resilience of member states’ critical infrastructure.

**Conclusion**

NATO bears the responsibility of protecting its members against all threats. Article 3 of the North Atlantic Treaty expresses this requirement in service of the allied goal of developing “individual and collective capacity to resist...
armed attack.” In an age of interconnectedness and cross-border technologies, one ally’s vulnerability is a vulnerability of the entire Alliance. Energy and communications networks rely on interwoven, often automated patchworks of infrastructure that involve private corporations, civil administration, and military support. This critical infrastructure can fail if not resilient, causing irreparable harm to NATO readiness, allied defense, and human life. By settling for a posture of deterrence absent of a posture of resilience, NATO diminishes its deterrence potential and decreases the security of its members’ critical infrastructure. Deterrence, which NATO defines as the “threat of force in order to discourage” actors from harming one another, no longer adequately protects the Alliance. Facing unpredictable, unanticipated, and inevitable threats, NATO can ensure the resilience of its members’ critical infrastructure.

Understanding threats to critical infrastructure and NATO’s seven baseline requirements for resilience is essential to effective policymaking. NATO and its member states can work to meet the baseline requirements for resilience through persistence, a holistic approach to capacity consideration, and informing policymakers and the public of the importance of resilience. Infrastructure systems must be resilient to external threats and inherent vulnerabilities. As the Alliance faces the impacts of climate change, future public health catastrophes, and adversaries with increased technological capabilities, prioritizing critical infrastructure resilience at the national and transnational levels is more important than ever.

It is important that a comprehensive strategy to ensure resilience promotes civil-military cooperation and collaboration between member states. This cooperation is essential for research and development and operational purposes. Privatization of critical infrastructure systems without significant military involvement exposes these systems to harm due to deliberate attacks and environmental happenstance. Strong NATO partnerships will provide stability in a rapidly changing critical infrastructure environment. Intentional partnerships and coordinated cybersecurity projects will demonstrate the Alliance’s strength to a global audience. Existing NATO-EU partnerships, particularly those that weave civil-military cooperation and emerging technologies, exemplify the cross-disciplinary partnerships of the future. The NATO-EU relationship also shows the fragility of security partnerships in the face of domestic politics.

Ensuring the resilience of NATO member states is vital to the success of NATO missions and the integrity of the Alliance. Without resilience, the Alliance and its member states’ critical infrastructure systems are vulnerable to various threats, including terrorist attacks, hybrid attacks, asymmetrical warfare, and CBRN strikes. While technological innovation and compounding infrastructure interdependencies heighten the risks of cascading effects, the systems providing resilience against these threats are becoming obsolete. If NATO does not create new defenses, it will be possible for a NATO adversary, whether a terrorist organization or a nation-state, to strike a single decisive blow. Therefore, NATO and its member states must work together to strengthen their collective resilience against known and emerging threats, building a future of robust security for the transatlantic region.
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ABSTRACT: NATO has prioritized areas of cooperation for innovation and defense as it pertains to emerging and disruptive technologies (EDTs). This chapter looks at three of them: autonomous weapons such as drones, technologies using big data, and hypersonic weapons. There will be analysis of how each technology has been used by terrorists or state actors to threaten security and leave critical infrastructure vulnerable. The text will analyze how NATO is repositioning itself to create a coordinated response to these threats and what remains to be done.
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Future conflicts will be fought not just with bullets and bombs, but also with bytes and big data. We see authoritarian regimes racing to develop new technologies, from artificial intelligence to autonomous systems. So we are taking further steps to future-proof the alliance.¹

—NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg,
October 20, 2021

Introduction

NATO’s defense methods are being drastically changed by the emerging technologies used to threaten its member states and allies across the globe. For the first time, hypersonics has been used as a weapon of war on the battlefield in Ukraine. Drones have given a once-small terrorist resistance force in Yemen firepower, and the Taliban have harnessed big data intended for counterterrorism purposes to carry out their terror. At the same time, critical infrastructure connected to emerging technology is creating new vulnerabilities and national security concerns.

NATO’s Science for Peace and Security Programme defines emerging and disruptive technologies (EDTs) as “technologies that undergo rapid development and can be disruptive to existing systems such as critical infrastructure, supply chains, data networks.” NATO has identified seven key areas for cooperation on innovation and defense within the Alliance regarding EDTs: artificial intelligence, data and computing, autonomous weapons, quantum-enabled technologies, biotechnology and human enhancements, hypersonic technologies, and space. This study will examine three of these technologies and how they are being used or have been used to counter terrorism: autonomous weapons such as drones, technologies using big data, and hypersonic weapons. Likewise, there will be an analysis of how terrorists or state actors have used each technology to threaten security and often leave critical infrastructure vulnerable.

The autonomous weapons section will examine the danger posed by drones used by terrorists, nation-states, and non-state actors and analyze current counter-UAV efforts within NATO nations. How drones are changing the battlefield will be analyzed in case studies, such as the Houthi attack on the United Arab Emirates’ critical infrastructure in 2022 and Azerbaijan’s use of drones in the Nagorno-Karabakh War in 2020.

The real-time big-data analytics section will discuss big-data technology’s value in counterterrorism missions. Here, there will be a discussion of how the Taliban captured US biometric devices and ways to secure the technology so it cannot be used if it falls into the hands of bad actors.


Finally, the hypersonics section will examine NATO’s changing posture as it faces gains made by China, Russia, and North Korea and how it harnesses hypersonic technology for deterrence in this adversarial environment.

**NATO Context**

In December 2019, NATO leaders agreed on an Emerging and Disruptive Technology Implementation Roadmap, which helped the Alliance coordinate its work around emerging technology in defense, deterrence, and capabilities. Emerging technologies were increasingly impacting NATO’s task of defending its member states while also creating new challenges from adversaries. By July 2020, NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg had created an Advisory Group on Emerging and Disruptive Technologies of a dozen private-sector and academic experts who provided NATO with advice on adopting EDT in its mission. By September 2020, these experts had provided NATO with recommendations for technologies on which to focus, and by March 2021, their first annual report.

In February 2021, Defense Ministers endorsed a strategy focusing on military and civilian dual-use technology that can improve NATO’s defense advantage while creating a forum for best practices. These goals were made tangible through the establishment of a NATO Innovation Fund at the 2021 Brussels Summit in June to support the development of and guidance on such technology. Real-time data analytics and autonomous weapons have a history of dual use. This capability can create greater competition for the creation of quality defense products and greater risk when the technology is available to adversaries of democratic states. As the example of the capture of biometric devices in Afghanistan shows, the technology used by the military must be hardened to ensure that dual-use technology vital to the mission does not become compromised.

Thus, this chapter will explore how member states future-proof the way they develop emerging technology used for NATO missions. Using the NATO Science and Technology Organization’s “Science and Technology Trends: 2020–2040” as a framework, reports of technical developments and
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challenges will be assessed. NATO’s guidelines on emerging and disruptive technologies and dual-use EDTs and military and academic literature will support this assessment. As critical national infrastructure is shaped or challenged by innovators or malicious actors using emerging technology, NATO is repositioning itself to create a coordinated response. The analysis will document this journey and identify areas under development.

**Autonomous Weapons**

Nation–states and terrorists use autonomous weapons (such as drones) in warfare and armed combat. NATO defines *autonomy* as: “A system’s ability to function, within parameters established by programming and without outside intervention, in accordance with desired goals, based on acquired knowledge and an evolving situational awareness.” An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), often referred to as a drone, is an aircraft without a pilot or human life onboard, remotely piloted by unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), including the controller, support equipment, data links, weapons systems platform, display, payload, and the communications system.

While international law prevents the use of fully autonomous drones, NATO’s Science and Technology Organization (STO) predicts that “semi-autonomous systems will have more impact on operations” for the Alliance in the near term. There, the warfighter remains the final decisionmaker while artificial intelligence and other emerging technologies allow the drone to respond to numbers of adversaries or new obstacles autonomously while seeking out preprogrammed targets. Autonomous systems are changing how war is conducted on NATO’s doorstep. Ukraine has publicized its possession of drones that are playing a key role on the battlefield in the conflict
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with Russia.\textsuperscript{10} Azerbaijan used drones in the Nagorno-Karabakh war in 2020 to carry laser-guided missiles, successfully attacking Armenian tanks.\textsuperscript{11} Russia’s swarming drone capacity has strategic and tactical implications for how NATO defends its backyard going forward.\textsuperscript{12}

Drones are changing warfare, causing destabilizing effects across regions, escalating conflicts, and putting increased killing capacity in the hands of terrorists and non-state actors. Take the Houthis, for example. In what they dubbed “Operation Hurricane Yemen,” the Houthis used drones and five ballistic missiles to target civilians and critical infrastructure, including the Dubai and Abu Dhabi airports and the Musaffah oil refinery, exploding three petroleum tankers near the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company fuel facilities.\textsuperscript{13}

The Houthis took responsibility for the drone attacks that killed at least three people and caused explosions across Abu Dhabi on January 18, 2022. The Houthis had previously been designated a terrorist organization, and following the attacks, the United Arab Emirates asked the United States to designate the Houthis as a terrorist organization again.\textsuperscript{14} The Saudi-led coalition, including the United Arab Emirates, responded immediately with airstrikes against the Yemeni capital, Sana’a.\textsuperscript{15} These drone attacks were the most recent in a multiyear war the Houthis have been waging in the region against challengers to their power. Their use of unmanned technology against Saudi Arabia contributed significantly to a doubling of Houthi-led attacks against Saudi Arabia in 2021.\textsuperscript{16}


\textsuperscript{15} van der Kroft, “Yemen’s Houthis.”

While not in NATO’s usual battleground, the Houthi attrition of their Saudi Arabian–led coalition capacities using unmanned aerial vehicles and unmanned vehicle attacks can provide lessons learned as NATO considers the changing nature of warfare and threats from non-state actors.\(^{17}\) When the rebel group stormed Yemen’s capital in September 2014, most would not have predicted that they would have kept at bay the Saudi Arabian–led coalition—backed by the United Arab Emirates, the United States, the United Kingdom, and France—and been involved in a drawn-out war since Saudi Arabia began armed interventions in March 2015. Drone warfare has contributed significantly to the rebels’ success; access and the number of troops were not obstacles as in traditional warfare.\(^{18}\) In addition, the rebels did not use internationally recognized norms of limiting targets to military assets but targeted critical infrastructure and civilian targets. This use highlights the need for investing in counter-UAV technology since terrorists and non-state actors increasingly use drones to compensate for the lack of manpower and authorized use of airspace or critical infrastructure.

Closer to NATO’s backyard, the air and missile war in Nagorno-Karabakh has provided lessons to be learned on the strengths and weaknesses of using drones in warfare and the changing nature of war. In the conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan over the disputed Nagorno-Karabakh region, missiles and unmanned aerial vehicles were used. While Azerbaijan modernized its armed forces through new drones from foreign nation-states, Armenia relied on Russian and indigenously produced UAVs for reconnaissance. Azerbaijan took a strategic advantage by using UAVs with light munitions and long endurance (capable of flying for up to 24 hours). It also had a robust fleet of loitering munitions, also called suicide drones, which can hover in an area for a period of time looking for a target.\(^{19}\)

Ultimately, all sides considered Azerbaijan to have “won” the war due to the strategic advantage provided by drones that had better tracking, targeting, and neutralizing power far beyond the front lines.\(^{20}\) The diversity of Azerbaijan’s air defense shows how crucial having sophisticated UAVs has become in conflict. Passive defense was shown to be a challenge on both sides, as soldiers did not adequately hide their digital or thermal presence and
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could thus be tracked for targeting. This war offers insight for NATO and its partners to train their forces to camouflage digitally for longer periods and diversify and synchronize a broad array of UAV capabilities during an attack.

Russian takeaways from the 44-day war reflected in Russian military venues, such as the Army Standard or Military Review, are slightly more nuanced. While praising the technological strides made by Azerbaijan, they were not convinced the success was due to technology only. Their analyses shed light on a young, inexperienced, and primarily volunteer Armenian army compared to an older, experienced force in Azerbaijan. In addition, they gave credit to the focus and funding of Azerbaijan, which was singularly dedicated to reclaiming the Nagorno–Karabakh region with popular national support. Their lessons learned call for taking into account the whole battlefield, training the force, and looking for one’s vulnerabilities or tendency to believe exaggerated nationalist propaganda. Their perspectives may provide NATO with helpful insights into Russia’s tactics and motivations as it engages in the conflict with Ukraine.

So far, Ukrainian drones have flown close to Russian vehicles without the expected counter-drone or electronic warfare. Ukrainians have been able to destroy almost half of Russia’s surface-to-air missiles with drones, which have aided in information operations and reconnaissance. More recently, field reports have indicated that China has provided Russia with the means to track some of the Chinese-made DJI drones Ukraine has used through Auroslope tracking software and has started to attack the drones and their operators.

It is not yet clear how crucial autonomous weapons have been in helping Ukraine overall in its battleground advances. What is clear is that drones have provided Ukraine with low-cost defense and intelligence, have been intensively used, and, due to a number of factors, a country that ranks 40th in defense spending has been able to have initial successes against a country that ranks fourth.

25. “Ukrainians Use Drones.”
Moving forward, NATO STO predicts that the use of autonomous systems will be critical for operational success in the land, air, and space domain, particularly when it comes to swarming systems. Nuclear powers such as the United States, the United Kingdom, and Russia all have a drone-swarming capacity that they can use in combat for a number of purposes—from precision-guided weapons to remote communications jamming capabilities. Drone swarms are small UAVs that can self-organize and work together to complete multiple tasks. They are often the weapon of choice because their low-cost use translates into fewer soldier casualties, shorter training times, increased targeting efficiency, and durability of expensive weapons systems. Future warfare could escalate quickly as nuclear-armed powers use drone-swarming tactics. With UAVs using artificial intelligence to increase the element of surprise as their capabilities advance in speed, range, and accuracy, escalation of conflict between nuclear powers looms large. So, too, do the dangers of using UAVs if employed by non-state actors and terrorists.

So, what can be done? NATO has several goals in its counter-UAS strategy. First, it aims to: integrate multiple solutions technically into a larger defense context; second, to create systems that counter drone threats without collateral damage; third, to integrate counter-UAS across multiple operations; and fourth, to have the same standards across diverse government ministries and public agencies. To make these goals more practical, NATO has created a counter-UAS working group since 2019 with experts from across NATO. The group of experts collaborates on operational and technical interoperability of counter-UAS systems NATO can use and performs trials and exercises together (most recently in September 2022).

The graph in figure 2-1, developed by Lieutenant Colonel Andre Haider of the Joint Air Power Competence Centre, illustrates the comprehensive, multi-domain effort NATO is aiming for as it considers countermeasures it should use depending on the spatial distance between the UAS component and NATO forces. Here, one can view in one graph all the factors that must be considered in counter-UAS measures. In the yellow box, force protection (FP) is vital because it is easy for terrorists and non-state actors to possess and modify commercial off-the-shelf low, slow, and small (LSS) unmanned aerial systems for malicious purposes. Notice that intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) is the first step in the defense of critical infrastructure here.33

Moving further away in distance (pink box), the ground control station is crucial for the launch and recovery element (LRE) of larger UAS. As such, the LRE is a critical infrastructure that must be protected through air interdiction (AI) in real time. If the LRE is destroyed, UAS will no longer be able to function. Air defense (AD) in the blue box is likewise important for protection against swarming drones via short-wave air defense and anti-aircraft artillery. Cybersecurity is a crucial layer. Without it, swarming drones’ control stations can be knocked offline. The dark blue box shows countermeasures against space-based communications via satellites or position, navigation, and timing signals that can be used against adversary’s swarming drones. This comprehensive approach, offered by interoperability operations and defense systems from different NATO members, provides a practical application of NATO’s countermeasures.
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Real-time Big-data Analytics

Real-time big-data analytics can be used for predicting terrorist incidents. However, terrorists can also employ this information to target innocents. The Taliban captured US military biometric devices in August 2021 to track and kill those who cooperated with US forces. Biometric systems are big-data systems that work with large volumes of data and analytics to verify and identify a person based on physiological or behavioral characteristics. US forces used these systems in Afghanistan to track terrorists and vet local Afghans assisting US forces in diplomatic talks, defending embassies, serving as translators, or providing other support activities. There is concern that the Taliban could use these biometric systems to target US-friendly Afghans, putting lives at risk.

In addition, the Taliban has taken over the Afghan Interior Ministry’s automated biometric identification system and the country’s voting record digital identity systems and biometric ID card system, putting additional populations (like women, journalists, and human rights defenders) at risk. Tech companies and nongovernmental organizations are being warned to secure any databases storing this information.

US forces initiated the biometric program in 2007 to track the true identities of persons in Afghanistan regardless of alias, as aliases in the country were common. At the time of the system’s creation, there was no single reliable system for national IDs. Over time, however, the Afghan government adopted the system for use in courts or passport applications. By 2011, the Department of Defense had 4.8 million biometric records of people in Afghanistan and Iraq. Once the democratically elected government of Afghanistan fell, the data housed in the biometric device servers became the property of the Taliban. Reports of the Taliban conducting door-to-door searches with biometric devices targeting those with connections


to the former Afghan government, journalists, and foreign nonprofits highlight
the quandary created by not correctly storing this sensitive big data.⁴⁰

There were three problems with how the United States accessed and stored
biometric data. First, the server was built in Afghanistan and fell under its
jurisdiction. This issue caused a legal quandary, as the United States would
need to enter negotiations with the Taliban—which is holding the data and
many of the people connected to it captive—to shut down or limit access
to the data.

Second, the United States now had an access issue. When the server
became the property of the Taliban, they denied the United States access.
The United States could no longer exfiltrate anyone in the system who worked
with US forces unless they were documented separately somewhere else.⁴¹
Thus, the United States could not verify whether a person was a former
contractor who still needed airlifting out of Afghanistan or if they were
in the system due to their terrorist crimes.

Third, US-built federal-use data sources are subject to federal law
even when overseas. Ultimately, National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) standards should have been applied to the US biometric
system. What began as sensitive personally identifiable information (PII)
for US military use only was disseminated to the Afghan government
without a backup plan if the Afghan government could not be trusted
to protect the sensitive data.⁴²

There are several solutions NATO can use to save big-data storage and
ensure the sensitive data it collects is not compromised.

- NIST-compliant cloud storage for government use.⁴³
  The access nation-states have to the data for each
  perspective country would need to be clarified in advance,
  but it is technically possible.
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⁴² Author interviews with a biometric system creator and law enforcement agent.

⁴³ John R. Hoehn, Joint All-domain Command and Control: Background and Issues for Congress,
Layered security architecture. Instead of having one employee or login that can provide access to all data, credentials locked in various forms of encryption can hide different elements of critical infrastructure.44

Beyond ensuring secure big-data storage, NATO can use big-data analytics to prepare for potential challenges to NATO operations—from terrorism to armed conflict to cyberattacks.45 In March 2022, the Allied Command Transformation Innovation Hub delivered the Resilience Data Analytics Tool. With Baseline Requirements of Resilience topics and a keywords dashboard, the tool can search through massive amounts of open-source and media reports in 44 languages. The tool incorporates big-data analytics with machine learning to establish patterns and then provides end users with data visualization on where threats to resilience exist across NATO nations.46

As a proof of concept, the tool has already assessed the Baltic States and Poland for how they meet the seven baseline requirements of resilience. NATO used the tool in its September 2022 Dynamic Messenger exercise, a large-scale test to demonstrate unmanned systems capabilities in the maritime environment.47 NATO has the potential to predict future crises and strengthen resilience by refining this big-data analytics tool, feeding it with real-time data, and allowing it to be used more frequently throughout NATO commands to build accuracy. Such collaborative, open-source tools also foster information sharing among allies in the unclassified realm and security within member states.

With the proper national security firewalls, NATO members can combine big data from national databases to track terrorist operations


better across borders.\textsuperscript{48} While NATO is already using big data and data sharing to respond to terrorist attacks, it can also exploit advanced data analytics with big-data sources (like social media feeds and sensor and log information) to warn of terrorist attacks down to the neighborhood level and provide foresight into the timing and placement of malicious intrusions on critical infrastructure.\textsuperscript{49} While access and coordination would need to be handled delicately, this big-data innovation would take cooperative NATO counterterrorism and promotion of critical infrastructure resilience to the next level.

**Hypersonic Technologies**

In 2018, Michael Griffin, the Pentagon’s new undersecretary for defense for research and engineering, made his first public statement at a Credit Suisse conference about his highest research priority:

\begin{quote}
I’m sorry for everybody out there who champions some other high priority, some technical thing; it’s not that I disagree with those. But there has to be a first, and hypersonics is my first. . . . When the Chinese can deploy [a] tactical or regional hypersonic system, they hold at risk our carrier battle groups. They hold our entire surface fleet at risk. They hold at risk our forward-deployed forces and land-based forces. Without our ability to defend and without at least an equal response capability on the offensive side, then what we have done is we have allowed a situation to exist where our deployed forces are held at risk, and we cannot do the same for them.\textsuperscript{50}
\end{quote}

In the three years since then, the public message has been that hypersonic research and development continues to focus on defensive and space purposes. However, current technical developments from NATO adversaries have forced the Alliance to rethink its posture. The Pentagon’s fiscal year 2022 budget
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request for hypersonic research is $3.8 billion—up from $3.2 billion last year.\textsuperscript{51} The Department of Defense is prioritizing offensive programs, requesting $3.8 billion for hypersonic weapons programs and $247.9 million for hypersonic defense programs for fiscal year 2022.\textsuperscript{52} Principal Director for Hypersonics Mike White explained that the United States was still trying to find “the path forward to get a robust defensive strategy” and focusing on offensive programs.\textsuperscript{53}

Hypersonic capabilities—which allow propulsion at Mach 5 or above—have been applied to advanced defense systems and can provide access to space.\textsuperscript{54} After the September 11 attacks, the counterterrorism value of hypersonic long-range conventional capabilities (to interrupt a meeting of terrorist leaders, for example) was considered.\textsuperscript{55} However, over the last decade, hypersonic defense technology has changed focus from counterterrorism uses to interstate warfare.\textsuperscript{56} Until now, the United States and NATO have not considered developing hypersonic weapons for use with nuclear warheads but have focused on the technology for short- and intermediate-range conventional precision strikes.\textsuperscript{57} Now, technological developments from Russia and China have caused the Alliance to start considering otherwise since the summer of 2021.

Russia’s Tsirkon missile system is operational, and the anti-ship hypersonic cruise missile has been reported to have a speed of Mach 9, or roughly 11,000 kilometers per hour.\textsuperscript{58} Russia tested the missile system in July 2021, reportedly for the 10th time, launching the Tsirkon missile from the \textit{Admiral Groshkov}.
frigate in the White Sea at Mach 7 and hit a target on the coast of the Barents Sea 350 kilometers away.\textsuperscript{59} While NATO responded with a statement that the “hypersonic missiles are highly destabilizing and pose significant risks to security and stability across the Euro-Atlantic area,” it vowed to “maintain credible deterrence and defense, to protect our nations.”\textsuperscript{60} Since then, the US Air Force, in partnership with DARPA, successfully tested its own Hypersonic Air-breathing Weapon Concept (HAWC), flying at a speed greater than Mach 5, on September 27, 2021.\textsuperscript{61} It also successfully tested the boost-glide AGM-183A Rapid Response Weapon (ARRW) on May 14, 2022.\textsuperscript{62} Russia responded to the fall 2021 test with more hypersonic weapons tests. Furthermore, in a move that surprised US intelligence agencies, China tested its hypersonic missile in August 2021.\textsuperscript{63}

As hypersonic missiles’ speed does not allow reaction time for defense and provides near-assured destruction of its target, NATO is rethinking its posture, especially considering the danger hypersonic missiles pose to Europe. In fact, for the first time in history, hypersonic weapons are being used in combat by Russia against Ukraine, according to US Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Mark Milley. Between 10 and 12 hypersonic weapons (all without nuclear warheads) have been launched against Ukraine at the time of this writing.\textsuperscript{64} Three Kinzhal hypersonic missiles hit “tourist infrastructure,” with a barrage of Russian missiles striking a shopping mall and two hotels in Odesa, causing civilian casualties.\textsuperscript{65} Russia’s use of hypersonic missiles

\textsuperscript{65} Paul P. Murphy, “Ukraine Says Second Hotel, Shopping Mall Hit as Russia Fires Hypersonic Missiles at Odesa,” CNN (website), May 9, 2022, https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-05-09-22/h_30902995486238c6d046d1186d9979c5.
against civilian targets underscores a pattern of attacking civilians, resulting in the NATO Parliamentary Assembly deeming Russia a “terrorist state.”

Considering those new threats, this section will examine the Alliance’s changing posture and how NATO is considering using hypersonic technology for deterrence in this adversarial environment.

**The Players**

China, the United States, and Russia have had hypersonic capabilities since the early 2000s. While these superpowers use the weapons as a form of deterrence and to shift the global balance of power, less predictable regional players, such as North Korea, have had them for years. West Coast air traffic was stopped at several airports on January 11, 2022, during North Korea’s hypersonic weapon test. While early-warning systems provided initial telemetry readings that indicated the launched North Korean missile could hit the Aleutian Islands or the California coast, US Northern Command quickly determined the hypersonic weapon could not harm the United States, and air traffic was restarted within 15 minutes.

North Korea’s test also used an HGV, though one with a more limited range of maneuverability than the one used by China. North Korea’s test of two hypersonic weapons and 15 other ballistic missiles in 2022 violated United Nations Security Council resolutions banning the use of ballistic missiles. Two successful tests were of missiles to be used with tactical nuclear weapons. The hypersonic tests were alarming because North Korea’s hypersonic missile is hard to track. It can change course mid-flight, leaving South Korea vulnerable. Because South Korea lacks the necessary defenses against this maneuverability, it is concerned its only defense could be a preemptive strike, which could cause a quick escalation of conflict.
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Once perfected, the Chinese hypersonic capability could send its nuclear warheads over the South Pole and get around the US defense system.\textsuperscript{71} In the August 2021 test, China’s nuclear-capable hypersonic glide vehicle circled the globe and missed its target by just 24 miles. This capability is new because other hypersonic capabilities from NATO’s adversaries can be defended against if they fly in a high arc over the North Pole, as conventional ballistic missiles do. This fractional orbital bombardment system flies in a low orbit over Earth and can get around the north-facing defense system.\textsuperscript{72} The United States is considering using directed-energy systems to disrupt the missile flight paths.\textsuperscript{73} Those improvements will take time to develop.

**The Objective**

The technology is being developed to use against high-value or high-threat targets where time is vital. Because of the high speed and vast distance that hypersonic weapons can cover, they can be launched outside conflict areas. For the United States and other NATO members, territory that has been difficult to reach due to China’s and Russia’s increased anti-access and area denial capabilities—which deny freedom of action and access in areas under friendly control—could be penetrated from a safe, distant perimeter if successfully developed.\textsuperscript{74} However, Russia and China already possess these high-speed, long-distance capabilities, and the extreme speed of hypersonic weapons makes interception difficult.

Russia’s current goal is assured destruction of its targets in Ukraine and deterrence of NATO and the West. China’s objective is neutralizing the United States and maintaining control of the Pacific. The US Naval Institute released photos in May 2022—ranging from US warships in the Pacific to naval bases in Korea and Guam—that provide insight into China’s hypersonic missile targets.\textsuperscript{75}
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The Problem

Until now, NATO has focused on protecting mainland Europe from an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) strike from Russia. A defense posture focused on only one kind of hypersonic weapon and adversary has left NATO at a disadvantage. As successful tests from the summer of 2021 show, China and Russia have pulled ahead of the United States in their hypersonic capabilities. Part of the main problem is the quicker-than-expected successful development of the hypersonic glide vehicle as the delivery mechanism.

The difference between hypersonic glide vehicles and hypersonic ICBMs, which the United States has focused on in the past, is that hypersonic ICBMs are powered by rockets, arc high above Earth, and then return to Earth to strike targets on a preplanned path. The hypersonic glide vehicle uses its momentum, flies low in Earth’s orbit, and, upon return to Earth, can maneuver off a charted path without being tracked.76 While eyes were focused on Russia’s anti-ship hypersonic cruise missile and its potential impact on Europe in the summer of 2021, China launched a hypersonic missile with the potential for far more devastating damage to the Alliance.

In March 2018, China conducted 20 times as many hypersonic tests as the United States.77 When the Chinese military tested its hypersonic glide vehicle (HGV) in August 2021, US defense and intelligence officials were alarmed for two reasons. First, as previously mentioned, the hypersonic missile cannot be stopped by NATO’s north-facing defenses in Europe, as China’s missiles can avoid them by flying over the South Pole. Second, China’s hypersonic capability can be much more devastating to the Alliance because its maneuverability makes it extremely hard to track. Unlike a US hypersonic ICBM that flies in a high arc above the North Pole on a fixed path, China’s hypersonic glide vehicle flew through low-orbit space, propelled by its momentum before it maneuvered toward its target.78 The United States will not have defensive capabilities against this new weapon until the mid-2020s (at the earliest), leaving a three-year gap with no protection.79
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The United States had not been using or developing hypersonic technology for nuclear weapons due to its New START Treaty with Russia, which bans offensive arms. Russia, however, found a loophole. The treaty does not cover weapons that fly on a ballistic trajectory for less than 50 percent of the flight, as with hypersonic glide and hypersonic cruise missiles.

In concert with NATO, the United States must decide whether to respond by developing its offensive weapons or amping up its defense of the new hypersonic weapons. In the interim, the United States has activated its deterrence initiative to protect NATO member states. In November 2021, it reactivated a nuclear unit at the 56th Artillery Command in Mainz-Kastel, Germany, with the “Dark Eagle,” a long-range hypersonic missile that could be in service next year, travel at Mach 17, and reach Moscow in just over 21 minutes.  

A third option is the renegotiation of the New Start Treaty, set to expire in 2026, “when a Party believes that a new kind of strategic offensive arm is emerging, that Party shall have the right to raise the question of such a strategic offensive arm for consideration in the Bilateral Consultative Commission.” As the treaty has not contained Russia’s development in the past, a US priority should be the Mach-speed development of immediate and long-term defenses and early-warning systems for adversary HGVs—whether through laser weapons, radio-frequency jammers, or microwave weapons—to counter the hypersonic missiles.

**Conclusion and Final Recommendations**

As NATO prepares for the emerging technology challenges to critical infrastructure resilience for the next two decades, its member states must be prepared to counter EDTs on two fronts. While traditional adversaries are making strides in their development, terrorists are also gaining ground in using EDTs in peer-to-peer conflicts.

While NATO has made initial strides in expanding innovation and joint defense in this rapidly changing environment, there is much room for improvement. In the area of autonomous weapons, NATO is already
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developing countermeasures and innovation in a coordinated way by incorporating exercises, a whole-of-government approach, and interoperability to operations and technology across the Alliance to hold terrorists and rogue actors at bay. As NATO nations continue to work together to develop and improve the performance of autonomous weapons and counter-UAV technology for the battlefield, they will be able to protect better the critical infrastructure and national security of member states.

The collection of big data and the process that makes it useful—big-data analytics—is changing NATO’s preparedness and the way it protects critical infrastructure. Analytics helps to target terrorists and receive early warning of armed conflict, transportation or communication vulnerabilities, nuclear threats, or pandemics more accurately. NATO is in the nascent stages of fully harnessing the advantages of this data and exploring how to share it with nation-states within the Alliance in a secure manner that does not harm national security or civil liberties. While proposals exist for more effective implementation, creating common standards across the Alliance for secure storage, jurisdiction, access, and cybersecurity will remain an important strategic task for nation-states in the future. In addition, NATO nation-states should continue to develop and invest in early-warning systems and use big-data analytics and machine learning to receive foresight on where and when terrorists and malicious actors could escalate armed violence or threaten critical infrastructure.

Finally, as NATO considers its new posture in the hypersonic arms race, it will need to make a strategic decision about the most effective deterrence methods. NATO must determine whether its nation-states should invest in offensive or defensive weapons and identify how to counter an adversary’s new hypersonic technology best. Nuclear powers must use a coordinated approach and ensure civil-military cooperation on hypersonic development and countermeasures. This approach will ensure NATO can defend its nation-states in a way that maximizes innovation while considering escalation impacts.
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ABSTRACT: Space systems provide critical capabilities to enable NATO’s core missions of deterrence and defense, including secure satellite communications (SATCOM), positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT), early warning, environmental assessment, and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). However, the proliferation of counter-space technologies renders these systems vulnerable to interference and attack. NATO members must harden their space systems from attacks by state and non-state actors to ensure the resilience of NATO operations in the era of strategic competition.
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In December 2019, NATO declared space as the fifth operational domain—alongside land, maritime, air, and cyber—and adopted a space policy recognizing the domain’s importance to Alliance operations.¹ Jens Stoltenberg, the NATO Secretary General, remarked, “space is extremely important for all civilian and military activities . . . so of course, space and satellites are of great importance for all NATO Allies.”²

Space technologies and orbital platforms (such as satellites) provide core capabilities to enable NATO’s core missions of deterrence and defense. The five core capabilities include secure communications, positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT), and velocity; integrated tactical warning
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and threat assessment; environmental monitoring; communications; and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR).³

Space capabilities enable command and control of NATO forces, provide early warning of potential threats, indicate whether threats are terrorist or nation-based, and improve the amount and quality of information available to Alliance leaders for decision making.⁴ NATO’s core space capabilities also provide a strategic advantage for Alliance operations worldwide. NATO depends on various national and commercial launch capabilities, platforms, sensors, and space operations that are resilient to environmental and man-made hazards.⁵ This chapter will analyze terrorist threats to space assets coming from direct attacks, man-portable air-defense systems (MANPADS), electronic warfare, and cyberattacks.

Space technologies, however, are increasingly vulnerable to interference and attack from ground-based orbital threats, including direct-ascent anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons (such as the one China used to destroy a derelict weather satellite in 2007). Cyber or physical attacks can also disrupt tracking stations or control centers. Orbital threats include kinetic counter-space weapons and satellites, which are inherently dual-use technologies.

To fulfill its basic deterrence and mutual defense functions, NATO needs assured and secure access to space. Adversaries could intercept satellites using rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO) to disable, spy on, or neutralize Alliance satellites. In 2018, France accused Russia of using its satellite Luch (also known as Olymp-K) to attempt an unfriendly espionage act through RPO with the French-Italian communications satellite, Athena-Fidus.⁶ Additionally, orbital debris from decades of human space activity will continue to pose collision risks to all objects occupying Earth’s low-, medium- and geosynchronous orbital regimes.

Space is a domain in which state actors exert influence and power to pursue interests on Earth and in outer space. As of 2022, there were 12 NATO members operating military or dual-purpose satellites that provide
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space functions for defense purposes. However, only three possess the domestic ability to place satellites into orbit: the United States, France, and the United Kingdom. However, the emergence of commercial operators providing launch services has lowered the threshold of space access for various state and non-state actors. Once the exclusive purview of the superpowers, space and Earth’s orbital regimes have become increasingly congested, competitive, and contested, given the proliferation of spaceflight and orbital capabilities.

The following section covers the four segments of space-critical infrastructure and reviews the space capabilities upon which NATO operations depend. The next section covers the threats facing space-critical infrastructure and reviews the attendant risks and actors that possess the necessary capabilities. The case study looks at threatening Russian behavior in space and against space critical infrastructure. The chapter concludes with recommendations based on NATO’s recently published space policy.

**Space Critical Infrastructure Overview**

Space operations rely on critical infrastructure consisting of four discrete segments: space, user, link, and ground segments. Doctrinally, NATO combines the link segment as part of the other three. This chapter treats the link segment separately, which is useful for analyzing threats against the functions of the link segment. The following section describes each segment in greater detail.

**Space Segment**

The space segment consists of spacecraft, payloads, and satellite constellations across the various orbital regimes that provide the space-based capabilities upon which NATO forces rely. Examples include the Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) constellation, which consists of 29 satellites operated by the US Space Force in medium-Earth orbit, and the German SAR-Lupe satellite reconnaissance system, among others.
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User Segment

The user segment refers to any terrestrial device, vehicle, person, or organization with receiver equipment for satellite signals, including PNT and imagery. Examples include automobile navigation systems, smartphones, Internet connections, ATMs, and others. NATO military forces operate in the land, maritime, and air domains, which all comprise the user segment. However, readers should note that large swaths of modern society are part of the user segment, and national economies and industries worldwide depend on space capabilities to function.

Ground Segment

The ground segment incorporates all Earth-based elements of the space architecture and includes space support facilities, launch facilities, mission control centers, and ground stations. The ground segment encompasses the physical infrastructure of NATO space systems and is present in most member states in some fashion. Examples include the European Space Operations Center in Darmstadt, Germany; the Guiana Space Center in Kourou, French Guiana; ground stations located around the world that provide radio links and data storage; and the entire network infrastructure connecting these elements. Ground stations support military operations, day-to-day commercial functions, and space-based science and research initiatives.

Link Segment

Information transmission architecture that connects the ground and space segments comprises the link segment. The architecture includes uplink and downlink data streams, security protocols, and the data that is transmitted. This data includes telemetry and guidance and content for the user segment. For example, communications, PNT data, and imagery are delivered to the user segment via the link segment.
Space Support Functions and Capabilities

Space is a resource- and technology-intensive domain, and several NATO member states operate advanced space systems across the four segments. The United States is the world’s most prolific space power and operates the greatest number of military satellites. The space domain allows Alliance forces to anticipate threats and respond to crises quickly. The space capabilities detailed below build on those outlined in NATO’s 2022 Space Policy and the US Department of Defense Joint Publication 3-14 Space Operations.

PNT and Velocity

PNT is a mission-essential service provided by Alliance and non-NATO services to the entire user segment. The uses and effects of PNT include precision strike, personnel recovery, combat search and rescue, and digital network timing. The NATO forces in the user segment rely on global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) for precise, accurate, and near-instantaneous geographic location, navigation, and time-reference services during all types of geographic missions.

Integrated Tactical Warning and Threat Assessment

NATO’s deterrence and defense missions rely on early warning of missile events to provide decision space for Alliance leaders while enabling effective response measures. Tactical warning is a vital function of NATO’s space-critical infrastructure, and the Alliance must maintain access to clear and timely warning information. Persistent overhead monitoring satellites form the backbone of NATO’s missile-warning system and provide coverage over key areas and territories. Additionally, ground-based radars help confirm strategic attacks and ballistic trajectories.

Environmental Monitoring

Space systems help planners predict the impact of atmospheric and oceanic effects on NATO operations in the land, sea, and air domains. Accurate weather forecasting and understanding maritime conditions mitigate air and maritime operations risks while enabling flight planning for patrols over NATO airspace. Weather forecasting also supports threat assessments and munitions selection.

Satellite Communications (SATCOM)

Satellite communication is vital for effective command and control at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels, supporting forces operating in remote areas. Satellite communication enables over-the-horizon and beyond-line-of-sight voice and data communication for NATO forces. Satellite communication also enables unmanned aerial system (UAS) operations supporting NATO missions. As part of recent investments to improve SATCOM capabilities, the NATO Communications and Information (NCI) Agency has partnered with France, Italy, the United Kingdom, and the United States for SATCOM services under NATO SATCOM Services Sixth Generation (NSS6G) Project.
Satellite communication is also where the space and cyber domains intersect across the four space segments. The data transmission networks that enable ground stations to command-and-control satellites in orbit and enable forces in the user segment to utilize satellite capabilities exist in the cyber domain. The medium over which data transmission occurs in the link segment relies on communication protocols derived from the cyber domain.

**ISR**

Alliance military operations rely heavily on space-based services for ISR. Operational and tactical planning requires accurate satellite imagery to understand the effects of terrain on land-based operations. Sophisticated orbital capabilities like synthetic aperture radar and remote sensing enable decision making at the strategic level with timely and accurate information that reduces uncertainty and risk during crises.

**Space Situational Awareness (SSA)**

The importance of the space domain to Alliance operations and daily life demands that NATO maintain continuous situational awareness of objects, activities, and actors across the orbital regimes to anticipate and identify risks. Spatial situational awareness is an emerging capability in response to the proliferation of actors and threats in the space domain. Spatial situational awareness enables effective command and control in support of Alliance operations while providing a timely understanding of the space environment.

NATO forces have access to the most advanced space infrastructure in the world. However, this access is not assured, and planners and policymakers cannot assume space will remain an uncontested domain. Moreover, technological advances have democratized the benefits of space to a wide range of actors. Commercially available drones with onboard satellite navigation and mapping can be improvised into precision-guided explosives. In contrast, commercial mapping services such as Google Maps can provide detailed satellite images of potential targets for terrorist attacks within member states. Criminal organizations, violent extremist organizations (VEO), and adversary states can also utilize the space capabilities detailed above, thanks to the ubiquity of smart devices and satellite imagery on the Internet. The next section, however, will focus on the main threats facing NATO space critical infrastructure.
Threats and Vulnerabilities

The growing ubiquity of commercial and national space technologies suggests potential threat actors will seek to leverage space for the same advantages as NATO.\(^{12}\) There are generally five categories of space threat actors, plus the space environment itself, which is hazardous to Alliance space capabilities. This discussion will focus on threat actors, including insider threats, criminal gangs, terrorists and VEOs, non-state actors, and state actors. In terms of technical complexity, each type of threat actor is capable of low-threshold threats, while only state actors with advanced space programs are capable of high-end threats.

The threats affecting NATO’s space capabilities exist on Earth and in orbit and range from crude attacks resulting in physical destruction to space support facilities on Earth, sophisticated counter-space weapons deployed on orbital platforms, and the growing orbital debris problem. Lower threshold threats may cause temporary disruptions to Alliance space functions and local operations, while higher threshold threats could render catastrophic consequences to the security of NATO members. Generally, terrorist actors possess the ability to cause temporary disruptions to space infrastructure. However, the most significant threats are the most technically complex and thus will likely remain exclusive to advanced state actors (see figure 3-1).

The following threats have a lower technical and resource threshold and are available to various actors seeking to disrupt critical space infrastructure. Attacks can still cause much damage and impair vital functions but are generally reversible in terms of NATO’s ability to continue to access space and space support functions.

**Direct Attack**

NATO’s orbital capabilities depend on the space support functions provided by various military and civilian organizations with facilities located around the globe. Some facilities (such as France’s Guyana Space Center or the United States’ Kennedy Space Center) host vital space launch and space support facilities located on military installations or supported by the host nation’s military forces. They are, therefore, relatively secure from direct attacks. For example, in French Guyana, France’s 3rd Regiment
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of the Foreign Legion is tasked with defending the facility from direct attack by terrorists or VEOs.\textsuperscript{13}

Other facilities, however, including the ESA’s European Space Operations Centre (ESOC), located in Darmstadt, Germany, are primarily civilian. They are often situated in congested metropolitan areas and easily accessible by public transportation. The ESOC and other civilian facilities perform vital space support functions and operate many satellites that NATO relies upon to conduct its missions.\textsuperscript{14} Nevertheless, despite local security, they could remain particularly vulnerable to terrorist attacks, including car and truck bombings, mass shootings, or suicide attacks.

A terrorist attack, such as the 2015 Paris shootings, against a key element of the ground segment could result in catastrophic physical destruction to vital space support facilities and the loss of life among space professionals, technicians, and engineers who operate Alliance satellites. While such damage and loss of life would be devastating, the impact on NATO’s ability to use satellites and perform its core missions would likely be relatively low. There is sufficient redundancy in satellite operation and tracking or launch services. For example, isolated direct attacks against these facilities would not meaningfully disrupt NATO’s ability to obtain PNT data from the GPS constellation or for intelligence organizations to utilize satellite imagery for reconnaissance purposes. In other words, an isolated terrorist attack against the ground segment, while devastating, would have a limited impact on NATO’s overall space critical infrastructure.

**MANPADS**

MANPADS are lightweight air defense systems designed to protect ground-based forces from air attacks. Widely distributed during the Cold War, terrorist organizations and insurgent groups throughout Africa, the Middle East, and Central Asia have acquired MANPADS through theft, illicit arms transfers, black market sales, and capture due to loss of inventory control. Prolific examples include the US-made FIM-92 Stinger and the Soviet-Russian-made 9K32 Strela-2 (NATO designation SA-7 Grail). Additionally, there have been several documented events of terrorist actors firing MANPADS against military and civilian aircraft. For example, in November 2002, al-Qaeda–affiliated terrorists fired two Strela-2 missiles
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at an Israeli civilian Boeing 737 airliner departing from Mombasa, Kenya.\textsuperscript{15} Additionally, in March 2020, the US Federal Aviation Administration issued a notice to airmen (NOTAM) warning civilian aircraft of the surface-to-air missile threat near Kabul, Afghanistan. The NOTAM was issued because Taliban insurgents had acquired MANPADS and fired them against NATO aircraft taking off from Bagram airfield.\textsuperscript{16}

Terrorist organizations could conceivably target a space launch in a manner similar to attacks against civilian and military aircraft taking off from airports around the world. Due to their widespread availability, MANPADS are an attractive choice for terrorists seeking to attack a symbolic target, such as an airliner or rocket. Unlike military aircraft, which carry effective countermeasures against surface-to-air threats, rockets are unarmed and highly vulnerable to MANPADS. While highly symbolic and devastating in its immediate impact, a successful terrorist attack against a space vehicle launch would likely not disrupt NATO’s overall space infrastructure or ability to exploit space support functions for routine operations.

**Electronic Warfare (EW)**

Satellites beam signals to Earth and transmit their data to end users via a defined set of radio frequencies across the electromagnetic spectrum. Spectrum and signal interference, or jamming, using radio emissions from adjacent spectrum bands, deliberately or accidentally, can degrade vital space functions, including PNT and communications.\textsuperscript{17}

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and the United Nations agency regulate and coordinate global radio frequency (RF) spectrum allocations. Positioning, navigation, and timing signals from GPS or GNSS satellites operate along a segment of the RF spectrum known as the L-band, with a frequency range between 1 to 2 gigahertz, with satellites specifically operating between 1525 to 1660.5 megahertz.\textsuperscript{18}
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Jamming RF signals in the L-band is relatively easy and cheap, requiring powerful broadcast equipment to transmit interference signals in the appropriate frequency range. Although illegal in many countries, GPS signal jammers can be purchased or manufactured with readily available electronic equipment.

For criminal and terrorist actors, satellite signal jamming is most effective in a localized and targeted manner. Commercially available so-called privacy-seeking jammers are difficult to detect while far less capable than military EW capabilities. Criminals and terrorists could disrupt financial services and trading at stock exchanges, which rely on precise timing for financial transactions. For example, actors seeking to disrupt Alliance military forces operating in remote areas could also easily jam GPS and communications signals as part of a broader complex attack against NATO forces. However, on a larger scale, state actors, including Iran and Russia, possess the technical ability to jam GPS signals across a broad area.

**Cyber Threats and Effects**

In recent years, the proliferation of cyber threats and cyber-capable actors has posed many threats to the Alliance’s critical infrastructure, including in space. Satellites and their services are vulnerable to cyber threats because they often operate and rely on a digital network to communicate with operators and users on the ground. Additionally, much of the equipment across the four space segments linking space critical infrastructure to users on Earth employs commercial hardware, firmware, and software. There is an inescapable interdependence between the space and cyber domains. Since these systems contain known and unknown vulnerabilities affecting cyber and space domains, all segments of the space system depend on updates and patching from manufacturers. Space systems and cybersecurity are inherently linked.

Cyber threats, including malware, hacking, spoofing, and denial of service, can affect NATO’s space infrastructure: space segment, user segment, link segment, and ground segment. Depending on the intent, attackers can achieve command-and-control system intrusions to affect satellite orbits, payload disruption, signal disruption, or data skimming, among other risks. Motivated attackers can also use sophisticated cyber techniques
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for denial-of-service attacks against space infrastructure across all segments of the space system, resulting in loss of services and capabilities. At worst, sophisticated attackers could hijack NATO satellites and disrupt their orbits or compromise sensitive payloads.21

Cyber threats against space systems offer advantages to would-be attackers due to the relatively low cost and potential for high-impact disruptions to NATO operations and the attribution challenge, which can obfuscate the responsible party.22 As a result, cyber threats against NATO space critical infrastructure are an attractive option for determined and well-resourced threat actors. While non-state actors, including criminal and terrorist organizations, may lack the skill set and resources to target and strike specific targets through the cyber domain, they may occasionally achieve some success, given the unpredictable and uncertain nature of cyberspace vulnerabilities.

The following higher-consequence threats to NATO space critical infrastructure may cause irreversible damage to space systems and support functions. Due to their technical complexity, they are generally within the capability scope of advanced state actors.

**Direct-ascent Anti-satellite Weapon (ASAT)**

Ground-launched anti-satellite weapons, known as ASATs, are a significant threat to satellites. They allow threat actors to destroy a satellite with a kinetic kill vehicle launched atop a missile from an Earth-based platform. The kinetic destruction produces a debris field that remains in Earth’s orbit and poses collision risks to other satellites.

In January 2007, China successfully tested an ASAT in a show of force when it destroyed a derelict weather satellite known as Fengyun using a medium-range ballistic missile.23 The act, widely condemned by other countries and proponents of civilian space flight, generated a persistent debris cloud and demonstrated China’s ability to target an adversary’s space-based infrastructure in a potential future conflict. Up to that point, only the United States and Russia had demonstrated such a capability.

India has also demonstrated an ASAT capability. The country shot down one of its satellites using a modified ballistic missile defense

Interceptor in March 2017 in a show of force mission called Shakti.\textsuperscript{24} In November 2021, Russia destroyed a derelict satellite weighing over 2,000 kilograms.\textsuperscript{25} The event drew swift condemnation from NATO and other space actors and created a sizable debris field that threatened the International Space Station (ISS).\textsuperscript{26} NASA had to alert the ISS crew to evacuate into their escape capsule until the threat diminished. While no country has ever shot down an adversary’s satellite during a conflict, NATO must remain vigilant of the growing risks to its space critical infrastructure with the proliferation of ASAT capabilities and the debris any kinetic attack in orbit will create.

### Rendezvous and Proximity Operations and Intercept

Advanced satellite operators can maneuver and alter satellite orbits to rendezvous with other orbital platforms. Known as RPO, these maneuvers are often benign and deliberate, such as a manned capsule docking with the International Space Station. This ability suggests operators can intercept satellites situated in predictable orbits, especially in low-Earth orbit (LEO), for nefarious purposes. Malign actions include satellite capture, signal intercept for espionage purposes, or ramming one satellite into another in a kinetically destructive maneuver (in extreme circumstances).\textsuperscript{27}

Rendezvous and proximity operations capability primarily rests within the purview of state actors. However, legitimate business and commercial interests exist in pursuing RPO and satellite-capture technologies. Several aerospace firms and startup companies are developing maintenance satellites to repair and refuel existing satellite constellations.\textsuperscript{28}
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Space infrastructure servicing, including satellite refueling and debris mitigation, is a developing and ostensibly beneficial capability that can extend the service life of orbital payloads and declutter Earth’s orbital regimes. Satellite servicing is promising for improving the resilience of space systems. However, from a security perspective, the same spacecraft used to repair or refuel a satellite can also intercept signals, damage, or deliberately deorbit an adversary’s satellites.\textsuperscript{29} Absent operating standards and security norms, the proliferation of RPO capability to commercial entities and non-state actors for space servicing exposes another vector that can be exploited through cyber or other means to threaten Alliance satellites.\textsuperscript{30}

**Orbital Counter-space Weapon (Directed Energy and Kinetic)**

With perhaps the highest level of technical complexity, orbital counter-space weapons also pose the highest risk of irreversible and catastrophic damage to NATO’s space critical infrastructure. These weapon systems include directed energy (such as a laser) and kinetic weapons (such as swarms of nanosatellites) that can disable satellites from orbit. Several states, including France and the United States, have announced plans to deploy or study such capabilities in the future to defend their national space systems. France described nanosatellites as “key areas of defense” and announced plans to deploy “active defense measures” in space in its 2019 space defense strategy, while the US has explored the potential of nanosatellites for defensive purposes.\textsuperscript{31} Additionally, General John W. Raymond, the US chief of space operations, testified before Congress on June 16, 2021, that directed energy is one of “several of the emerging technologies that are necessary to integrate into the Space Force architectures to stay ahead of potential adversaries.”\textsuperscript{32} Notwithstanding the high debris-generating potential of such weapons, a shooting war involving NATO extending to space poses catastrophic risks.


to the Alliance’s space-critical infrastructure and humanity’s long-term access to space.33

**Orbital Debris**

This chapter mentions orbital debris, a pernicious problem to space infrastructure that will only worsen as humans continue to place more objects in space. Orbital debris is an objective hazard endemic to the orbital regimes which NATO’s space infrastructure occupies.34 Thanks to orbital mechanics, space junk usually remains in orbit rather than decaying into Earth’s atmosphere, posing a persistent risk to space flight. In this view, orbital debris presents a space safety challenge to be mitigated through norms and behaviors. While not a military or security problem, NATO’s ability to utilize space reliably for its core missions necessitates a cooperative approach with all space-faring nations to reduce the dangers of orbital debris.

**Case Study – Russia as a Threat Actor in the Space Domain**

Russia inherited the Soviet space program after the fall of communism and the end of the Cold War. While the Russian space program withered during the 1990s, the country has devoted considerable time and resources during the last 20 years to building its space program, especially its coercive space capabilities. The following case study examines Russia’s threatening behavior in the space domain. Specifically, the case study considers four categories of space domain threats: RPO, electronic warfare and jamming, direct-ascent anti-satellite weapons (DA-ASAT), and cyber disruption.

**Rendezvous and Proximity Operations – 2015 through 2019**

As early as 2015, the Russian satellite *Luch* (also known as *Olymp-K*) conducted additional orbital maneuvers after entering the geosynchronous orbital regime (GEO). By 2019, *Luch* occupied at least 16 distinct orbital positions, which is unusual because most satellites maintain a stationary position relative


to Earth once in GEO.\textsuperscript{35} Several commercial and state-level satellite operators criticized the Russians for what they viewed as inappropriate and concerning behavior in the fragile orbital regime, which extends over 35,000 kilometers (22,000 miles) above Earth. Intelsat, a commercial satellite services provider, reported that \emph{Luch} occupied a position between two operational Intelsat satellites for nearly three months.\textsuperscript{36} In 2018, France’s Armed Forces Minister Florence Parly accused Russia of maneuvering \emph{Luch} dangerously close to the French-Italian military communications satellite \emph{Athéna-Fidus}. Parly called this maneuver an “unfriendly act” of espionage.\textsuperscript{37} Later in 2019, \emph{Luch} approached \emph{Intelsat 36} in GEO and closed to a distance less than 1.8 kilometers.\textsuperscript{38} By comparison, the average distance between satellites occupying stationary positions in GEO is 207 kilometers.\textsuperscript{39}

The \emph{Luch} satellite maneuvers are perhaps the most prolific example of provocative RPO by Russia. However, Russia appears to have been refining its RPO capabilities since at least 2013, when it launched several military satellites that conducted RPO with other Russian satellites. The military utility of \emph{Luch} and Russia’s other RPO-capable satellites appears to be surveillance, co-orbital inspection, and intelligence gathering.\textsuperscript{40} Rendezvous and proximity operations capability could also support targeting and tracking other counter-space attacks, including direct-ascent ASAT.

Russian satellite maneuvers (such as those described above) are not illegal by international standards. Evidence suggests, however, that Russia’s behavior, relative to other satellites, increased the risk of collision. It also demonstrates sophisticated and precise space situational awareness capability, enabling the Russian satellite to loiter for extended periods and collect uplink data from Alliance ground stations.\textsuperscript{41} The \emph{Luch} incidents exposed the vulnerability
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of civilian and NATO space infrastructure to RPO, which is inherently a dual-use capability that could be used in a counter-space capacity in the future. These developments suggest additional measures, including transparency, monitoring, and norms, may be necessary to mitigate the risks of such acts in the future.

**Jamming – 2017 and 2018**

In 2017, civilians and commercial airliners in Scandinavia reported GPS signal disruption and degraded PNT data during periods corresponding with military exercises in the region.\(^42\) Norway reported the signal disruptions during Russia’s Zapad-17 exercise in conjunction with NATO’s Trident Juncture exercise in 2018 and the United Kingdom’s Clockwork exercise in 2019.\(^43\) On more than one occasion, Norway’s Civil Aviation Authority issued a NOTAM about the GPS signal disruptions in the vicinity of the Arctic Circle.\(^44\) The signal disruptions affected GPS, the PNT satellite constellation owned and operated by the US Space Force. The specific nature of the disruptions suggests Russia used electronic warfare assets to jam the GPS signals in a target fashion.

Electronic warfare, which includes jamming and spoofing, is not new to conflict. Jamming is the deliberate transmission of signal noise across one or more targeted frequencies to corrupt data transmissions or overload transceiver circuits.\(^45\) Spoofing differs from jamming in that it introduces false or misleading data to compromise the signal’s integrity and allows an adversary to gain control of a system.\(^46\) The implications of jamming and spoofing for NATO forces that rely on reliable PNT data are serious. PNT signal jamming or spoofing can lead forces astray during complicated maneuvers along international boundaries or compromise targeting data used by precision-guided munitions during crises. Under extreme circumstances, these events can create a pretext for an adversary to escalate a crisis.

During Zapad-17, Norway’s Foreign Ministry confronted Russian authorities about jammed GPS signals affecting commercial airline traffic
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near the Finnmark region in northern Norway.\textsuperscript{47} The exercise involved thousands of Russian troops near the Arctic Circle, with troops maneuvering to within 10 kilometers of the Russian-Norwegian border.\textsuperscript{48} Similarly, during Trident Juncture the following year, NATO and Norway’s Defense Ministry accused Russia of jamming GPS signals from the country’s Kola Peninsula. NATO Secretary General Stoltenberg noted that the Alliance has seen “that cyber, electronic warfare, [and] electronic means are used more frequently in different operations.”\textsuperscript{49} Defense analysts believe the EW capabilities deployed during Trident Juncture are the same ones Russia tested during Zapad-17 the previous year, suggesting jamming will become a regular part of Russian military activity.\textsuperscript{50}

**DA-ASAT Weapons Test – 2021**

Russia possesses one of the world’s most prolific DA-ASAT capabilities, which it began testing in the Soviet era during the Cold War. As of 2021, Russia possessed three primary DA-ASAT systems: PL-19 Nudol, a ground-launched ballistic missile capable of intercepting targets in LEO; Burevestnik, an air-launched DA-ASAT that can reach LEO to intercept targets or possibly deploy a hypersonic missile; and S-500, a ballistic missile with a next-generation exo-atmospheric kill vehicle that is still in development.\textsuperscript{51} In November 2021, Russia successfully demonstrated the operational capability of its PL-19 Nudol DA-ASAT when it destroyed the Cosmos-1408 satellite in LEO at an altitude of approximately 485 kilometers.\textsuperscript{52}

According to the US Space Command (USSPACECOM), the Russian test produced over 1,500 pieces of trackable space debris and posed an immediate risk to the astronauts aboard the International Space Station, including two Russian cosmonauts.\textsuperscript{53} Shortly after Cosmos-1408 broke apart,
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NASA ground control notified the crew to take emergency safety procedures when it became apparent the space station would pass “through or near the vicinity of the debris cloud.” World leaders widely condemned the event, while Russia denied the test posed any risk to the International Space Station or other space activities. The intensity of worldwide condemnation was similar to the criticism against China after its 2007 DA-ASAT test, which also produced large amounts of space debris.

Russia launched the Nudol interceptor from the Plesetsk Cosmodrome, located about 800 kilometers north of Moscow. Analysis of the PL-19 Nudol missile suggests Russia possesses an operational DA-ASAT capability to pose a credible threat to any satellite or spacecraft in LEO. The worldwide condemnation following the event suggests Russia was willing to bear reputational and material costs to signal the credibility of its coercive capacity in LEO.

When viewed as a coercive tool, Russia’s DA-ASAT capability is another point of leverage to threaten objects of significant value to its adversaries. Russia knows that NATO forces depend on space-based capabilities for missions and operations. Possessing a credible capability to threaten satellites in LEO, Russia has armed itself with another tool to reinforce its bargaining power vis-à-vis NATO and the United States. Given the peculiarities of the space environment and orbital mechanics, all space-faring actors share common interests in maintaining stable and safe access to space. Uncertainty surrounding Russia’s interests and intentions in space complicates the overall bargaining situation and reinforces the need for NATO to maintain its credible deterrent and coercive capabilities.

Disruption of Ukrainian Satellite Communications – 2022
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When Russia invaded Ukraine on February 24, 2022, Russian forces attacked along multiple axes to seize key terrain. Shortly before the invasion began, Russian hackers targeted the Viasat KA-SAT commercial satellite communications network by attacking modems and routers in the user segment with malware. The malware attack disabled thousands of systems by erasing all data using “wiper” malware called AcidRain. This attack was significant because the Viasat provides high-bandwidth Internet and satellite communications to the Ukrainian government and military, civilian, and commercial customers. While the attack targeted Ukrainian users, thousands of civilian customers across the European Union were also affected, including NATO members. According to US Secretary of State Antony Blinken, the attack was meant “to disrupt Ukrainian command and control during the invasion” and to provide Russian forces a tactical advantage. Cybersecurity analysts in several NATO and EU countries also attributed the attack to the Russian military.

As Russian forces descended on Kyiv and surrounding areas during the early days of the invasion, Ukraine’s command-and-control network had been disabled. With military communications “completely paralyzed,” commanders physically had to move to unit locations to assess the situation and issue orders. For its part, Viasat required weeks to ship replacement units to customers in Ukraine and elsewhere in Europe to restore SATCOM.

The attack demonstrates how multi-domain effects in space and cyber critical infrastructure can have persistent effects during a conflict and are an enduring feature of the modern battlefield. The attack also reveals the interdependence between space critical infrastructure and cyberspace and
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Chapter 3

NA TO Space Critical Infrastructure

Chapter 3 illustrates the effects adversaries can deliver against NATO’s space critical infrastructure by exploiting cyberspace vulnerabilities. While Ukraine is not a NATO member, Viasat is an American commercial telecommunications firm providing vital SATCOM to the Ukrainian government and military users. In this respect, the Viasat SATCOM network comprises Ukraine’s space critical infrastructure because of the degree to which Ukraine’s ability to defend against Russian aggression depends on commercial SATCOM.

Recommendations

NATO faces serious challenges in the space domain. Technology proliferation and the importance of space capabilities for nearly all modern society functions demonstrate the critical vulnerabilities of NATO space systems. The following recommendations build on existing efforts to instill norms and best practices in space by all actors while hedging against the increasing likelihood that adversaries may target NATO space systems in a future crisis.

Promote Norms for Responsible Behavior in Space by All Actors

The best way to mitigate security risks in the space domain, especially from debris-generating events like kinetic ASAT weapon strikes, is for all space actors, state, and non-state alike, to observe norms and tenets of responsible behavior in space.65 These tenets include transparency of intent and clear communication, avoiding debris generation and harmful interference, and maintaining predictable and safe orbital trajectories.66 In April 2020, the United States declared a moratorium on direct-ascent, debris-producing kinetic ASAT testing.67 NATO should encourage its members to observe the tenets of responsible behavior in space while reaffirming the mutual defense provisions of Article 5 for the protection of Allied space systems.
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Incorporate Space Capabilities and Considerations into All Aspects of NATO Operational Planning

NATO can no longer assume that space is a benign environment and must consider that future competition and conflict will extend to the space domain. NATO’s access to space capabilities is not guaranteed. Planners must anticipate threats and challenges and plan for space operations to mitigate those risks while preserving the key space roles required for NATO operations. Additionally, every NATO exercise should incorporate space elements and planning considerations that include as many Alliance members as possible.

Maintain and Expand Partnerships with Commercial Operators

Commercializing certain aspects of NATO space systems (such as deploying passive NATO payloads on commercial satellites) can potentially reduce uncertainty about the purpose of military satellites and reduce risks associated with a security dilemma in the space domain. Coupled with growing international consensus about the need for norms to govern behavior in space, contracting certain space capabilities to commercial operators can signal that NATO does not intend to dominate other space actors. Additionally, increasing the capacity of certain space systems through partnerships with commercial operators can increase the resilience and redundancy of vital space functions, including SATCOM and certain ISR.

Promote Space Capability Development across the Alliance

Only about half of NATO members operate some aspects of NATO’s space infrastructure. Under a memorandum of agreement signed in 2020 through the NCI, NATO relies on four member states for SATCOM capabilities. However, cooperative space programs and commercial partnerships can expand space capabilities across Alliance members to improve overall space competencies while increasing the deterrent effect of diffuse and redundant space capabilities. NATO should also encourage members to increase space-specific budgets to expand the overall capabilities and capacity available to the Alliance.

Increase Resilience of Link and User Segments and Prepare to Conduct Operations in a Space-degraded Environment

NATO cannot assume it will continue enjoying unmolested access to essential space functions such as PNT and ISR. Allied forces across the land, maritime, and air domains must anticipate and train for operations in a degraded space environment where adversaries jam or spoof PNT signals to mislead NATO forces. The organization should be wary of commercially available jammers and consider stronger global regulation to control their sale.

Harden Ground-Segment Facilities against Physical Attacks and Cyberattacks

Force protection and physical security remain important measures to mitigate direct attacks and terrorism risks. Although many ground-segment facilities are located on secure military installations, others (such as ESOC) are situated in dense urban areas. NATO members should consider increasing force protection measures at key ground segment facilities and strengthen cybersecurity protocols to defeat any attempts to penetrate networks. Adversaries can access satellites via SATCOM terminals using remote access tools from broader network activities such as file transfer protocols (FTP) and secure copy protocols (SCP). The NATO satellite operators and users should monitor equipment at SATCOM access points and other receiver equipment in the user segment. In terms of physical security, NATO’s recently upgraded satellite ground stations in Belgium, Italy, Greece, and Türkiye should be secured from potential eavesdropping, jamming, and physical attacks.

Consider Implementing a Space Personnel Reliability Program

NATO members should consider implementing a space personnel reliability program to ensure the trustworthiness of space professionals across all segments of NATO space systems. Nuclear-armed members of NATO use similar programs for personnel assigned to nuclear-related duties. Personnel reliability programs support the national security of states with sensitive weapons programs by ensuring only those with a demonstrated degree of allegiance, personal responsibility, trustworthiness, and conduct are allowed to perform duties associated with a particular program.


A space personnel reliability program could reduce the risks of espionage and other insider threats. NATO should adopt standardized screening and qualification procedures to ensure a trusted space workforce, military and civilian, across the Alliance.

**Improve Supply Chain Resilience by Investing in NATO Defense Technical Industrial Base (DTIB)**

Space systems require domestic supply chains and a stable aerospace industry to preserve NATO’s leading edge in the development of space capability. NATO member defense budgets must ensure that space-related DTIB is sufficiently funded to preserve human capital and expertise and reduce the risk of corporate insolvency during periods of decreased demand. Additionally, NATO members should consider partnering with commercial space operators and startups to foster space technology innovation, research, and development.

**Conclusion**

NATO depends on critical space systems to fulfill its core missions of defense and deterrence, including early warning, positioning, navigation and timing, communications, and imagery, among others. Space systems comprise national and Alliance critical infrastructure. However, the space systems that enable NATO operations are increasingly vulnerable to state and non-state threats, including terrorist actors. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 suggests that state actors continue to pose the greatest threat to Alliance security and interests, including in space. Thus, NATO members should focus on increasing segment resilience through redundant capabilities, cybersecurity measures, and physical security while incorporating space threat assessments in all planning, training, and exercises. Additionally, NATO should promote sustainable space capability development across the Alliance while expanding partnerships with institutions and commercial operators to promote norms, safe practices, and standards of orbital behavior.

The growing number of low-cost commercial space service providers is an opportunity for NATO to expand access to members and partners. For example, commercial satellite imagery has been useful for identifying Russian positions to support Ukraine’s defenses and providing evidence

---

of war crimes perpetrated against innocent Ukrainians.\textsuperscript{74} States can obtain access to routine space services more cheaply and easily than ever before, and NATO should strengthen its relationship with commercial providers to expand access and increase the redundancy of its systems for routine operations.

Despite the return of war in Europe, war has not extended into orbit. NATO continues to enjoy access to vital space services, but that access is no longer assured. Space systems remain vulnerable to kinetic and non-kinetic attacks. Although individual launching states bear operational responsibility for the objects they place in orbit, NATO lacks the ability to synchronize space operations among Alliance members. NATO must embrace an operational framework that builds on Article 5 commitments to include the ability to protect and defend Alliance space critical infrastructure. NATO’s ability to accomplish its missions and ensure the territorial sovereignty of its members in a future conflict is at stake.
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ABSTRACT: Using two distinct case studies of extremist disinformation content, this chapter addresses the intersection of terrorism and disinformation and contextualizes these case studies within the modern information landscape. Disinformation's pervasive reach, ability to incite violence, and potential to compromise critical human infrastructures makes it an effective and attractive weapon that is difficult to identify and combat. This chapter grounds these case studies of terrorist disinformation in contemporary disinformation and communication scholarship to provide flexible and tailorable recommendations for NATO countries and allies as they approach this phenomenon.
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Introduction

In the 2018 Brussels Summit Declaration, NATO highlighted the long-standing and developing threat posed by disinformation campaigns that target democratic elections, alliances, and public trust in institutional norms and processes.¹ As the disinformation threat has grown, there is evidence that terrorist groups and other threat actors have added disinformation campaigns to their arsenal. Terrorist groups and terrorist networks have targeted and corrupted information infrastructures with disinformation campaigns and

content. This false content aims to radicalize with divisive ideology, distract target countries with internal division and instability, compromise a target country’s ability to combat external threats adequately, and spur domestic or “homegrown” terrorist activity. Those who track and study these violent movements have noted how these groups operate online to recruit members, drum up support, and organize. False information spread online plays a significant role in this process as inciting content attracts members to terrorist cells, creates support for their activities, and encourages individuals and groups to commit acts of public violence. For this reason, this chapter approaches online informational networks—particularly online social spaces—as a critical infrastructure.

The weaponization of disinformation by terrorist groups and networks is alarming. However, right-wing terrorist groups and hostile nation-states have targeted military personnel and veterans of NATO countries and allies, particularly with recruitment messaging and infiltration attempts. Right-wing groups that espouse the anti-immigration “great replacement” conspiracy theory and identify themselves as white nationalists or white identarians are examples of the racially or ethnically motivated violent extremist (REMOVE) activity that has been on the rise for decades. These right-wing extremist groups have used coordinated disinformation campaigns to recruit and radicalize potential members and have extended their reach across various European and North American countries. Scholars note that these right-wing groups, though active online and responsible for a growing number of terrorist attacks, have not been afforded the same attention as other terrorist groups. Germany is facing an endemic rise of this right-wing, neo-Nazi violence, and scholars of extremism have


highlighted how disinformation content is a crucial factor in its spread and the threat it poses to critical military infrastructures—though Germany is not the only country facing this challenge.\textsuperscript{4} The US Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe identified military personnel among the top three targets of Russian disinformation campaigns leveraged against OSCE countries, equal among political leaders and marginalized society members.\textsuperscript{5}

Likewise, threat actors have used the COVID-19 pandemic to sow domestic instability and weaken target countries, allowing terrorist groups to extend their influence. Experts warned at the beginning of the pandemic that disinformation would represent a significant threat to effective public health messaging and the already strained public health infrastructure capacity.\textsuperscript{6} These warnings proved accurate as the pandemic continued, and disinformation campaigns directly impacted vaccination efforts, adherence to lockdown measures, and incited domestic strife. Terrorist-led disinformation campaigns compromised public health measures to combat the spread of COVID-19 with distrust and anger toward the government and health-care systems.\textsuperscript{7} These campaigns were doubly effective in regions that already reported high levels of institutional distrust, illustrating what


disinformation scholars have long observed about disinformation’s ability to weaponize already present instability.\(^8\)

This chapter proposes that the online information landscape is a site where various critical infrastructures are vulnerable to attack, particularly by threat actors who weaponize disinformation. It also provides beginning recommendations for preventing and mitigating the dissemination and effects of disinformation material through situational awareness, transparency, resiliency measures, and coordination and regulation of private-sector technology firms. Although all terrorist groups use disinformation content in some capacity to achieve their goals, this chapter provides two case studies where terrorist networks targeted NATO countries and allies using disinformation campaigns and material to sow instability, recruit, radicalize, and incite violence. Case study selection was based on strategic importance, the prevalence of disinformation that targets military groups and members, and the research available to researchers. Using Janis Sarts’s “four layers of responsibility” in combating disinformation, this chapter addresses how national governments can mitigate disinformation threats to their military personnel and increase national and international security.\(^9\)

**Definitions**

This chapter’s definitions become important because the terms *misinformation*, *disinformation*, and *propaganda* overlap and are sometimes used interchangeably or differently within various fields. Similarly, distinctions between terrorist, militia, and vigilante violence associated with disinformation are often blurred in public and academic discourse. Likewise, terms used to categorize those who espouse and act on REMVE ideology are common but sometimes misleading. The groups and networks discussed in the first case study self-identify as “white nationalist” or identarian. They are characterized by their beliefs that there is a “white race” and that it is a distinct and superior racial group. This chapter refers to these groups under their categorical distinction

---


as REMVE groups or networks. The events and entities discussed range from online disinformation campaigns designed to garner support for violent groups and ideology to militia training camps to overt terrorist violence—all activities and events instigated by types and levels of right-wing dissidents or threat actors that use REMVE ideological content to further their aims.

NATO has released various documents defining disinformation as “the deliberate creation and dissemination of false and/or manipulated information with the intent to deceive and/or mislead.” NATO stated that “Disinformation seeks to deepen divisions within and between Allied nations, and to undermine people’s confidence in elected governments.”

This chapter understands misinformation as “constituting a claim that contradicts or distorts common understandings of verifiable facts” that is spread purposefully or otherwise. Disinformation is a subset of misinformation that constitutes information known by the disseminator to be false and spread with the intent to influence, deceive, or incite. Propaganda, however, should be understood as true or false information that can be used to “disparage opposing viewpoints,” though in some cases, it may fall categorically under disinformation. Scholars and experts have noted that these three categories often overlap even with the same piece of content, and any given content’s label depends on the intentions through which it was spread.

As we approach case studies of disinformation and terrorist activity, we acknowledge that any given piece of disinformation content may be spread as propaganda or disinformation first and then spread further as misinformation. This spread does not lessen the threat of this type of false information or its potential to mislead and radicalize its audience. It explains why this type of threat is particularly difficult to trace and attribute. It is often difficult, if not impossible, to attribute disinformation to a particular source or user and then respond with punitive action.

10. “NATO’s Approach to Countering Disinformation.”
Case Studies

The two cases in this section detail very different instances of terrorist disinformation content, the impact and purpose of the content, and how different actors sought to address and mitigate the effects of the weaponized disinformation. The first case study examines right-wing REMVE Terrorist Networks and loose but effective attempts to infiltrate military and law enforcement sectors by radicalizing members. The second case study addresses the terrorist organization al-Shabaab’s COVID-19–related disinformation campaigns in Somalia and Kenya and the current local mobilization that has played a role in combating this false content and its effects.

Right-wing REMVE Terrorist Networks and Germany

Germany has been a frequent target of foreign influence information operations. The German government has been a core target of Russian disinformation due to the country’s involvement in Ukraine, former Chancellor Angela Merkel’s position on sanctions against Russia, and the country’s key position in Europe. Germany’s Parliamentary Oversight Panel (PKGr) has stated that individuals with an “extreme far-right and violence-oriented mindset” can be found throughout their federal and state police and intelligence agencies—presenting a considerable threat that has been under-investigated. The extent of the threat is also highlighted by REMVE groups that publicly set strategic sights on Germany, such as Stanislav Anatolyevich Vorobyev, the founder of the Russian Imperial Movement (RIM), who stated that the future of his organization’s operations and recruitment would be focused in Germany.

These operations are not limited to online spaces, and the presence and use of online content by REMVE networks cannot be understated. These networks include white power movements, neo-Nazi groups, and various active militia or anti-government movements that uphold white supremacy and work toward REMVE aims. Terms like alt-right, White nationalist, White wellness, White identarian, pro-White, and White rights advocate are outdated or laundered terms for White supremacy and are often used by REMVE groups in disinformating content to disguise the inherent violence of their ideology.


In a study of far-right extremism across European Internet communities, the researchers highlighted the role of German far-right actors. They focused on general Twitter usage and the content produced by three active far-right and reactionary groups with varying levels of political credibility: the Autonome Nationalisten (Autonomous Nationalists – AN), the Identitäre Bewegung Deutschland (Identarian Movement Germany – IBD), and the Alternative für Deutschland (Alternative for Germany – AfD).15

This study was designed to determine whether key far-right parties in Germany have radicalized into extremist ideology, armed violence, or definable terrorism via a general sampling of European Twitter activity and a complementary focused study of the Twitter activity of the groups above, but their focus on Germany provides data on how widespread REMVEs have mainstreamed conspiracy theories. Of the hashtags found in their data set of tweets, #whitegenocide was the most frequently used.16 This hashtag refers to a false but core REMVE belief that White people are dying out globally due to forced assimilation and immigration and that a Jewish group of elites are orchestrating this plot.17 The tweets in this sample often paired REMVE conspiracy and disinformation references with more mainstream political hashtags such as #merkel, #afd, #ukip, #brexit, and even #maga—the latter of which displays the lack of borders on REMVE disinforming content.18

The tweets regularly outlinked to known disinforming sites like Breitbart, Russia Today (RT), and Sputnik News to prove REMVE claims about immigrants and refugees. The researchers noted the rate at which these users were suspended for hate speech or disinformation violations. They also found English-language suspensions were more common—indicating far more content moderation focused on English-language content than any other language content.19

In a 2021 report, the Combating Terrorism Center at West Point compiled incidents of violent threats made by an entity calling themselves NSU 2.0, a reference to the neo-Nazi terrorist group Nationalsozialistischer Untergrund (NSU). These threats were levied against leftist politicians,

activists, comedians, and journalists, the majority of whom were female and of minority heritage. These threats were unique because they contained personally identifiable information only available in restricted databases. When investigated, many of the threats were traced back to the various police stations where they had been made and then to online networks and chat groups on Telegram and WhatsApp networks where law enforcement shared anti-Semitic and racist memes and disinformation regarding refugees and migrants. Many of the investigations into the threats and perpetrators are still pending as of 2021.

In 2015, a Kommando Spezialkräfte (Special Forces Command, KSK) German soldier named André Schmitt set up a Telegram channel for German military and law enforcement members to socialize and share information—and eventually to plan violent action against pro-refugee politicians and prep for a civil war or collapse scenario called “Day X.” Schmitt admits to posting false or inflated information about refugees and immigration’s threat to Germany to “motivate” the chat’s members. This network also organized paramilitary training events and sold merchandise under a larger prepper and doomsday organization registered under the name “Uniter.” Another group would form out of this chat network and the disinformation it spread, Nordkreuz, or Northern Cross. Marco Gross, a police sniper and former parachutist, acted as an unofficial leader of the spin-off group that included ex- and current law enforcement and military members. Using police records, this group compiled a list of pro-refugee politicians, stole and stockpiled police ammunition, and ordered body bags and quicklime to dispose of the anticipated bodies.

These visible instances are small compared to the amount of REMVE content and organization that exists in online spaces across military, defense, and law enforcement message boards, social media groups, and online chat platforms. The extent of this threat has been underexamined in recent history. Many scholars have critiqued Germany’s unwillingness to respond
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to or acknowledge the growth of REMVE terror in the country for what it is—and part of that critique comes from the lack of monitoring of the online spaces where disinformation spreads and radicalizes state agents into REMVE ideology.\(^{25}\) REMVE networks steeped in disinformating content developed, organized, and evolved online for many years despite Germany having some of the most stringent anti-disinformation laws in Europe.\(^{26}\)

Germany’s *Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz*, often called the NetzDG law or the Internet transparency law, is a case study of a policy solution to disinformation. This law requires social media companies to remove posts that incite violence or contain hate-speech content within 24 hours—and has levied fines as high as $2.3 million US dollars to the US-based company Facebook for violating the law.\(^{27}\) Originally proposed in 2017 to reduce hate speech and associated crimes online, the law has been leveraged against disinformation—though not without criticism from international bodies like the United Nations and human rights advocacy groups for its potential to curb free speech and weaponization against peaceful government dissidents.\(^{28}\)

There is also evidence that far-right and neo-Nazi groups have avoided suspension and social media bans by refraining from overt keywords or recognition by the algorithm—but still operating in encrypted chats and online merchandise stores.\(^{29}\) Germany has also successfully coordinated preemptive responses to potential disinformation attacks and influence operations. In the lead-up to the 2017 German election, the domestic intelligence agency *Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz* (BfV) shared information with German political parties regarding likely threats. Measures were also
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taken to ensure Russia knew any attempts to sway results or incite distrust of election results would have far-reaching diplomatic repercussions. Analysts suggest these preparatory measures successfully deterred interference.\textsuperscript{30} The latter case study concerns elections, which are set and scheduled events that can be planned in advance. Disinformating content designed to radicalize individuals and incite violence presents a more nebulous challenge. Nonetheless, the German case study showcases the potential of resilience and deterrence measures against threat actors who use disinformation campaigns.

These localized upswings in REMVE and right-wing domestic terrorism in Germany are part of a larger transnational trend that poses significant risks to NATO countries, their security infrastructure, and their citizenry. Moreover, a failure in many cases to recognize the coordinated campaigns and organized movements as such, in favor of falsely labeling them lone-wolf attacks, has resulted in these networks’ largely unmonitored and unchecked growth and expansion into various countries.\textsuperscript{31} Loose networks of REMVEs have coordinated with larger threat actors to conduct influence operations and compromise military members and veterans in many countries.\textsuperscript{32} Understanding these networks, their use of disinformation and similar radicalizing content, and the impact of their radicalization efforts is a vital step in mitigating the adverse effects of disinformation and preventing the spread of dangerous ideologies through critical military infrastructures.

REMVE extremists have found external allies in Russia. The mutually beneficial relationship between these entities has allowed both to leverage disinformation and conspiracy content to affect, radicalize, and impact military
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forces in various NATO and NATO-aligned countries. The exact relationship between these groups and national threat actors like Russia is still debated, but they have deliberately borrowed Russian active measure tactics for their aims. REMVE disinformation, like other types of disinformation, flourishes when trust in traditional institutions is low, when there is an “overload” of information from the many sources available to users, and when the target audience is primed to accept disinformation as truth because of their cultural, social, and political beliefs.

COVID-19 Disinformation and al-Shabaab

In 2020, al-Shabaab, the Somalia-based al-Qaeda affiliate, warned Muslims in East Africa about the infectious COVID-19 virus, stating it has been spread “by the crusader forces who have invaded the country and the disbelieving countries that support them.” After a gathering of approximately 100 elders and tribal leaders that discussed the state of terror activities in East Africa, al-Shabaab issued a communiqué that blamed COVID-19 on Western powers’ past and present military interventions. From the beginning of the pandemic, the group targeted Muslims in Somalia and Kenya with disinformation that questioned the government’s capacity to keep the public safe and blamed diseases like HIV and the novel coronavirus on Western militaries. Unlike other powerful extremist groups in Africa


(for example, Boko Haram), al-Shabaab acknowledged the severity and threat COVID-19 posed to public health instead of claiming the pandemic was a hoax or that adherence to their extreme version of religion would keep its practitioners safe from the virus.\(^\text{37}\) However, al-Shabaab, like other extremist religious organizations, did actively manipulate public discontent over the closure of religious congregations to incite anger against the government and lockdown efforts to curb the spread of COVID-19.\(^\text{38}\)

To complicate these matters, mid-pandemic, the group opened public health facilities in competition with government-run sites.\(^\text{39}\) They publicized the creation and operation of these sites to prove they were viable alternatives to government services and highlight the weaknesses of official international and domestic COVID-19 responses.\(^\text{40}\) Scholars observe that when extremist organizations set up and provide alternative or stopgap social services in competition with government services, the results are often mixed and lack the stability needed to ensure persistent and accessible support—and rarely, if ever, supersede the violent activities of the group.\(^\text{41}\) The extent to which al-Shabaab’s medical centers were effective responses to the COVID-19 pandemic is debatable. It is clear, however, that they leveraged their coverage of this action as a form of propaganda for their group and as a form of disinformation to decrease institutional trust in government measures.\(^\text{42}\)


\(^{42}\) Hockey and Jones, “Limits of ‘Shabaab-CARE.’”
At the same time, al-Shabaab used the instability of the pandemic to increase violent attacks and operational activity.\textsuperscript{43}

As with most disinforming material, al-Shabaab’s campaigns leveraged already present vulnerabilities in the target—in this case, a lack of adequate health-care resources, discontent over Western involvement in the region, and diaspora isolation and frustration—with false material that inflamed already present sentiment regarding real concerns and issues.\textsuperscript{44} As the pandemic advanced, the group continued to use disinformation campaigns to mock the weaknesses of the region’s health-care infrastructure and inflame the public’s fear of the virus.\textsuperscript{45} When vaccines became available, al-Shabaab took steps to compromise faith in the official measures and vaccination campaigns, spreading rumors that the vaccine was a conspiracy to decrease fertility. Social media posts spread by al-Shabaab via YouTube, chatrooms, and Twitter claimed the vaccine contained pig products, would kill Muslim children, decrease women’s fertility, and was designed by Western countries to decrease the Somali population.\textsuperscript{46} This instance is not the first where vaccine and public-health measures have been targeted by al-Shabaab; the group spread similar rumors about the polio vaccine in 2014.\textsuperscript{47}


Al-Shabaab has an established history of using social media and disinformation to reach and target enemy soldiers and international audiences successfully. Beginning on Internet forums, the group moved to Twitter and YouTube to recruit and spread videos of violence as propaganda (such as their high-profile attack on the Westgate shopping mall in Nairobi, Kenya, in 2013). Since the group’s rise to prominence in 2007—partly due to the growth of online life and technologies at the time—al-Shabaab has used the Internet effectively to fundraise, recruit, and incite violence.48 This success means they have decades of experience leveraging social media and online networks to influence operations. These activities have targeted their base in Somalia and Kenya and diaspora populations across other countries.49

Responses to al-Shabaab’s disinformation have ranged from large social media bans and content moderation to localized efforts to engage community partners. After live-tweeting and taking responsibility on Twitter for an attack and siege on Nairobi’s Westgate mall, Twitter banned all al-Shabaab accounts and content. Analysts report these bans to have limited impact as banned users can quickly make new accounts. Content moderation in languages other than English also remains limited.50 These limitations are not unique to the al-Shabaab case. They are compounded by the low institutional trust and low literacy levels found in the regions al-Shabaab influences and controls.51

A potentially more effective means of combating al-Shabaab’s disinformation came from localized efforts in rural areas to engage elders and other sources of regional authority. Early in the pandemic,
analysts suggested a widespread alliance between public-health workers and Muslim religious leaders to help combat disinformation and resistance to lockdown, social distancing, and other public-health measures.\textsuperscript{52} To a certain extent, the alliance was attempted. However, the most salient examples of success in the face of terrorist disinformation have come from localized efforts to engage traditional sources of local authority and social capital.

When hospitals and dispensaries on the Kenyan-Somalia border closed, local women mobilized to deliver medical care and provide updated health information and vaccines to their communities and others through local and personal contacts. Women and their local networks throughout Somalia and Kenya have been at the forefront of combating terrorist disinformation through house-to-house information campaigns, radio interview broadcasts, village visits, and public forums like markets and village events.\textsuperscript{53} By speaking to key traditional leaders like elders and religious authorities and building rapport through everyday interactions across communities, these women have successfully countered terrorist narratives by working within the networks where disinformation is likely to spread. These successes are limited by the resources these women can access and the danger and retaliation they face working against al-Shabaab’s narratives. They continue to request security protection and now solar-power systems and coolers crucial for storing and transporting the vaccine.\textsuperscript{54}

**Analysis**

Stopping disinformation is a difficult, if not impossible, task. The nature of modern information systems ensures there will always be false information circulating online. Disinformation has proven to be an efficient weapon against individuals, nations, and democratic processes, and it is unlikely that threat actors will abandon the tactic. This is not to say that countries, social media platforms, and international bodies should not cease efforts to deplatform disinformation creators, create policies and requirements for content hosts and platforms, or moderate harmful online posts but that these efforts are ultimately reactive. These solutions also require substantial coordination with and regulation of private social media platforms, which brings in issues
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of government overreach, free speech, and the extensive manpower commitment that comprehensive content moderation requires.

Currently, the international community and the countries discussed above cannot address the disinformation threat as it exists with merely reactive means. Solutions like social media content bans, fact-checking, and taking down platforms have been implemented in a patchwork manner and require continuous investment in resources to determine what is and is not false information. Moderators scramble to keep up with the flexible and changing nature of the online information ecosystem, and automated content moderation notoriously has difficulty protecting freedom of expression and vulnerable users.55 Multiple studies have indicated that content moderation is limited by its focus on English-language posts—leaving large amounts of content unmonitored—and that moderation standards are applied unevenly across different terrorist groups.56

Disinformating actors are adept at avoiding bans with “dog whistles,” speech that seems innocuous and forgettable to the general public but simultaneously communicates “hidden meaning to fellow far-right sympathizers.” Take, for example, the creative presentation of banned words, such as representing the word “Vaccine” with “V—cc—n3” to avoid automatic


flagging and numerous backup accounts. In addition, researchers of online extremism have noted the phenomenon that occurs as everyday users are deplatformed for nonviolent content. They often travel to more “fringe” sites where they are exposed progressively to more extreme content. The current state of anti-disinformation measures has failed to curb the spread or effects of disinformation with any consistency.

Reactive measures may also potentially threaten users’ freedom of expression and the ability to engage with political discourse. Governments and political leaders have claimed “fake news” when faced with criticism from journalists or citizens. State-sponsored disinformation is turned against citizens as it is weaponized against other countries. Governments have used reactive measures like deplatforming, bans, and criminalization against political opponents as ways to keep them from organizing or voicing dissent. Since 2018, journalists and human-rights scholars have noted the trend wherein various governments


have rushed “fake news” laws and subsequently used them to imprison and silence critique, political expression, and reporting.\textsuperscript{61}

Therefore, the following analysis and recommendations focus on proactive measures that may better address the threat of disinformation. It analyzes the threat posed by content created and spread by terrorist networks. Reactive measures should not be discarded entirely, and the below recommendations reflect reactive measures to be used in tandem with proactive approaches. As we acknowledge disinformation’s inescapable presence in the current information ecosystem, the focus should instead turn to addressing and mitigating disinformation’s ability to be weaponized strategically. If disinformation is here to stay, how might it be defanged?

Before addressing how disinformation may be rendered less effective, it is necessary to understand why disinformation is effective. It is here that the featured case studies become illustrative. Disinformation plays into the audience’s preexisting desires, anxieties, and values in order to seem credible where it would otherwise not be.\textsuperscript{62} Disinformation is most effective when it says something people feel is true—it leverages confirmation bias, that is, the tendency to interpret new data as confirmation of already existing beliefs.\textsuperscript{63} The methods through which this is spread also play a role and are one of the reasons why threat actors target online communities and spaces of online engagement. Credibility is determined not by any given source for the information but by the virality of the content—meaning the likes, reposts, and shares any given piece of content has collected.\textsuperscript{64} Disinformation also becomes potent on social media, where users are exposed to false content by people they trust and know personally.

This method of disinformation is one of the reasons REMVE ideologies are such threats to military, security, and law enforcement communities. In the Germany case study, the security communities have historically been, and often still are, dominated by white men. The military and law enforcement professions are commonly perceived to be important and crucial to society. REMVE disinformation and conspiracy content warns of the
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end of this dominance and the subsequent weakening of a community’s strength through “feminization” or the loss of homogeneity. This content leverages an audience’s existing anxieties about shifts in gender roles and racial demographics and distorts these normal changing conditions into existential threats. This distortion is where terms like white genocide may be explicit or couched within dog whistles about “declining birth rates among white women.”

Similarly, memes present images of “feminized” men to be laughed at and compared with historically, and white, soldiers from past wars who supposedly exemplified traditional masculine traits and were emblematic of those successful conflicts. Because REMOVE disinformation extols examples of traditional masculinity and physical prowess—while positioning immigration and increasing civil rights for women, LGBTQIA members, and racial minorities as threats to those examples—disinformation coming from these spaces may find fertile ground in fields that have historically been dominated by white men and given high status within society.

Likewise, COVID-19 disinformation in the al-Shabaab case study was specifically designed to resonate with the preexisting resentment against Western military interventions, low trust in the Somalian government and its health-care system, and the isolation and instability experienced by the Somalian diaspora. Disinformating content that argued the government would do little to help its population survive the pandemic and that people should look to al-Shabaab instead, and then content that claimed international vaccination efforts were designed to depopulate Somalia and destroy Muslims, was directed at an already primed audience. Unique to the al-Shabaab case is how informal public-health advocates could reach this already primed audience and mitigate disinformation’s effect on the ground. The women in Somalia and Kenya who mobilized to offset the reach of al-Shabaab’s disinformation campaigns provide a model for other countries and could be potential allies for stakeholders interested in the East African case.

The following recommendations are formed from these observations and take the task of preventative measures against weaponized disinformation seriously. Because the online information landscape can impact and affect how various critical infrastructures operate, weaponized disinformation that compromises this information landscape is a significant threat. Moreover,

---
the networked and nebulous nature of this information landscape makes it difficult to isolate with confidence the source of disinformation and its harmful effects on any given infrastructure. For this reason, this chapter structures recommendations on Janis Sarts’s four layers of responsibility that prioritize preemptive and flexible measures that can help curb terrorist-sponsored disinformation’s ability to deceive and incite violence.

**Four Layers of Responsibility**

Sarts reiterates the above by explaining that the “contemporary information environment has created a favorable space for the spread of hostile disinformation campaigns.” The four layers of responsibility are prescriptive steps for creating a space where disinformation campaigns are not as effective. Sarts’s prescriptive layers are not entirely self-contained, and investment in one will aid the development of others. This method allows countries to invest as they are capable and develop these layers, building on one another.

The first layer is “awareness,” which includes governments and national bodies maintaining a clear and accurate picture of the information space their citizens and state agents exist and engage with—and this can be done without surveillance overreach by consistent coordination and investment in academic scholarship and nonprofit research. States should always keep abreast of the echo chambers existing across information ecosystems, what actors are participating in and for what purpose, and what organic and nonorganic influences are at play in any given online social space. This surveillance also includes monitoring what organized troll networks exist in a country’s information space. This awareness may seem obvious, but REMVE networks in the above case study have expanded online unmonitored in the last two decades, increasing their capacity and resources to do harm because governments ignored warnings.

Governing bodies should examine their cultural positionality to ensure key threats are not underestimated and resource allocation is based on realistic risk metrics. By developing accurate awareness of a country’s information space, these decisions can be made with confidence. States and international agencies should invest in effective awareness tools and partnerships with researchers that allow them to understand how national and

---
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international extremist groups are networked and operate to radicalize new online spaces. Tools should include consistent training and education for members of security communities and other critical infrastructures who are likely to be targeted. This curriculum should cover the threat emerging terrorist groups pose and how these networks use false content to leverage common biases and grievances found in those spaces.

The second layer, “government coordination and capability development” is designed to set protocols and reactive measures preemptively to combat hostile and damaging disinformation campaigns when detected and target critical infrastructures. These protocols can ensure that when disinformation is detected, there is a standard process to address its effects instead of patchwork or inconsistent responses that may only confuse the information space.69 In 2018, Sweden reported the success of their “psychological defense” authority that would focus on election-related disinformation, amplify independently verified information, and confront influence operations “as a form of consumer protection.”70 Their focus on coordination between various levels of government, civil society institutions, and independent expert communities was released to the public and allowed consistent messaging while mitigating the potential for any government monopoly on political narratives. As disinformation leverages chaos, fear, and confusion, effective protocols will include clear messaging and transparency.

Moreover, the second aspect of this layer speaks to the potential for governments to expand their ability to reach those directly affected by disinformation on the ground, as seen in the second case study. The Somalia case study provides an excellent example of the potential for expanded coordination and capability. The Somalian women running local efforts to combat terrorist-sponsored disinformation have openly communicated the support and protection they require to continue their anti-disinformation measures and public-health work—support that could come in the form of international military support and resources


for infrastructure development of their efforts. By coordinating with and learning from those who have successfully combated terrorist disinformation on the ground, international military and governing agencies can protect vital infrastructures without alienating the population. Personnel tackling disinformation should look at regional solutions that support those already doing the work.

The third layer, “society and resilience,” focuses on efforts to inoculate a population against disinformation effects. Due to disinformation’s penchant for leveraging individuals’ confirmation bias, this layer can be considered one of the most important. However, creating resilience against false content is difficult, and there is no scholarly consensus on this inoculation process. Many research institutions have posited that media literacy campaigns, training, and schooling are the solution—and this curriculum works to encourage critical thinking regarding personal and media bias, identification of credible sources, and personal accountability in online interactions and behavior. These relatively new media literacy efforts have yet to yield observable returns as these efforts have not been implemented widely. Early results indicate that media literacy and critical thinking alone cannot combat disinformation. In one study of disinformation-spreading behavior, individuals with low and high media literacy were just as likely to spread disinformation. Nevertheless, other studies produced more encouraging conclusions documenting that media literacy education, when tailored

---
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to be culturally sensitive and appropriate, has some effect in reducing disinformation’s credibility.\textsuperscript{74}

Anyone combating terrorist-sponsored disinformation should consider multipronged approaches that increase media literacy and trust in government and nongovernment institutions. As discussed previously, disinformation is adept at leveraging a population’s fear, isolation, distrust, and grievance into acts of violence against individuals, groups, and both government and nongovernment institutions. In a European Centre of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats comparison of successful information-resilience measures, countries with the highest index ratings for institutional trust and accessible civil life were the least affected by coordinated disinformation campaigns.\textsuperscript{75} Studies suggest that providing transparency into government operation, protecting and supporting a free press, and facilitating accessible civic participation will have a curative effect on one of the main drivers of disinformation’s success—the lack of institutional trust.\textsuperscript{76} Finally, governments should look to areas with alternative forms of authority (such as regional, cultural, or religious institutions) and seek partnerships with those who work daily with the populations they wish to address.

The fourth layer, the development of regulatory frameworks with tech platforms, stabilizes the information landscape and creates agreed-upon norms for online socialization and content moderation. Large social media companies like Facebook, Twitter, and TikTok have explicit bans on terrorist content on their platforms. However, the extent to which this content still circulates speaks to the limits of social media bans and content moderation. It also presents an accountability problem, as these corporations have little
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fiscal incentive to moderate often-profitable disinformation, and efforts to fine these companies for violating national content-hosting laws pale in comparison to profit potential of disinforming material. As disinformation is hosted and spread through these companies’ platforms, coordination is required in some facet. These partnerships should be designed with regulatory oversight and shared responsibility to protect users’ rights to safety and privacy.

**Recommendations**

The recommendations below are distilled from the above. Intergovernmental alliances (such as NATO and other organizations) can encourage their members to adopt the following recommendations under the premise that an effective response might involve:

- Investment in intelligence and accurate mapping of the online information ecosystem that actively monitors known and emerging threat actors
- Awareness about disinformation threats on various levels, not just nationally but also provincially, regionally, and locally
- State readiness and messaging protocols if disinformation targets key critical infrastructures
- Engagement with civil society organizations and experts from industry, civil society, and academia when creating and implementing legal, educational, regulatory, or structural solutions to disinformation
- Consistent coordination with trusted forms of authority on the ground (such as religious and cultural leaders) to better understand the regional impact of disinformation and how it might be addressed
- Efforts to increase resilience against disinformation through critical-thinking education like media literacy and digital education curriculum at all ages.
- Support for accessible and quality independent journalism in terms of funding, transparency protocols, and open flow of information

- Interorganization codes of conduct that pose consequences for those who knowingly create or spread disinformation
- Cooperative and regulatory relationships with social media companies to address how false content will be handled while ensuring the protection of users’ safety and rights to privacy

Conclusion

Disinformation will likely continue to be a part of the modern information ecosystem for as long as people interact online, and it will also likely be weaponized by threat actors to compromise the military response capability and incite instability. Intergovernmental organizations, like NATO, can provide guidance and resources to countries seeking to secure their online information infrastructure. The layers of responsibility outlined in this chapter provide a general approach that an individual country can tailor to its needs when approaching weaponized disinformation.
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ABSTRACT: Democratic resilience and election integrity are foundational to NATO’s future success as a military alliance. The Alliance underlined in the 2022 Strategic Concept an intent to reinforce political unity and deepen consultations to address all matters that affect security—including democratic resilience. With election infrastructures being the backbone of liberal democracies, they are NATO mission-critical infrastructures—with all due respect to national sovereignty. They stand at the epicenter of NATO adversaries’ activities against the Alliance’s stability. One weak democracy in NATO can harm the Alliance. NATO’s active role as a political alliance in creating defense and democratic resilience against disruptions to critical societal functions (such as elections and cohesion) is, therefore, central to a prosperous future of liberal democracies and the unity of member states.
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Introduction and Definition

In the last seven years, much strategic discussion has focused on election integrity in the United States, Europe, and the United Kingdom.¹ It was mainly a reaction to Russian election interference in the United States,

¹ “Die Wahlinfrastruktur aller EU-Mitgliedstaaten muss als kritische Infrastruktur erheblich besser geschützt werden [The Electoral Infrastructure of All EU Member States as Critical Infrastructure Must Be Significantly Better Protected],” FDP (German Liberal Party) Election Programme 2021, Summer 2021, FDP_Programm_Bundestagswahl2021_1.pdf, 52.
starting in 2014. It was also a response to other civil adversaries’ hackings and election manipulations (such as the Cambridge Analytica Scandal and activities conducted by political movements that pay little heed to democratic values or the rule of law in many member countries of the Alliance). Discussions centered around the following topics: competition among states of “great power” as a reason for election interferences, election integrity and critical election infrastructures being weaponized to fight liberal democracies, and specific and new types of adversaries: politically motivated terrorism.

**Competition of Political Philosophies**

The international competition among states has been increasingly focused on the long-term success of different political systems and political philosophies (such as China and Russia) but also on newly invented types of governance in democracies and in NATO member states. In this political ecosystem, election infrastructures have been leveraged and weaponized as strategic instruments of hybrid warfare against other states, against democracies but also within democracies. This is true for weaker states like Ukraine and Northern Macedonia but also for superpowers like the United States.²

**Democracy Depends on Trust of the People in Election Infrastructures**

The discussion on election integrity, especially in the United States, has mostly centered around the idea of a democracy depending on the stability of the will of most of the people. They trust in their votes to be counted correctly and not manipulated. This is seen as a critical pillar of democratic stability. When a breach of trust occurs in the complex physical and societal election system, a critical disruption might follow that affects defense capabilities. In fact, democracies are not governed by one party or person. They depend on the functionality of a myriad of institutions. The will of millions of people and the stability of critical infrastructures are key to their unity. The trust of their constituencies in election infrastructures, whether critical infrastructures, administrative processes, or political organizations, is important to the core stability of a Western democracy.

Russian interference in the 2016 US election caused operational measures to secure democratic values and infrastructures in the United States.

---

The possible involvement of former president Donald Trump in the US Capitol attack of 2021, have led to legal investigations against the 45th president of the United States. Both events have created distrust among US citizens about the elections, though the US Elections Infrastructure Government Coordination Council (GCC) announced there was no evidence of any impact on and interference with the election infrastructure in the 2020 elections.³

An official reaction to the 2016 events conducted by the authorities was the classification of election infrastructure, voting systems, the associated infrastructure, and storage for ballots and equipment as critical infrastructure in the government facilities sector by the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in 2017.

Then DHS Secretary Jeh Johnson observed: “Given the vital role elections play in this country, it is clear that certain systems and assets of election infrastructure meet the definition of critical infrastructure, in fact and in law.”⁴ Further, he stated:

election infrastructure should be designated as a subsector of the existing Government Facilities critical infrastructure sector. As such, election infrastructure belongs now to the group of critical national infrastructure in the definition catalogue of NATO. . . . Particularly in these times, this designation is simply the right and obvious thing to do.⁵

Johnson’s decision put election equipment in a highly protected strategic category alongside the other 16 critical and vital infrastructures in the country’s basic operations like power grids and the financial sector.⁶ Election infrastructures now have higher awareness and support and better financing sources available.

This decision to classify election infrastructure came the same day three of the top intelligence agencies in the United States released unclassified reports concluding Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered a hacking

---
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campaign against Democratic organizations and officials that eventually aimed to help elect Trump, who then was considered by Russian officials a friend of Russia.\(^7\)

Following the Department of Homeland Security classified election infrastructure, the US GCC defined critical election infrastructure (CEI) as follows:

Critical Election Infrastructures includes voter registration databases and associated IT-systems as well as IT-infrastructure and systems used to manage elections (such as the counting, auditing, and displaying of election results, and post-election reporting to certify and validate results), voting systems and associated infrastructure, additionally storage facilities for election and voting system infrastructure as well as polling places and early voting locations.

The definition explicitly does not include political action committees, campaigns, or any other non-state or local government election-related group.\(^8\)

Behind the classification and specific definition of CEI and the DHS decision in 2017 stood discoveries from the investigations on the broad and Russian-backed election campaign interference, starting well before (2014) and lasting after the 2016 US presidential election.\(^9\) The interference in the 2016 US general election was said to have been unprecedented. Widespread foreign interference and meddling were reported. Specifically, in 2019, the US Senate Intelligence Committee confirmed all 50 states were subject to some form of attack on their elections process in 2016.\(^10\) Such activity inherently brought increased focus to the 2020 general election, especially given that Special Counsel Robert Mueller III testified to Congress (also in 2019) that interference was ongoing and continuing.

---


Broader Activities against Democratic Elections Ongoing

In 2020, another election year, the NATO Parliamentary Assembly (PA) in Brussels—the NATO-independent discussion forum for parliaments of NATO members and consulting forum for NATO—adopted a resolution on what they called “the Russian Challenge” and turned their eyes on other countries and NATO allies rather than only the United States. The resolution focused on the broader Russian activities and how NATO could deal with additional aggression conducted by Russia, its affiliates, and proxies in other regions of NATO and within the territories of NATO allies. In no. 13 of the resolution, the signatories condemn illegal organization and holding by Russia of the elections to the State Duma in the annexed Crimea as well as compelling Ukrainian citizens with illegally issued Russian passports to take part in elections in the occupied territories in Donetsk and Luhansk regions.11 The resolution says Russia has also sought to undermine necessary reforms and interfered in elections in the Republic of North Macedonia and Montenegro.12 It is therefore recognized the problem of election integrity does not exist in one state only, but in many states.

Manifold Types of Adversaries on the Rise

At the same time, recognized types of adversaries and terrorist attacks against democratic structures and processes have become more diverse than they were when NATO adopted its 2010 Strategic Concept in an “age of relative stability.”13

In that past order, eastern Europe (and potentially Russia) could find a place while the United States remained as an affirmative European power. NATO’s 2022 Strategic Concept reads differently.


Current Situation in NATO

NATO’s Resilience Challenge

The military Alliance needs to anticipate, identify, mitigate, and recover from attacks with minimum disruptive impacts on the Alliance’s social, political, and military cohesion. As the current geopolitical competition for political leadership goes beyond the traditional power play and the use of hard power, the last 10 years have been primarily about new forms of governance and livelihoods. Despite this, political systems and the violation of borders and national territories reemerged in Europe in 2014 with the invasion of Ukraine and after the Yugoslav wars in the 1990s. This continuing problem became evident within NATO member states and placed the challenge of strengthening democratic and social resilience at the center of the new international system and competition after an era of stability that began in 1989 with the fall of the Berlin Wall.

This age of stability is a paradigm lost. In Europe and elsewhere, lower trust in institutions, increasing political apathy, and political polarization and fragmentation take place. Different kinds of manipulation and disinformation, especially during electoral campaigns, are on the rise, and highly polarized societies are the most vulnerable to this. The key challenge for NATO democracies in the twenty-first century is to find the right means to protect the democratic freedoms that come with more access to information and infrastructures while limiting the risks that go along with them. To adapt to the new situation and the ongoing change in the international order, the alliance must reaffirm shared values and principles—the glue binding NATO together and the raison d’être for NATO.\textsuperscript{14}

Democratic Resilience: Foundation of the Cohesion of the Alliance

Within the broad field of democratic resilience, the specific field of election integrity and election infrastructures is the strategic backbone that needs to be secured first. In some countries, this area is mostly unguarded compared to emerging threats. A breach on the other side could cause a massive disruption. A portion of Germany’s election infrastructure is exempt because it is not fully digitized and as vulnerable as other systems have been (for example, in the United States and Estonia, which

have a blockchain-based i-Voting system, and in Northern Europe, where digitalization has made progress).

At first glance, the diversity of election systems in countries and their vulnerabilities forms a second-tier resilience challenge as it falls under the scope of national sovereign decisions and responsibilities. NATO is foremost a military alliance, focusing on the three core tasks of deterrence and defense, crisis prevention and management, and cooperative security, even after the announcement of the renewed NATO 2022 Strategic Concept at the NATO Summit 2022 in Madrid.\(^\text{15}\)

Nonetheless, with the Preamble of the North Atlantic Treaty, NATO members committed themselves to “safeguard the freedom, common heritage and civilization of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law.”\(^\text{16}\) By doing so, they accepted and bound themselves to shared values, including the Western way of living, rights for the people, and the rule of law as a common denominator among Allied partners. This also makes NATO a political alliance.

Yet, is there a broader and growing need to implement operationally a comprehensive concept of resilience to secure those shared values among NATO members? Does NATO need to strengthen the Alliance’s ability to anticipate, prevent, and, if necessary, protect against and bounce forward from disruptions to critical functions of member societies? Does that mean election security became one of NATO’s core tasks and is essential to the other three core tasks of NATO as Daniel S. Hamilton and Gerald E. Connolly of the United States, the president of the NATO Parliamentary Assembly, have been promoting since the NATO Parliamentary Assembly’s 2019 report on the 70th anniversary of the founding of NATO?\(^\text{17}\)

Such an additional task has not been integrated into allied planning or operational activities. Comprehensive concepts of resilience have not been implemented beyond country-by-country baseline requirements at the 2022 NATO Summit in Madrid.\(^\text{18}\) However, the 2022 Strategic Concept

\(^\text{15}\) Parliamentary Assembly, *NATO 2022 Strategic Concept*.


refers to the will of the Allies to continue to stand together to defend security, values, and the democratic way of life to ensure only the Alliance's continued success.

The idea for establishing a NATO Democratic Resilience Centre within NATO Headquarters was promoted by the president of the NATO Parliamentary Assembly. It should provide support to individual Allies, upon their request, for strengthening societal resilience to resist interference from hostile actors in the functioning of their democratic institutions and processes. The idea was not made concrete by the decisions at the Madrid summit, though 29 out of 30 members of the Parliamentary Assembly and its resolution no. 466 backed the proposal. The countries who wished to deter and defend more effectively below the threshold of Article 5 of the treaty did not have their vote reflected in a decision.

Does this demonstrated interest of member states, based on a recognized growing threat and need, lead to a duty of care on the part of NATO but at a much lower level than that of the usual NATO missions?

Why NATO Should Care for Critical Election Infrastructure

Enabling Effective Fulfillment of NATO’s Three Core Tasks

The strongest line of defense against threats is resilient democratic institutions with robust and transparent accountability mechanisms that enable NATO’s three core missions to be fulfilled effectively. Therefore, the heads of state and government of the North Atlantic Alliance affirmed in Madrid that national and collective resilience are an essential basis for credible deterrence and defense, the effective fulfillment of the Alliance’s three core tasks and vital in efforts to safeguard societies, populations, and shared values. These democratic values and institutions upon which the NATO alliance was founded are under pressure and permanently being investigated by external and internal adversaries.

While NATO members are under permanent surveillance and attacks conducted by adversaries, they have seen fundamental technological changes and changes of control in their infrastructures. Most member states are now owned by private parties and some by adversary state-owned or related companies (such as the Chinese telecom giant Huawei). The Alliance and its members and partners face interdependency and large-scale challenges in all critical infrastructure sectors and the public sector—depending on their
specific circumstances. Together, they rely much more on cooperation and coordination between different sectors of society, industry, and technology than ever before to fulfill NATO’s three core tasks. Allies and partner countries with weak protection are vulnerable and threaten the strength of the Alliance.

**Broader and Coordinated Approaches to Resilience as a National Duty**

**NATO 2030 Agenda**

In another reaction to that ever-growing complex threat landscape, the NATO 2030 agenda set up an ambitious plan to make sure NATO remains ready, strong, and united for a new era of increased global competition. It includes an improved and coordinated resilience approach and the goal to uphold the rule-based international order. Member states agreed to develop resilience objectives to guide tailored-by-nation resilience goals and implementation plans based on more measurable Alliance-wide resilience objectives. The Allies agreed to strengthen NATO’s relationship with like-minded partners such as the European Union.

**NATO Brussels Summit Communiqué**

In the NATO Brussels Summit Communiqué of June 14, 2021, the heads of participating states and governments agreed on securing the Alliance and its members from threat actors’ interferences. Russia was identified as an actor using hybrid actions against NATO, including through proxies. The attacks identified and included in the NATO document cover attempted interference in Allied elections and democratic processes, political and economic pressure and intimidation, widespread disinformation campaigns, malicious cyber activities, and those of cybercriminals operating from member states’ territories, including those who target and disrupt critical infrastructure in NATO countries.19

While the Alliance is already active in the field of election security and has accepted this emerging threat to NATO stability, specific action is now necessary and has been agreed to with the broader view of democratic resilience. Critical infrastructure security remains a matter of national

---

security. NATO has expressed in communiqués and frameworks that it is concerned about the broader effects of resilience caused by attacks on elections, election integrity, and infrastructures in member states and partner countries. It would be possible for NATO member states to classify their election infrastructure as critical infrastructure, as has been done in the United States. They could also build on political wishes of European ruling parties (such as Germany’s Free Democratic Party) that focus on securing election infrastructures across Europe as critical infrastructures. The next section discusses whether NATO can take the helm and initiate concrete measures and, if so, what these measures could be.

**Measures NATO Can Apply to Election Security**

NATO could indirectly support democratic resilience in member states with a few measures. It was also stated in the 2022 Strategic Concept that consultations shall be deepened to address all matters affecting security. Additional measures include creating a new framework based on the 2014 Wales Summit Framework Nation Concept, establishing a Democratic Resilience Centre within NATO, and developing resilience objectives to guide nationally tailored goals and implementation plans as stated in the NATO 2030 agenda, but with a specific view to critical election infrastructure.

**A New Framework Concept**

Based on the Framework Nations Concept (FNC) of the 2014 Wales Summit, NATO could establish new frameworks. In 2013, the idea behind the new concept was to enhance collective defense through multinational cooperation. The concept proved to be successful in all three types of FNCs that have been established since 2014 (UK-led FNC, German-led FNC, Italian-led FNC). The basic principle of treaty planning is that each nation should undertake the task, or tasks, for which

---


User: Does the document discuss measures that NATO can take to improve election security? Response: Yes, the document discusses measures NATO can apply to improve election security. It mentions indirect support measures, consultations deepening to address all matters affecting security, creating a new framework based on the Framework Nation Concept of the 2014 Wales Summit, establishing a Democratic Resilience Centre within NATO, and developing resilience objectives to guide nationally tailored goals and implementation plans as stated in the NATO 2030 agenda, but with a specific view to critical election infrastructure.

User: Can you provide a detailed explanation of the new framework concept? Response: The new framework concept is based on the Framework Nations Concept (FNC) of the 2014 Wales Summit. In 2013, the idea behind the new concept was to enhance collective defense through multinational cooperation. The concept proved to be successful in all three types of FNCs that have been established since 2014 (UK-led FNC, German-led FNC, Italian-led FNC). The basic principle of treaty planning is that each nation should undertake the task, or tasks, for which
it is best suited. Certain nations, because of their geographic location or capabilities, will conduct appropriate specific missions.\textsuperscript{23}

The FNC-concept of 2014 encouraged nations within NATO to work “multinationally for the joint development of forces and capabilities required by the Alliance, facilitated by a framework nation.”\textsuperscript{24}

The concept includes regional FNCs intricately linked to thematic specializations. While not a new concept, it has proven to be a complex challenge due to different views and the tendency of states not to give up on their sovereignty. The concept of an FNC, however, could offer a more flexible approach to solving critical problems among member states.

FNCs could also be built on existing NATO Centres of Excellence.\textsuperscript{25}

In the case of election security, these centers could be the Tallinn-based NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence, the Ankara-based NATO COE DAT, and the Riga-based NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence. These centres could tackle the challenges relating to election integrity and the safeguarding of critical election infrastructures—cyber security and elections as a social process with a specific view to strategic communications.\textsuperscript{26} New work could build on the work already done by the US GCC that outlined further actions to strengthen the security of elections and election infrastructures.\textsuperscript{27}

A thematic FNC could develop best practices and share information and knowledge. It would offer additional working space and operational and deployable capability to complement existing COE activities. It could also work on assessments and shared definitions, checklists, and key performance indicators to be achieved by member states, safeguarding their critical election infrastructure from emerging threats. The United States could be viewed as a key opinion leader (KOL) in inventing the definition of CEI. The United States could be joined by Germany, where some politicians


\textsuperscript{25} Monaghan and Arnold, “Indispensable.”


advocate for a shared CEI model on a European level. The framework would include partners from two continents, which could help overcome differences and individual political views, especially since the United States and Germany represent the two continents’ views on national security based on shared values.

**Centre for Democratic Resilience within NATO**

In 2019, the NATO Parliamentary Assembly president proposed the creation of a center within NATO to coordinate Allied efforts to strengthen democratic resilience. The recommendation was endorsed by the full Assembly in resolution 457. The president has placed safeguarding the Alliance’s shared democratic values at the heart of his presidency. The establishment of the NATO Democratic Resilience Centre is a key priority. The proposal is a response to the growing threat to democracies from within and without. As stated in its founding treaty, NATO is an alliance of democracies committed to safeguarding “the freedom, common heritage and civilization of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law.”28 Yet, no structure fully dedicated to democratic resilience exists within NATO.

The center’s activities would be centered around two broad lines of effort safeguarding critical election infrastructures. First, it would monitor and identify challenges to democracy, human rights, and the rule of law among member states. Second, it would facilitate democracy and governance assistance to member states on a voluntary basis. The center could assist member-state governments to improve election integrity and other governance challenges undermining democracy and making member states vulnerable to external malign influence.29 This center could be the place to exchange information on a trusted basis and help member states better understand the vulnerabilities of critical election infrastructures.

**Future Definition of Critical Election Infrastructure**

The first job of the centre would be creating a NATO-wide definition of critical election infrastructure. The US definition of CEI is currently based on lessons learned and results from investigations in 2017. The public knows the Russian campaign included the following tools, events, and actions from the 2016 presidential election. These actions included hacking state voter databases

---

for insecurities and hacking e-mails of the Hillary Clinton campaign, the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, and the Democratic National Committee. It also included hacking attempts on e-mails from Senator Marco Rubio’s campaign and the Republican National Committee, releasing politically damaging information about certain candidates on the Internet and spreading propaganda on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram. The interference also included using fake social media profiles to invite people to events and stage rallies in Florida and Pennsylvania, set up meetings with members of the Trump campaign and associates, and float business propositions for a skyscraper in Moscow dedicated to the Trump Organization.

The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI) oversaw analyzing evidence gathered by Special Counsel Robert S. Mueller III, who discovered Russian actors scanned databases for vulnerabilities, attempted intrusions, and, in a small number of cases, successfully penetrated voter registration databases. The SSCI also discovered the final goal of the interference—to damage the Clinton campaign, boost Trump’s chances, and sow distrust in American democracy overall. These actions reflect Russia’s clear intent to affect votes, destabilize American society, and threaten societal resilience in the United States.

Internet of Behaviors as a Driver for a Changing Security Threat Landscape

Especially with a view to the power of social media platforms, be they classified as critical infrastructures or not, the business and technological development of such platforms is relevant for NATO. Facebook changed its strategy and renamed itself Meta. With that step, a new technological era of the metaverse has risen in the lives of many people. The metaverse is the digital reality that combines aspects of social media, online gaming, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and cryptocurrencies to allow users to interact virtually. This new world and its business models are built on the behavior of its users, the people.

Gartner, a US tech research analytics firm, has announced the rise of the new Internet of Behaviors (IoB). The term is explained in Gartner’s 2021 Top Strategic Technology Trends report. It is defined as the use of IoT’s data to influence behavior, which will, potentially, create a new group of threat actors at a place where influencing people’s behavior stands at the center of the platform’s purpose. In a world where everything happens in cyberspace—shopping, socializing, working, forming wills, voting in elections, advertising, and marketing—the Metaverse should be considered part of a future critical electoral infrastructure.

Threat Actors

A second program line should focus on types of threat actors. Shared assessment and shared information could help the Alliance strengthen resilience and fight interferences when they arise.

Internal Threat Actors

Although Russia has caused most of the reactions from NATO member states with its interferences and activities, the country is not alone in the group of adversaries weaponizing election infrastructures. In democracies, once elected, populist politicians with authoritarian leanings can work to paralyze the executive branch of government. For example, politicians started using “dark posts” and propaganda to target voters and undermine the electorate’s faith long before Brexit in 2016 and the US elections in 2016 and 2020. There are forces at work that intend to eat away at liberalism from within democracies.

In 2021, retired US Marine Corps General James Mattis said the West, to him, seems to be in a strategy-free mode where democratic values are doubted. In Germany, Querdenker spread bizarre conspiracy theories, and it was revealed in December 2022 that the anti-constitutional group

34. Panetta, “Top Strategic Technology.”
“Reichsbuerger” planned to storm the Reichstag in Berlin, knock out electricity, and take over the government. 37 In the United States, armed militias and extremists stormed the US Capitol on January 6, 2021, spreading their views on the election results, claiming the election was stolen from Trump. In Western societies, politically motivated activists, be they left-wing or right-wing or politically motivated, are classified as adversaries against the core values of democracy. 38

External Threat Actors

At the same time, NATO as a military alliance faces stronger headwinds from outside adversaries weaponizing critical infrastructure inside NATO. The enormous increase in the number of non-state actors relates to the end of the Cold War, globalization, and processes of democratization since the 1990s. With the liberalization of the flows of goods and financial services and the lifting of stringent barriers to the movement of persons, companies, media, and nongovernmental organizations, all types of actors can move easily across the world and have quicker and easier access to capital and labor. Cheap information technology means even the smallest organizations and movements can portray themselves as actors not bound by national sovereignty.

The combination of a high diversity of actors and ongoing technological developments makes it difficult to determine where threats originate. Dual-use technologies that can make life more pleasant can also fall into the hands of ill-intentioned non-state actors. Increasingly, these terrorist groups and adversaries organize themselves individually as loose illegal networks that are difficult to track. The groups make smart use of global communications chains and secret communication channels (such as the dark net, crypto mobile phones, and chat programs). These terrorist groups seek to undermine weak state institutions and the precarious security situation of citizens in fragile states. Like nation-states, those groups use hard military means and “softer” instruments (such as media, social media, and the Internet) to bolster their legitimacy and win the hearts and minds of potential supporters.


Specific actors with known interest in interfering with the will of the people are China and affiliated groups, Russia and affiliated groups, other authoritarian states (Iran and North Korea), and terrorist groups (al-Qaeda, Boko Haram and Da’esh, and the Taliban).\(^{39}\)

**The Influence Industry: A New Type of Adversary**

In an assessment of interferences in election processes in 2018, the UK House of Commons Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee in London published the *Disinformation and Fake News: Interim Report*.\(^{40}\) In the report, the committee focused on distinct types of threat actors. It included data analytics firms and strategic communications companies as adversaries. The committee members picked the company Strategic Communications Laboratories (SCL) Elections and related companies as examples and stated the companies worked on campaigns that were not financed in a transparent way, overstepping legal and ethical boundaries.\(^{41}\) The companies were said to run campaigns globally. Representatives of the companies were cited with talking about using misinformation, dirty tricks, and social media manipulation to influence elections around the world and boasted of using bribery, honey traps, and sex workers to discredit politicians and influence the political outcome of elections in several countries.\(^{42}\)

Information was provided to the committee about the manipulation of social media companies to play on and distort people’s negative views of themselves and others.\(^{43}\) Election campaigns and referenda manipulated by SCL are said to have taken place in the Kenya Kenyatta campaign in 2013, the Kenya Kenyatta 2017 campaign, Ghana in 2013, Mexico, Brazil, Australia, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, India, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Germany, England, Guyana, Czech Republic, and Kosovo; and the Caribbean, St. Kitts and Nevis, and Dominica.\(^{44}\) Part of that work was also a referendum in St. Vincent and the Grenadines. The report says Henley and Partners organized funding for

---
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the campaigns in exchange for citizenship-by-investment (CBI) programs. The company’s representatives admitted they worked for the British government, the US government, and other Allied governments.

The report concludes with a statement from the committee: “We . . . urge the Government to ensure that the National Crime Agency thoroughly investigates these allegations.” The report also urged the government to audit the public relations and strategic communications industries, warning in its final report how “easy it is for discredited companies to reinvent themselves and potentially use the same data and the same tactics to undermine governments, including in the UK.” It was said those companies need to be monitored and regulated as they operate in a constant conflict of interest situation.

Emma Briant, a researcher who consulted with UK authorities, supported stricter regulation of strategic communications companies—as she sees them as adversaries of democratic societies, with the establishment of professional licensing that can be revoked if necessary. Such licensing “would commercially protect the industry itself, creating a resulting “soft power” economic benefit for industry and Western governments.”

She gave two examples of Cambridge Analytica’s perceived conflicts of interest: (1) Cambridge Analytica pitched an offer to Lukoil, a Russian oil company with ubiquitous political connections, while at the same time, the SCL Group delivered counter-Russian propaganda training for Western states, and (2) “around the same time, Alexander Nix from Cambridge Analytica contacted Julian Assange at Wikileaks amplifying the release of damaging e-mails; Russia has been accused of the hacking of these, which it denies.”

Briant suggested US and UK inquiries examining the intelligence and oversight mechanisms in information operations contracting strengthen

49. Emma Briant, Written Evidence: Dr. Emma Briant, Senior Lecturer at University of Essex (London: House of Commons, Committee on Culture, Media, and Sport), https://committees.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/39329/pdf/.
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these systems. Further, the countries should ensure defense-derived expertise and techniques are not used in electoral campaigns or pitched to organizations with risk factors for national security. She proposed additional solutions like the monitoring and restriction of technologies and methods developed by contractors with defense collaboration and funding being used in elections or pitched for any work abroad. A need for greater transparency in government contracting, reporting mechanisms, and substantial penalties for defense contractors found to be obscuring overlaps and company relationships from the government were included in her report.

**Threat Responses**

Another program line for the work on securing critical election infrastructure could be the broader sector of responses to threats against CEI. It should begin with a dynamic and holistic view of the complex and evolving security landscape in which NATO and NATO members operate.

**Holistic Monitoring Approach to Threat Responses**

Election infrastructure security is a complex problem covering several layers of infrastructures and types of organizations and groups of people, responses, and recommendations. For this reason, the Riga-based NATO Strategic Communications Centre divides elections into three types: the administrative process, the will and ability of voters to participate in elections, and the election as a political process.

NATO could eventually come from different angles to analyze the problem and find appropriate answers. Starting at the infrastructural angle might not be sufficient. With the intensifying digital penetration of everything in the world that transforms into the Internet of Behaviors, blurring lines between the individual’s behavior, online life, and traditional organizations should be considered, and with them, all layers of the system.

Those layers are the:

- Organizational layer
- Individual layer
- Time layer
- Impact layer
- Layer and scope of uncertainty

**Figure 5-1. Layers of systems affected by the Internet of Behaviors**

(Original by author)
This holistic view, which considers that different layers influence each other at the same time but can have different effects because there are so many interdependencies, could be of significant use in the current rapidly evolving and changing security landscape. To tackle the challenge of the multilayer matrix, the GCC thinks of the people involved in the election processes. These people and decisionmakers need additional human support to navigate the cyber sphere. All people involved in election processes need better training. In addition, a management and staffing plan needs to be implemented to support the efforts.

The GCC also aims to secure voting equipment and voter data, update all operating systems and software, establish incident tracking systems and software, and deploy multifactor authentication products and new password management software. The GCC recommended auditing the entire election process; patching management systems, network architecture, and cybersecurity assessment; and enabling network segmentation and air-gapping.\(^\text{52}\)

**A Strategic Communications Approach – 2019**

The NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence in Riga, Latvia, addressed the social part of election processes and published a study in 2019 on how to respond to election threats from a strategic communications perspective.\(^\text{53}\) The study outlines three types of threats to elections, types of interferences, and common stratagems having relations to CEI.\(^\text{54}\)

- Threats against the election as an administrative process
- Threats against the will and ability of voters to participate in elections
- Threats against the election as a political process

The center suggests a mapping of the strategic communications dimensions.

---


Information Landscape

What is the situation NATO and NATO members are in, and what are they protecting? The Centre suggests mapping the core elements of the information environment and the election process, identifying elements affecting the decision making of voters in a country, and identifying and prioritizing the most important things to protect.

Threat Assessment

What is the threat? What does the current threat assessment look like, and what are the publicly recognized security risks? What does the threat consist of? How could activities aimed at influencing information materialize? What are the likelihood and consequences of influence activities? Which risks do we accept?

Risk and Capability Assessment

How do countries handle the identified risks? How can they reduce the probability of election interference? How can they reduce the consequences of election interference? What is the monitoring capability (such as scope, stakeholders, mandates, and tasks)? What are the deterrence mechanisms at the members’ disposal? What are the mechanisms through which the countries will coordinate responses?  

In the analysis, the team found that individual methods and techniques for election interference are rarely used in isolation. Rather, influence operations and campaigns most often combine a multitude of methods and techniques into a complex chain of events or stratagems. While such combinations are theoretically infinite, some stratagems are frequently encountered in contemporary influence operations.

These different findings and their broad scope, interdependencies, and diverse playing fields support the idea of starting with a holistic view of election integrity and safeguarding CEI in NATO in a new cooperation structure within the Alliance.
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Recommendations and Conclusion: Protection of Election Infrastructure against Terrorism Threat

Democratic resilience and election integrity are foundational to NATO’s future successes as a military alliance. This fact was also underlined in the 2022 Strategic Concept, where member states reflected an intent to reinforce political unity and deepen consultations to address all matters affecting security—including democratic resilience.

The safeguarding of Western democracies’ elections and election infrastructures stands at the epicenter of NATO’s assessments and secures the Alliance’s core stability. One weak democracy in NATO can weaken the Alliance. NATO’s role as a political alliance in creating defense and democratic resilience against disruptions to critical societal functions and cohesion is central to a prosperous future for the Western way of life and the unity of member states.

Putting Election Security High on the Agenda

To protect election infrastructure in the future and safeguard the basic framework of democracy, NATO member states must put election integrity high on the agenda and support shared knowledge from all NATO members. New platforms for discussion, research, or exchange of information can be created to gather and share current developments.

Act on Fast-moving Technological Developments

The rapid development of technologies, including digital technologies and artificial intelligence, should be closely monitored and acted upon as they can fundamentally change the basic characteristics of current electoral infrastructures and the industries behind them.

Concrete Actions Regarding Adversaries

The group of politically motivated terrorists focusing on elections and election infrastructures as key targets needs to be monitored, and responses to these growing challenges within and outside democratic societies need to be developed. Monitoring and preventive activities resulting from observation and information sharing must be followed by the development of concrete actions to contain growing threats. These activities require a joint effort by NATO members, as weak members can damage the strength of the community.
Set Up a Dedicated Structure

NATO should implement the 2022 Strategic Concept and the NATO 2030 agenda and set up a dedicated structure to assess critical election infrastructure in member states. In addition, resilience objectives are needed to guide nationally tailored resilience goals—with a specific focus on critical election infrastructures and election security. Implementation plans on measurable Alliance-wide objectives help member states and allies respond quickly to the ever-changing security landscape.
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ABSTRACT: Medical resilience is a key critical infrastructure in a nation’s preparedness against vulnerabilities. Pandemics such as COVID-19 are potent disruptors of this infrastructure. Health systems that are considered low-resourced have adapted and deployed seemingly simple but effective methods to survive such disruptions.
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Introduction

In this chapter, medical resilience will be explored as a component of critical infrastructure, and pandemics will be assessed as a disruption using a low-resourced health system to build resilience. Medical resilience is one of the components of critical infrastructure, security, and resilience of any nation. It is aligned with the ability to deal with mass casualties, one of NATO’s seven baseline requirements of resilience for member states. While there are several definitions of resilience across fields, a common feature is the capacity of a system (such as health care or public health) to identify small or large disruptions and invoke mechanisms to bounce back or establish a new normal situation. There are different scales of disruptions. They could be positive, when innovative solutions are deployed, or negative, as in a pandemic.
Pandemics are large-scale outbreaks of infectious diseases that can greatly increase morbidity and mortality over a wide geographic area and cause significant economic, social, and political disruption. These pandemic-induced disruptions are often linked to terrorism and armed conflict as terrorists use the power vacuum left by the outbreaks to incite violence and further their causes. A pandemic is different from an epidemic, which is the occurrence of an illness beyond normal expectancy in a community or region. Pandemics are global and defined by geographical scale rather than the severity of illness. Throughout history, there have been several pandemics—the plague in the fourteenth century, smallpox in the mid-eighteenth century, and the influenza pandemic of 1918–19 (see figure 6-1). More recent events include tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, and, more currently severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).

This chapter will discuss COVID-19 in relation to health system capacity and insecurity, leveraging low technology, experience from previous outbreaks, and other lessons from Nigeria that may be useful in other health systems (such as NATO countries). It will also use Boko Haram as a case study in the linkage of terrorism to pandemics and propose recommendations for how such conflicts can be addressed.

**COVID-19 Pandemic and Nigeria**

COVID-19 is an illness caused by a novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2 (formerly called 2019-nCoV). Coronaviruses comprise a vast family. While they typically infect animals, seven of the known types cause disease in humans. Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 likely belongs to one of these types. SARS-CoV-2 was officially named by the World Health Organization (WHO) on February 11, 2020, and declared a global pandemic on March 11, 2020.\(^1\)

---

Figure 6-1. Infographic showing the history of pandemics (Image by Visual Capitalist)
Although there is speculation of earlier presence, the first official reported case in humans was recorded in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China, in December 2019. It began as a pneumonic case. The common symptoms are a cough, shortness of breath, and loss of the sense of smell, and complications could lead to pneumonia, viral sepsis, acute respiratory distress syndrome, kidney failure, or worse, depending on the health status of the individual. People with comorbidities (such as diabetes, respiratory tract infections, or immune suppression) experience worse symptoms.

The principal mode of transmission of the COVID-19 virus is through exposure to respiratory droplets carrying infectious viruses within a space of up to six feet, or 1.82 meters. Other methods are contact transmission (such as shaking hands) and airborne transmission of droplets that linger in the air over long distances (greater than six feet). Viruses released in respiratory secretions (for example, coughing, sneezing, or talking) can infect other individuals via contact with mucous membranes. Two months after the first known case of COVID-19 was diagnosed in China, the first confirmed case in Nigeria was a passenger who flew into the country from Italy on February 24 and presented with symptoms at a small clinic in Ogun State. The clinician on duty suspected it could be COVID-19. This suspicion was confirmed at the Infectious Disease Centre, Yaba, Lagos State, Nigeria, on February 27, 2020.

**Health Capacity, COVID-19, and Insecurity in Nigeria**

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, access to critical care was one of the global indicators of readiness. Nigeria’s epidemic response is carried out in the context of a fragile and under-resourced existing health delivery system and is complicated by economic, political, social, and security issues throughout the country. To give a context to the capacity, Nigeria has an equivalent of 0.07 intensive care unit (ICU) beds per 100,000 population compared to countries like Germany, the United States, and Türkiye.
with 29.2, 34.7, and 46 ICU beds per 100,000, respectively.\(^7\) Attacks on critical infrastructure, including health care, were not unusual before the COVID-19 pandemic, but the COVID-19 pandemic enabled the proliferation of insecurity via different mechanisms (such as increased armed group activities that can be linked to economic hardship due to lockdown, movement restriction, and gaps in security provisions).

Figure 6-2 shows a detailed framework and the degree of connectedness of three key pathways of the COVID-19 pandemic and conflict in Nigeria—increasing armed group activities, intensifying youth grievances, and shifting patterns of social cohesion. While none of them were solely created by the COVID-19 pandemic, specific elements of the pandemic aggravated and reinforced patterns of behavior by the government, armed groups, and community.\(^8\)

![Figure 6-2. Summary of connections between COVID-19 and conflict in Nigeria](Image by MERCY CORPS)

Source: Mercy Corps, *Living with Two Worrisome Pandemics*
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Boko Haram, a prominent terror group, leveraged the COVID-19 pandemic to promote the disruption of health systems and cross-border activities and used the lockdown to expand territories and propagate misinformation in a way that undermines public health.9 The Borno state in Nigeria, considered the epicenter of Boko Haram activities, was one of the worst hit. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the group continued its attack on the region. In February 2020, the group attacked and set ablaze about 18 vehicles carrying passengers in Auno town, Maiduguri, Borno State, and killed three military men in Damboa town, Borno State. In March, the Nigerian military responded with counterinsurgency operations, and about 100 insurgents were reportedly killed near Gorgi village in Borno State.10

A faction of Boko Haram, Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna Lidda’awati wal-Jihad, (People Committed to the Propagation of the Prophet’s Teachings and Jihad, abbreviated as JAS) led by Abubakar Shekau, released its position in an audio message. Shekau asserted the virus is a divine punishment for world sins and was being used by hypocrites to stop believers from practicing their faith. He urged the continuation of congregational prayers, which was against the public-health recommendation.11 He also claimed his group members were immune from the virus, debunked the claim of his willingness to surrender, and attempted to lure new recruits by the promise of safety and a better life in the Sambisa Forest, where he operates.12

Rural banditry due to multifaceted and complex factors characterized by armed robbery, kidnapping, cattle rustling, and raids using both local and sophisticated arms, had escalated. The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic escalated it—especially in the Northwestern states of Kaduna, Katsina, Sokoto, and Zamfara of Nigeria.13 Rural banditry—characterized by large-scale killings, abductions, raids on vulnerable communities, and violence against women—started as localized disputes in the agropastoral sector of the country but continued and worsened during the COVID-19 pandemic. The intensity and pervasiveness of banditry was also enabled


by porous borders and reduced efficiency of law and order due to overstretch of security agencies.\textsuperscript{14} During the lockdown and interstate travel ban, there was free movement of armed bandits and increased attacks. For example, in April 2020, several villages were attacked in Katsina state, and about 50 people were killed. Bandits also demanded villagers surrender COVID-19 palliatives donated as food items.\textsuperscript{15} The elements of instability, such as banditry and terrorism, created an atmosphere where people were more concerned about protecting their lives and belongings than adhering to precautionary health measures.\textsuperscript{16}

**Key Lessons on Managing Pandemics from Nigeria**

**Leveraging Previous Experience in Outbreaks**

One of the defining factors of controlling the COVID-19 pandemic in Nigeria was the experience of managing previous public health crises. For context, the Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) of 2014 came out of the affected countries of Guinea, Nigeria, Liberia, and Sierra Leone. Nigeria should have been the perfect medium for transmission due to its high population of freely mobile people who are well connected to the rest of the world. However, the swift prevention of community transmission and management by the Nigerian Center for Disease Control (NCDC) nullified the various disease spread mathematical models.\textsuperscript{17}

There were several factors in Nigeria, not present in the other countries, that enabled quick action, including the availability of trained health workers with hands-on experience in field epidemiology managing diseases like Lassa fever and cholera. They were educated through the Nigeria Field Epidemiology and Laboratory Training Program (NFELT), established in Nigeria in 2008 by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Federal Ministry of Health to train field
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epidemiologists and functional state epidemiology units in interdisciplinary collaboration and setting up temporary and permanent infectious disease centers and emergency operation centers. This expertise sensitized the health system to the impact of highly infectious diseases and allowed for the fast reactivation of proactive frameworks used in the management of COVID-19. This lesson makes a case for leveraging existing management frameworks in a pandemic and not reinventing the wheel.

**Surveillance, Data Analysis, and Public Data Sharing**

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the surveillance and epidemiology team at the Nigerian Centre for Disease Control (NCDC) deployed Surveillance, Outbreak Response Management, and Analysis System (SORMAS), an open and free software for tracking information about confirmed or suspected cases. Its availability aided real-time data analysis, data-based trend analysis, prediction of patterns, rumor management, and interoperability with other systems like the Distinct Health Information System (DHIS), an open-source software platform used in up to 60 countries for reporting, analysis, and dissemination of data for all health programs. A central database like SORMAS is important because there is currently no centralized database for general electronic health records.

The Surveillance, Outbreak Response Management, and Analysis System, an initiative of the Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research (HZI), Germany, was first deployed in Nigeria and Ghana during the Ebola outbreak. SORMAS has been implemented in Nepal and the Ivory Coast, and these partnerships are depicted in figure 6-4. Before COVID-19, its use was expanded for other diseases like Mpox and Lassa fever. The modular design, ease of use, joint ownership, and cross-platform availability of SORMAS enabled it to be able to scale and be updated easily, as shown in figure 6-3.

20. “SORMAS in Nigeria.”
Figure 6-3. How SORMAS works
(Image by Exemplars)
Source: “SORMAS in Nigeria”

Figure 6-4. Technical and organizational interoperability of SORMAS
(Image by Exemplars)
Source: “SORMAS in Nigeria”
The NCDC also provided daily easy-to-understand infographics on social media platforms (like Facebook and Twitter) showing the total numbers of cases confirmed, detected, and discharged as well as deaths.

**Non-pharmacological Intervention (NPI)**

Low-resourced health systems have perfected the leveraging of non-pharmacological interventions (NPI). Nigeria leveraged several NPIs such as handwashing, face-mask wearing, lockdowns, travel restrictions, restricted public gatherings, and school closures. Enforcement of these interventions required intense, effective, and socioculturally relevant communications. Public education materials were prepared in different languages and disseminated via several channels (such as print, radio, social media, and television). The reference to languages is important. While English is the official language of Nigeria, there are at least 500 other languages spoken there, creating opportunities for regional influence in how the government, nonprofits, organized religion, and volunteers disseminate information.

“Learn at Home,” an educational intervention by the Mastercard Foundation, shows how influential information dissemination through the radio can be. This program delivered offline remote learning to one million children via radio and low-end mobile devices using unstructured supplementary service data (USSD) and short messaging service (SMS) through Data Science Nigeria. Its goal was to ensure universal learning was compatible with the national education curriculum to mitigate the effects of being out of school and improve access to quality learning content for children who did not have access before the pandemic.

The culture of hand hygiene was also implemented. Most public places mandated handwashing, hand sanitization, face-mask wearing, and temperature checking before entry. Figure 6-6 shows a sample of how handwashing is communicated and implemented in the described context.
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Figure 6-5. Poster by WaterAid encouraging handwashing
(Image by WaterAid)

Figure 6-6. A makeshift handwashing station
Conclusion

This chapter explored medical resilience, a core component of the NATO seven baseline resilience requirements for its member states. For the use case, the chapter explored pandemics as disruptors and what can be learned from their management in a low-resourced health system. The research showed how Nigeria effectively managed the COVID-19 pandemic despite the low-resourced health system and insecurity due to terrorism and banditry. To help readers understand the situation’s complexity, COVID-19 and a conflict-connected framework, which defined three key pathways, were explored. The pathways include increasing armed group activities, intensifying youth grievances, and shifting patterns of social cohesion based on work by the Mercy Corps. Some of the key points of strength in how Nigeria managed the situation are leveraging experience and tools from previous outbreaks like Ebola (SORMAS) and the use of low-cost and non-pharmacological public health interventions (effective communications on precautions via radio and social media channels and multilingual printed materials).

When disruptions occur concurrently with insecurity, managing outcomes is complex, and the solutions are multidimensional. A key lesson for high-resourced systems within NATO is that much can be achieved even with resource constraints. If there is a call for support by these systems, it is also important to understand the local and historical context through collaboration with the resident military of the low-resourced system, as underscored in the case study on the fight against terrorism with groups like Boko Haram and bandits, where the home militaries had approaches that worked well and may only require reinforcement. NATO can also support local and national activities that strengthen trust in the government to keep citizens safe when disruptions (such as pandemics) occur concurrently with terrorist activities. These solutions include focusing on communications, logistics, and community health campaigns and providing contacts for local community questions. These whole-of-government approaches are building blocks to aiding medical resilience and strengthening the Alliance.
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ABSTRACT: Military mission’s health surveillance of soldiers is one key to enforcing operational readiness. It can help provide the commander and medical personnel with adequate information about the epidemiological situation of the contingent and their options to intervene in a timely way in the case of an outbreak. Current surveillance systems are not providing the full range of needed tools to ensure this goal for the alliance; therefore additional near-real-time surveillance is needed. This chapter introduces case studies for surveillance systems, existing and in development, and provides an outlook into future surveillance abilities to support NATO and its partners, with an outline of the necessary developmental factors and requirements for a successful system.
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Since 2019, the world has experienced the first real global pandemic of the century, disrupting nearly every aspect of life, including the world economy and overall military readiness. For military forces, health surveillance systems are an essential element in disease prevention and control, as these forces are confronted with a continuum of operational scenarios, including war, peacekeeping, potential terrorist use of biological weapons, and natural disasters. Health surveillance, defined as the ongoing, systematic collection, analysis, interpretation, and dissemination of health events in the NATO Standardization Agreement (STANAG) 2535, delivers critical health status information about serving military personnel, which can assist early in the
identification of new or emerging public health threats. The epidemiological data collected by surveillance systems are critically important for military leaders and planners to identify trends in the overall medical situation and treatment requirements, and they are an important facet to consider when planning for future operations. Altogether, the data and findings of such a system provide a basis for immediate action and can help NATO prepare appropriate response measures in the future.

The effect of transmissible diseases and possible biological attacks and the importance of preparing for them cannot be overstated, as they can have a massive impact on mission readiness and the potential to weaken troop strength and pose a risk to the civilian population. This chapter provides a case study of how existing and newly developed health surveillance systems are critical in mitigating the effects of such emerging threats. It compares how a well-established medical system for civilian and military use can provide proactive solutions and be deployed in more austere conditions.

The Allied Joint Doctrine for Medical Support outlines the personnel and national security importance of such systems:

Deployment health surveillance aims to provide a key indication of the forces health status and an estimate of its impact on manpower and working day losses. Surveillance and reporting may also identify chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear (CBRN) weapons involvement. Deployment of health surveillance is intended to serve as a warning system to trigger further investigation and implement preventive countermeasures or other command actions needed to reduce the adverse impacts of health threats. A comprehensive disease and non-battle injury analysis can produce more effective preventive medicine measures, including recommended policy on immunization, prophylaxis, and personal health education. It can also be a driving factor in the size and capability of medical resources required in different scenarios.¹
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EpiNATO2: NATO’s Only Health Surveillance System

In 2002, one year after the September 11 attacks in the United States, the NATO heads of state and government endorsed five initiatives to enhance the capacity of the Alliance for deterrence and defense against nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) weapons: “a Prototype Deployable NBC Analytical Laboratory; a Prototype NBC Event Response team; a virtual Centre of Excellence for NBC Weapons Defence; a NATO Biological and Chemical Defence Stockpile; and a Disease Surveillance system.”

Currently, deployed NATO forces use a NATO surveillance tool called EpiNATO2, where every NATO Medical Treatment Facility (MTF) reports cases of predefined events such as “gastro-intestinal illnesses” to the Force Health Protection Branch (FHPB) in Munich, Germany, on a weekly basis. EpiNATO2 is the current and only interoperable military health surveillance system defined in the NATO doctrine. In 2013, it was first implemented in the Kosovo Force and European Union Training Mission Mali.

EpiNATO-2 is mandated for use during all NATO operations. Its coverage has increased over time and now includes all NATO Joint and Component Command Operations and several non-NATO operations. The feedback provided by the FHPB for every mission is needed to enhance situational awareness about evolving trends in health issues across the deployed force in a multinational theater and is intended to provide information for action and medical decision making and force health protection assurance at the local and theater levels. Additionally, most nations use a national disease surveillance system working with ICD-10 codes from primary care once a week.
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Case Study: Military Public Health Surveillance Systems Exemplified by a Q Fever Outbreak in Kosovo

During recent military interventions, 65 to 80 percent of hospitalizations of soldiers were due to infectious diseases. Military forces are expected to maintain maximum operational readiness before, during, and after the mission. Therefore, a reliable health surveillance system is needed to provide commanders and medical personnel with adequate information about the epidemiological situation of the contingent and options to intervene in a timely way in case of an outbreak.

In March 2016, a cluster of confirmed influenza A and B virus cases was diagnosed at the German KFOR-Field Hospital in Priene, Kosovo. In April, soldiers could still be seen with the same clinical signs without confirmation of influenza. Most of the cases expressed a radiologically confirmed atypical pneumonia. Because of the nature of the diseases and the known endemicity of its pathogen (*Coxiella burnetii*) in the Balkan region, the suspected diagnosis of Q fever was mentioned. On-site, no diagnostic test was available for the confirmation of this differential diagnosis. Therefore, to investigate the outbreak, a Rapidly Deployable Outbreak Investigation Team (RDOIT) was sent to the camp in the 15th calendar week.

Q fever is an important but underestimated public health problem in the Balkan region, due to inadequate surveillance. Outbreaks within KFOR have been described regularly since the beginning of the mission. Due to the nature of the work of military personnel who must patrol farmland, train on the grounds that are grazed upon by sheep, or breathe in air from such fields during helicopter loading and unloading, they are generally deemed to be at high risk of contracting vector-borne and zoonotic infections. This is exacerbated by a lack of expertise in the differential diagnosis of such zoonotic or tropical diseases, which leads to reduced sensitivity and specificity within the diagnostic process. Therefore, the latter should be supported by a robust and reliable health surveillance system.
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Coxiella burnetti infections often go undiagnosed because of their nonspecific symptoms or lack of adequate diagnostic capabilities. Q fever can lead to severe chronic disease (such as endocarditis and fatigue syndrome) if not treated properly in the early stage of the infection, ending a military career and severely impeding the quality of life of the patient. A robust microbiological diagnostic capability and effective surveillance are needed to detect cases as fast as possible to protect an individual’s health, maintain military readiness, and raise awareness for the presence of the disease.

One of the main objectives of military health surveillance systems is the early detection of outbreaks to limit their impact on operational capacity through appropriate interventions. These systems can differ from civilian systems. Military peculiarities like variable geographic location of missions, high mobility of forces, difficult working and living conditions in the field, multinational target populations, regular turnover of the population in short intervals, heightened levels of security, or lack of historical surveillance data for the target population must be integrated into the creation.

In this case study, the current surveillance systems, EpiNATO-2, and a national system were critically reviewed based on numbers and information collected during the Q fever outbreak in 2016 and improvement actions were defined.

**Descriptive Analysis of the Q Fever Data**

The two systems worked both technically as well as procedurally but showed misclassifications and could not detect the previously mentioned cases early in the outbreak. Even though the Q fever outbreak could be clearly detected in both systems with a high unique peak in addition to the typical temporal window for seasonal influenza or upper respiratory
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tract diseases (figure 7-1), there are differences. A likely reason for the almost
double incidence in the national system compared to EpiNATO2 is the raised
awareness among medical personnel and the presence of the RDOIT team.

![Figure 7-1. Notified respiratory tract infections due to ICD-10 code
and EpiNATO-2](source)

The partial overlap of influenza and Q fever cases in 2016 is likely
responsible for the latter's initial misinterpretation as influenza cases
(see table 7-1). Only the unusual decision to use lung X-rays showing a high
number of atypical pneumonia cases led to the potential differential diagnosis
of Q fever, which was eventually confirmed through serum samples by the
reach-back laboratory.

This confirmation resulted in a high-quality but delayed final
diagnosis, which was not useful for early-warning purposes. Such a delay
has the potential of missing an outbreak. The differences between the
national system and EpiNATO2 in picking up the first influenza peak
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in figures 7-1 and 7-2 suggest the EpiNATO2 could be more sensitive than the national system.

Table 7-1. Limitations of the current surveillance systems obtained from screening Q fever data
Source: “Deployment Health Surveillance.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limitation</th>
<th>GSIND ISG/ICD-10 code</th>
<th>EpinATO2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Misclassification</td>
<td>Reporting not reliable and depending on individuals qualification and motivation</td>
<td>Reporting in the wrong event category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IFSG notification made for cases of foreign nations or forgotten at all</td>
<td>depending on individuals qualification and motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICD-10 coding not reasonable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness of data</td>
<td>Depending on individuals qualification and motivation</td>
<td>Incomplete, incomprehensive or absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete, incomprehensive or absent</td>
<td>Blanc cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double reporting</td>
<td>Weekly duplication of cases</td>
<td>Reporting by two MTF’s on one camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weekly duplication of same cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficulties to fulfill both national and international obligations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of data</td>
<td>Poor to medium</td>
<td>Medium to good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depending on individuals</td>
<td>Depending on individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>Good for the given outbreak</td>
<td>Good for the given outbreak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor for dissemination information to the authorities back home</td>
<td>Poor for early warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor for early warning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissemination of information</td>
<td>Poor for dissemination in theatre</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor for dissemination back to the homeland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor for feedback from homeland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and qualification of personnel</td>
<td>Poor for the specific system</td>
<td>Good concept, SOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium within profession</td>
<td>Online courses, every 2nd year on site training by SME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatization of reporting</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory confirmation</td>
<td>Poor to good depending on mission and pathogen</td>
<td>Information not regularly obtainable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information not regularly obtainable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback reporting</td>
<td>No feedback reporting</td>
<td>Available, not evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of the system</td>
<td>No evaluation of the system</td>
<td>Done with site surveys, not in the classical framework methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data security</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Qualitative Analysis of the Current Military Surveillance Systems – Lessons Identified

In both systems, misclassification due to lack of training or qualification and completeness of data were the main problem areas. Overall, the EpiNATO2 systems show fewer limitations than the national system. Most highlighted issues were difficulties in classification of patients’ presentation, absence of a feedback report to motivate data-entering personnel, and the inadequate automation of the national system.

For the national system, one likely reason is the lack of analysis and feedback of the reported data at the evaluation unit in the homeland due to staffing shortages, leading to severe problems with data quality.\(^\text{13}\) The major problems of all health surveillance systems are related to human factors, including lack of qualification, training, motivation, and supervision.\(^\text{14}\) This problem was especially notable in the national system—data quality depends on the actions of the hygiene inspector in the mission and
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his enthusiasm to go to visit the MTF physically and ask weekly for the necessary information.

Second, the same information must be sent to two different databases, using two different spreadsheets and dissemination routes for the national system and EpiNATO2, doubling the workload. Thus, personal motivation becomes crucial to the quality of the reported data. A possible solution is to use automated routine reporting and a single dissemination chain.\(^{15}\)

Alternatively, both systems could be linked with primary-care patient documentation mandated by law. Both the national system (disease-specific) and EpiNATO2 (event-based surveillance) could generate data automatically from the entered data and distribute it to the different SMEs for analysis and feedback, benefiting the personnel workload and the data quality of the systems.\(^{16}\) Both systems were designed to assess the public health burden of diseases and injuries but not for early detection of outbreaks as they use only weekly reporting and rely on the reporting of clinical diagnoses with the associated temporal lag. To close the capability gap to detect an outbreak in a timely manner, a syndromic surveillance should be designed that can also be fed from the same real-time (or at least daily) data source in primary care.

Another challenge for both systems is reliable coding. The observed misclassifications can limit the early detection of an outbreak, overlap the severity of a disease, and indirectly affect military operations. The most important way to reduce misclassification is the willingness and qualification of users to participate in the system. Lack thereof leads to poor data quality. Acceptance is also increased by feedback where the users see a result of their efforts.

Both systems work without laboratory confirmation. Laboratory results are needed to decrease the percentage of misdiagnosing and incorrect management.\(^{17}\) Therefore, results should be automatically fed into the
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surveillance system to support the analysis. Routine laboratory service has a temporal lag of one to two weeks—often due to the necessity of sending specimens to a reach-back laboratory, which is not useful for a timely response. In the context of an outbreak, appropriate laboratory capabilities according to endemic agents on-site are necessary to provide timely laboratory support and combine the strengths of syndromic and specific surveillance.

Analysis

Due to their design, both surveillance systems analyzed here cannot operate as a near-real-time surveillance system. To improve user compliance, the two systems should be integrated into the primary health care medical recording, where the needed data could be automatically captured and transferred for epidemiological analysis and feedback. As seen above, NATO can complement national situational awareness through surveillance, intelligence-sharing, and risk assessments vital for NATO biodefense.

Robust disease surveillance is a key factor for the early detection of an outbreak, regardless of whether deliberated or naturally occurring. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the lack of an early-warning system for early infectious disease outbreak detection was again visible and addressed by different national bodies and experts. Since the above-mentioned meeting of NATO in 2002, armed forces have begun to develop syndromic surveillance systems on a national level, with their own objectives and procedures. They all have been tailored to the main objectives of early detection of potential epidemics, evaluation of their potential impact on operational capacity, and the provision of information to facilitate the medical response for the representative nation. Many studies showed the value of syndromic surveillance within the military. A mandated NATO solution for a near-real-time surveillance tool that will

cover the whole theatre, including the reporting from all deployed nations, is not available at the present time.

Therefore, the NATO Centre of Excellence for Military Medicine (NATO MILMED COE) started the development of a fully automated, early-warning system that may help prevent the mentioned lessons identified, including misclassifications, doubling of workload, and especially delivering up-to-date health status information to the commander in mission, as described in the next section.

Table 7-2. Main characteristics of the two systems used for public health surveillance in case study
(Original by author)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surveillance Characteristics</th>
<th>GSfND</th>
<th>EpiNATO-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Multinational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year implemented</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation period</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodicity of surveillance</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic scope</td>
<td>National Armed Forces mission</td>
<td>NATO, EU, single nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating units</td>
<td>All national MTFs in missions</td>
<td>Specified NATO nations MTFs, depending on national contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population monitored</td>
<td>Active-duty national military personnel in mission</td>
<td>Deployed NATO/EU forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorded data for patients</td>
<td>ICD10 code, weekly FHP reports</td>
<td>14 specific disease and injuries events and 4 nonspecific disease and injuries events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syndrome for recorded data</td>
<td>Acute respiratory tract infection, flu symptoms and pneumonia, other respiratory tract infection</td>
<td>Upper respiratory tract infection, influenza-like illness, and lower respiratory tract infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person responsible for data input</td>
<td>Military general practitioner or nurses</td>
<td>Military general practitioner or nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for input</td>
<td>PC – Word and Excel</td>
<td>PC – Excel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person responsible for data collecting and sending to experts</td>
<td>National hygiene inspector</td>
<td>CJMed, PREVMed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data transmission</td>
<td>National intranet (secured network)</td>
<td>Internet unclassified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatization of data analysis</td>
<td>Not automated</td>
<td>Automated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Timely detection and countermeasures are critical in mitigating the effects of natural outbreaks and biological attacks. Due to the exponential nature of the diseases causing major outbreaks, countermeasures introduced early can fundamentally change the impact on society as a whole and, more specifically, our military and medical support systems. Furthermore, such a system may provide data to inform force health protection and overall disease control and a quantified database on the health of the surveyed population that can help planning, stockpiling of resources, and evidence-based decision-making and reforms.

Brief Overview of Real-time Surveillance Efforts in NATO

The idea to establish a NATO-wide disease surveillance system has been a declared goal of the Alliance for the last 20 years. As referenced in the previous section, at the 2002 Prague NATO Summit of Heads of State and Government, decisive capability gaps in NATO’s abilities to react to asymmetric threats were identified. Among these capability gaps was the lack of an early-warning disease surveillance system to detect naturally occurring or deliberately caused outbreaks of infectious disease.

By 2005, several national medical surveillance capabilities had been identified and tested concerning their ability to serve NATO’s requirements. Finally, two syndromic surveillance systems were identified, which could possibly close the early-warning gap: the British (GBR) Portable Remote Illness and Symptoms Monitor (PRISM) system and the French (FRA) system Alert et Surveillance en temps Reel (ASTER). After multiple international testing phases and a live deployment to KFOR, the concept was solid enough
to be implemented in the form of an institution, and so, NATO’s highest medical decision-making body, the Committee of the Chiefs of Medical Services in NATO (COMEDS), supported the establishment of a deployment health surveillance capability (DHSC) for NATO in Munich, which came to realization in 2010.

Since then, there have been several high-level initiatives to create an all-encompassing logistical and medical information system, which has manifested in the medical communications and information systems (MEDCIS) development initiative, and later in the NATO Enablement Support Services (ESS) Medical Suite (MEDSUITE) development. The latter is currently in development, with the disease surveillance function being one of the planned modules for deployment in 2026 at the earliest.

In 2011, to integrate the DHSC into NATO better and to utilize an obvious synergy between these organizations, the DHSC was integrated into the NATO MILMED COE as a satellite branch. For the next 11 years, the DHSC branch deployed and tested the ASTER system and provided force protection advice to nations, and finally expanded into being a provider of a broader, force health protection function.  

This role change, which has been reflected in the branch taking up the name “Force Health Protection Branch” (FHPB), and the regular activities of the branch with such systems, ensured that they had the broadest possible experience in the field of disease surveillance and its importance in NATO. This need was further reinforced by the fact that the branch has taken custodianship of the NATO Standardization Agreement “Deployment Health Surveillance,” which is a template and set of requirements for an effective disease surveillance system in NATO. This seemingly simple administrative role and its overall background positioned the branch ideally to take up the long-dormant initiative of a near-real-time medical surveillance system for NATO.

Since neither the PRISM nor the ASTER system has proven to be a perfect and stable solution for this issue, mainly due to national
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restrictions and having no control over the development of these tools, the FHPB, with the support of subject matter experts (SMEs) of the NATO MILMED COE, has decided to develop a prototype system based on a widely available software development environment: Microsoft Office 365 Apps and Azure Cloud.

**Development of a Working Near-real-time Surveillance Tool**

In 2019, the NATO MILMED COE successfully migrated its information systems to the cloud. This step opened previously unavailable options for system and process integration and short development cycles for new capabilities and has been especially useful during the lockdown and remote-work periods that came in early 2020, as the COE could transition to remote-work immediately. The measures against the pandemic also meant a great number of COE courses, events, and other planned activities were canceled or postponed, resulting in a higher availability of funds for experimental projects and a more available staff to work on such an initiative. Moreover, the FHP Branch has been very active with organizing an important forum for the military-medical staff involved in the fight against COVID-19. These forums have been reinforced with additional SMEs joining the ranks and seconded experts from within the MILMED COE, which include an epidemiologist and an information management expert with experience in designing field data collection systems. The first concept to be proven was technical viability, while keeping the development platform in-house. The tool had to meet multiple key requirements to be considered a success:

1. **Modular setup.** The three distinct modules (see description of system below) can function without each other and allow external partners to choose which functions they use from the COE’s tool and which ones they solve on their own. Practically, this means that a nation can decide only to use the analysis tool or only to send data to the database, but not use the COE’s data-entry solution. Data entry must not require any preexisting medical training, and it must focus on symptoms that can be collected during a simple primary-care visit.

2. **Interoperability and compatibility.** The tool must run on the widest possible spectrum of hardware devices and operating systems. It must be able to receive and display data from other medical databases as background or for common analysis.
3. Scalability. The tool must be able to work with a virtually unlimited number of medical treatment facilities.

4. Security. While the current system runs on open Internet, it has to offer encrypted communication through the entire process and be portable to secure networks.

5. Easily modifiable/short development cycles. The tool should be built in a way that it is easily modifiable, as it will always be under development, and it will probably be tailored for specific missions to enhance precision.

6. Eases the work of the SMEs. The tool should provide clear and well-established quantitative analysis with visual aides to ease the work of the epidemiologists and provide tailored feedback to MTFs and other users.

The system can be divided into three distinct parts:

1. Data entry module/API. Data can be submitted via MILMED COE's custom-made application running on Android, IOS, Mac, or Windows and in practically any modern browser or directly to the database from national systems or databases via API calls, automated e-mails or specific workflows. Customized, remotely managed tablets are being tested live in the Bundeswehr's Military Hospital in Munich.

2. Database. The main, live fact tables are stored in SharePoint lists until archived. The support data, such as a list and location of treatment facilities, population figures, and camp locations are stored in separate lists with easy maintainability by the administrative staff. The database can be shared easily if required.

3. Data analysis, visualization, and alert module. The data is fed to a PowerBI report and dashboard, which analyses and visualizes the specific symptom groups as determined by the underlying algorithms. The system fetches data every working hour automatically but can be updated at any moment manually. A larger frequency of automated updates is possible, and it can generate e-mail–based alerts for special parameters and thresholds.
The first version of the tool was completed within three months between September and November 2020 and was demonstrated live at the COMEDS Plenary in December, where the nations noted its development and lauded the NATO MILMED COE’s proactive stance on the issue. The limited goals of the prototype were also stated as the following:

1. Proof of concept. Such a tool can be developed easily with modern software solutions, and the end product’s capabilities and versatility far outpace previous attempts.

2. Possibility to test syndromic algorithms. The most important intellectual property in such a tool is the precision of the algorithms and the know-how of data collection with standardized symptom lists, thresholds, and diagnoses that one can program for the tool to provide a precise analysis. These algorithms have to be tested by dummy and live data determine their precision.

3. Capturing data. The tool, even in a work-in-progress version, has to collect as much live data as possible. Currently, a great portion of syndromic data is not recorded properly in missions, which leaves important benchmark data unrecorded.

The Committee of Chiefs of Military Medical Services in NATO was also informed that the tool would participate in the Coalition Warrior Interoperability Exercise, CWIX 2021, where it would interface with other national and NATO-wide systems to provide further proof of its viability. The member states noted the tool’s development and lauded the NATO MILMED COE’s proactive stance. Some expressed a deeper interest in the project. During the months after, the COE’s SMEs introduced the tool to several COMEDS working groups and at Allied Command Transformation (ACT) events. They started to build the scientific community behind the tool to develop the algorithms and syndromes for it, while at the same time initiating changes and improvements to the tool’s modules. These developments were put to the test at the CWIX’21, where a biological threat caused by an attack on critical infrastructure was simulated. The next subsection analyzes how the tool performed during the exercise and informed further development.
Case Study: NATO MILMED COE Near-real-time Surveillance Tool in Practice

The real-time surveillance tool produced a simulated attack on critical infrastructure resulting in biological threats. The CWIX in 2021 was mainly a virtual event, due to the pandemic, but this did not hamper the deployment of the NRTS tool. The MILMED COE team established connections to the national and NATO systems being tested and performed a comprehensive mapping of how NATO’s and the participating nations’ systems communicate and what message standards are being applied. The team also created translation/mapping tables that transformed the incoming data to the NATO format. The scenario included a cyberattack on a water treatment plant that supplied multiple units on the field with potable water. The units were colocated and organized in the same higher unit but had their own ROLE-1 level treatment facilities (basic primary care) reporting in, so we could also monitor and process data coming from different sources at about the same location (see figure 7-3).

![Figure 7-3. The quick map reference of cases. The overlapping circles show multiple units reporting from the same camp, and the size of the circle refers to the number of cases. (Original by author)](image-url)
In the meantime, the team monitored the messages in JCHAT, the text-based chat in NATO’s missions, where they could see the alert of the cyberattack and connect it to the outbreak of a gastrointestinal disease, so the FHPB could run an analysis and provide advice to the commander on countermeasures. The tool could receive, process, and feed data back into these systems, including NATO’s Integration Core (INTCORE), which automatically transformed the alerts into JCHAT messages and made it available with key data to a wide range of systems in the mission. During the three days of simulations and running the entire scenario twice, the system recorded 320 visits and alerted for gastrointestinal disease for 39 patients, triggering an early alarm on the first day (see table 7-3).

Figure 7-4. Analysis dashboard of the gastrointestinal disease cases
(Original by author)
It also picked up alerts for possible COVID-like diseases, and some other, less critical illnesses. The patient profiles were built by the FHPB and distributed to the exercise audience, who made their inputs either via their national systems or using the COE’s data-entry module. The processed data and alerts were reviewed by FHPB staff and verified, in the end, that while certain improvements in message standards and communication protocols will be necessary, the system worked as intended.

When evaluating the overall outcome, the criteria for success for the entire system were:

1. Modular setup. The modules have been used separately from each other successfully, as the training audience could enter data via its normal medical dataflow, ensuring that no duplicate data entry was needed.

2. Interoperability and compatibility. The tool imported data from external databases and the entry module was run on phones, tablets, and PCs with multiple operating systems and browsers.

3. Scalability. The tool received the data without issue when receiving the entries of the three simulated days within a span of a few hours. Data refresh remained consistent within a few minutes.

4. Security. The tool ran on MILMED COE’s secure cloud and data entry only happened from verified sources and with authenticated users.

5. Easily modifiable/short development cycles. The tool has since been further developed based on user feedback from the exercise. The development, which added new functionality of storing and sending the data onward when Internet coverage is not stable, was completed in a few days. Since then, the tool has been deployed for a real-life test in Munich.

6. Eases the work of the SMEs: The analysis of whether the first alerts are merited was done in minutes, and the corresponding messages to the commanders and warnings to the deployed forces were sent soon afterward, with automatically collated data to verify them. It also offers a simplified graphical interface, which can be overlaid with various Common Operational Picture (COP) maps and data.
Table 7-3. Simplified, automated export to NATO INTCORE data lake and transmission service on suspected COVID-19 cases
(Original by author)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theatre</th>
<th>MTF Serial</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Syndrome</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Date and Time of Admission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SKOLKAN</td>
<td>Kuldiga-NLD-R2</td>
<td>NRTSP-69</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>56.58128</td>
<td>21.57689</td>
<td>09/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>Mosul-US-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-72</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>36.201</td>
<td>43.7133</td>
<td>09/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOLKAN</td>
<td>COE-DEU-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-99</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>57.1989</td>
<td>22.3531</td>
<td>09/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo/Mali</td>
<td>Gao-BEL-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-107</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>0.01293</td>
<td>16.14742</td>
<td>09/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo/Mali</td>
<td>Gao-BEL-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-112</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>0.01293</td>
<td>16.14742</td>
<td>09/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo/Mali</td>
<td>Gao-BEL-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-116</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>0.01293</td>
<td>16.14742</td>
<td>09/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOLKAN</td>
<td>Talsi-NLD-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-70</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>57.1488</td>
<td>22.35243</td>
<td>10/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOLKAN</td>
<td>Latvia-FIN-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-83</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>57.20349</td>
<td>22.35391</td>
<td>10/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>Mosul-US-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-68</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>36.201</td>
<td>43.7133</td>
<td>10/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>Mosul-US-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-78</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>36.201</td>
<td>43.7133</td>
<td>10/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOLKAN</td>
<td>Kuldiga-NLD-R2</td>
<td>NRTSP-88</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>56.58128</td>
<td>21.57689</td>
<td>10/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOLKAN</td>
<td>Latvia-FIN-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-110</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>57.20349</td>
<td>22.35391</td>
<td>10/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOLKAN</td>
<td>Talsi-NLD-R1</td>
<td>NRTSP-108</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>57.1488</td>
<td>22.35243</td>
<td>10/06/2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

In recent decades, it has become clear that the protection of critical infrastructure requires a wide spectrum of capabilities, many of which are outside the scope of regular military tasks. The effects of climate change and the change in the volume of migration can substantially increase the chance of transmission of contagious diseases and highlight the need for functional, fast, and easy-to-use monitoring systems in areas such as the arctic or new military deployment theaters around the world. This will require flexible, rugged, and easily scalable systems with a short turnaround in development to meet the ever-changing mission parameters. The systems introduced here play a role, but truly functional preventive measures will rely on timely information. The advancement in technology, especially in data collection and analysis, and the accessibility
of this technology means data can be collected more easily than a few years ago, giving NATO an important tool to protect against the devastating effects of an unmitigated pandemic or biological attack. Therefore, national and NATO assets that collect syndromic patient data should be pooled to provide the widest possible reach for data collection while keeping all necessary privacy and data protection rules. NATO MILMED COE’s surveillance tool could serve as a model for a NATO-wide, near-real-time disease surveillance system.
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ABSTRACT: Energy security plays an increasingly important role in the common security of NATO Allies. Energy facilities such as pipelines, oil and gas terminals, and even oil fields have become targets of attacks by various terrorist groups. By taking over energy-sector infrastructure, terrorists can manipulate state actors and obtain significant revenues to develop their military capabilities. In such circumstances, NATO countries and their troops must consider the harmful activities of terrorist groups to protect NATO’s energy resources and ensure future supplies to Alliance members.
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Introduction

Energy security plays a critical role in the common security of the NATO Alliance. NATO’s role in energy security was first defined in 2008 at the Bucharest Summit and has since been strengthened. Disruption of energy supplies has a significant impact on the safety of NATO members and partner countries and may affect the implementation of military operations. While these topics are primarily the responsibility of the member states, NATO member countries regularly hold consultations on energy security to increase their strategic awareness of energy security and provide the military

with a reliable energy supply. Crude oil, as well as gas, are currently the main sources for the production of goods, health care, transport, and investment in new technologies. Moreover, fuel is indispensable for the sustenance of military operations. The high fuel demand of combat forces must be fulfilled to ensure the effectiveness and safety of the alliance.

This chapter will discuss the increasing number of terrorist groups and rebel cells that interfere with global energy supplies and carry out terrorist attacks on energy facilities. As many European countries strongly rely on imports from Africa and the Middle East and at the same time aim to reduce energy dependence on Russia, it is crucial to indicate the main pillars and actions that jeopardize the extraction and transport of natural resources.

In this chapter, the author initially indicates threats to the energy sector that have evolved since 2003 because of terrorist attacks. Afterward, the most significant strikes on energy infrastructure in the last decade are distinguished. Subsequently, the emphasis is put on terrorist organizations that are acquiring and transporting energy resources. Finally, the author offers recommendations that NATO could implement due to the current terrorist threats to the energy sector in Africa and the Middle East. Fundamental sources include reports from think tanks, national authorities, press releases, scientific articles, and historical analyses.

Research on this scale, focused on terrorist threats to the energy sector, has been conducted to a very limited extent. This study will show that primarily terrorist organizations from Africa and the Middle East impede supplies to NATO members.

The following chapter is vital for NATO military and policy practitioners due to several factors. Energy supplies are crucial to any military activity. The majority of NATO countries are partially dependent on Russian supplies and therefore need diversification. Many regions in Africa and the Middle East are rich in energy resources but vulnerable to terrorist threats. This vulnerability will need to be considered regarding future NATO missions in the region. In order to sustain current technological development, it is crucial to provide vital energy from a secure and constant source. The involvement of terrorists in seizing energy supplies, the international crisis, and the increasing role of Russia and China in the energy market should be a cornerstone for future research on threats to the energy sector.

Notable drivers that impact the energy supplies to NATO include the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, an unstable internal situation
of many states in Africa and the Middle East, aggressive Russian energy policy, and the Russian invasion of Ukraine. These phenomena have led governments to introduce numerous measures affecting the economic situation and fuel demand and supply worldwide. Complicated relations between the elements influencing fuel supply make it necessary to pursue the efficient use of fuels to ensure an uninterrupted supply chain.

The energy sector is a fundamental part of every baseline requirement defined by NATO as crucial to sustaining the resilience of the Alliance. Energy supplies and their use are strongly connected with supporting the continuous work of critical government services, maintaining the supply of raw materials, controlling the inflow of people, providing water and food, sustaining the electricity to deal with mass casualties, offering constant communication, and maintaining means of transport.

The energy sector is vital at the civilian and military levels. Without energy supplies, no NATO members could use tanks or planes. The disruption of energy supplies would cause insecurity in the societies of member and partner countries of the Alliance and adversely affect NATO military operations. Energy security is a key resilience factor and has become more important since the emergence of cyber and hybrid threats to infrastructure. As the energy transition has begun globally, armed forces must adapt to new challenges and maintain operational efficiency by diversifying sources of supplies. Moreover, combat forces have significant fuel needs, and this dependence can affect their performance, increase their vulnerability, and force them to reassign part of their personnel to the protection of supply lines.

The operability of NATO and allied states’ troops in Africa and the Middle East using the energy infrastructure of states in the region requires access to the deposits, pipelines, and transmission routes. To fulfill its potential, NATO needs energy for standard mobility. Using local resources, NATO can carry out operations more easily in a sustained and efficient manner.

The Russian invasion of Ukraine is also triggering true NATO cohesion and demonstrating reliance of the Alliance on energy imported from Russia. However, differing approaches toward sanctioning and boycotting
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energy supplies undermine the internal cooperation of NATO and show its vulnerabilities. Although some countries decided to ban gas and oil from Russia, others are unwilling to cut the supplies. Moreover, Russian actions such as attacks on nuclear power plants and the destruction of pipelines in Ukraine must be considered, as such war tactics could be used by terrorists and other malign actors. Adding to their gray warfare tactics of plausible denial, during the period when Russia halted energy exports to some countries, the Nord Stream 1 and 2 pipelines were sabotaged, causing the single largest release of methane in history.4

Russia holds leverage over some European countries because it produces roughly 30 percent of Europe’s natural-gas supply. Notwithstanding, in 2019, there were 12 countries exporting liquefied natural gas (LNG) to NATO (including Alliance members Norway and the United States). Qatar, the largest trader of LNG to European NATO members, is responsible for over a quarter of LNG imports, which means more than 25 percent of LNG imports are transported through the important straits of Hormuz and Bab el-Mandeb and the dangerous waters of the Gulf of Aden.5 Other important exporters are Algeria, accounting for 13.5 percent, and Nigeria, constituting 13 percent; both countries are struggling with terrorist organizations that want to control energy supplies.6 Furthermore, some LNG that could be rerouted to Europe is exported from Africa and then sold to Asia, its main importer. In December 2021, as much as 2.73 metric tons of LNG was delivered from Africa to Europe in comparison with Russia, which supplied 1.44 metric tons to Europe.7 Some NATO countries mainly rely on the imports of Russian gas (for example, the Czech Republic and Hungary). At the same time, other countries (such as Belgium, the United Kingdom, and France) are only

dependent on the Russian supplies for about 15 percent or less of their supply, and the Baltic States stopped importing gas from Russia.8

Therefore, the maintenance and protection of energy supplies are crucial to the Alliance and its development. The Alliance’s dependency on fossil fuels and its continuous search for diversification will continue to pose a significant challenge.

**Defining the Phenomenon of Terrorist Attacks on Energy Infrastructure**

From 1970–2018, there were almost 2,000 terrorist incidents in which gas or oil facilities were the primary targets.9 Various African and Middle Eastern countries rely economically on the extraction and processing of crude oil and natural gas. However, production and distribution depend on critical infrastructures such as pipelines, refineries, processing plants, terminals, oil rig substations, pumping stations, ships, and tankers. At the same time, several countries struggle with internal wars and terrorist organizations that attempt to destroy critical infrastructure, threaten to make it their target, or seize it for their purposes and benefits. Between 1999–2012, more than 200 attacks on critical infrastructure related to Africa’s oil and gas industry occurred.10 Between 2014–16, al-Qaeda and Daesh alone were responsible for over 70 attacks on the energy sector in North Africa (Algeria, Libya, and Egypt).11

Despite being significantly enfeebled in recent years, Daesh has persisted in striking oil and gas industry-related facilities. Instances include attacks on Libya's al-Ghani oil field in 2015, in which 11 guards were killed, and the Zillah oil facility in 2019, which caused the deaths of five people. Similarly, energy facilities in the Middle East have also been frequent targets
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of terrorist organizations. Analogous incidents have occurred with the gas and oil pipeline in Yemen and the Sinai Peninsula in Egypt, Syria, and Iraq. One meaningful example would be the failed al-Qaeda attack on the Saudi giant Abqaiq oil processing plant in February 2006, the first incident of this type in the world’s top oil provider country.\textsuperscript{12}

Terrorism targeting the energy sector is a growing worldwide phenomenon. In 2003, such strikes accounted for 25 percent of terrorist attacks, rising to 35 percent in 2005.\textsuperscript{13} In 2016, there was a 14 percent increase in terrorist attacks targeted at the oil and gas industry, which comprised almost 42 percent of all attacks.\textsuperscript{14} Not limited to physical attacks on power plants, refineries, and gas or oil pipelines, they include other illegal activities (such as theft of oil or gas from pipelines, extortion, or selling raw materials) to finance and support groups carrying out the physical attacks.\textsuperscript{15} Nevertheless, funding mechanism characteristics remain unknown, as the only transparent and reliably verifiable money transfers are those from kidnapping and extortion.\textsuperscript{16} Refineries, platforms, and factory workers’ abductions are not uncommon. Such actions are aimed at obtaining a ransom, drawing attention to terrorist organizations, destabilizing the activities of corporations from countries considered to be enemies by harming them economically, or lastly, undermining the credibility of a given country as it becomes unable to ensure the safety of companies and employees.

Moreover, oil terrorism has been proven to have negative repercussions on the country’s internal social situation as the related human rights violations perpetrated by terrorists have amplified popular grievances and multiplied terrorist and criminal activity as a consequence.\textsuperscript{17} Furthermore, quantitative studies have shown that this kind of domestic terrorism is directly responsible


for the increase in oil prices, which may lead to the worsening of social and economic instability. Such a scenario becomes even more pressing and alarming in particularly fragile countries, mainly in Africa and the Middle East, which often must deal with terrorism in the energy industry. It is also a challenge for NATO countries importing from insecure regions. A cessation of energy supplies could strongly impact the majority of European countries and create an inability to use military forces that rely on gasoline.

Most Significant Terrorist Attacks on Energy Infrastructure in the Last Decade

Figure 8-1. The most significant terrorist attacks on energy infrastructure in the last decade
(Original map by author)

Aramco, Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia is one of the largest energy suppliers in the world and closely cooperates, frequently on a military basis, with many NATO countries (for example, the United States and France). Aramco is a Saudi Arabian

oil company based in Dhahran and is the biggest oil producer worldwide, as it is responsible for providing 10 percent of the global supply.\textsuperscript{19} In 2016, Saudi Arabia ranked as the second country in the world as far as oil reserves are concerned, constituting 16.2 percent of the global oil reserve.\textsuperscript{20} Such conditioning makes this region crucial for NATO energy security. Moreover, the Saudi economy itself is highly dependent on the oil industry. Being a critical point of the energy sector, Aramco has been the target of aggression, including two significant cyberattacks in 2012 and 2017 and a drone attack in 2019.\textsuperscript{21}

The 2012 attack, executed with the Shamoon virus, damaged 10,000 company computers. The virus, malicious malware classified as a wiper, erases the hard drives of the computers it infects. According to former US Defense Secretary Leon Panetta, it was the most destructive cyberattack on the private sector to that date.\textsuperscript{22} The attack occurred on August 15, 2012. Consequently, all significant internal networks were shut down for almost a month. It is acknowledged that the attack aimed not to seize data but to eliminate the greatest possible number of systems.\textsuperscript{23} The attack raised concerns regarding the company’s cybersecurity, as there are claims that it might have been performed by someone who had physical and direct access to a computer on the Aramco network.\textsuperscript{24} Following the attack, the company isolated its electronic systems from the outside world to prevent the situation from happening again.

Five years later, in August 2017, Aramco faced another attack performed with a new malware version, namely, Shamoon 2.0.\textsuperscript{25} In this case, the attack aimed at erasing data and sabotaging the company’s functions. Furthermore, all investigators acknowledged that the attack was meant to trigger an explosion and cause the loss of lives. According to experts,
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the strike’s goal was to keep Saudi Arabia from diversifying its economy and creating new employment opportunities for the young people of the country. The strike raised concerns regarding the global safety of energy facilities. Furthermore, the incident represented a powerful and unique example of this emerging threat, as the hackers could cause significant physical damage.

The most recent physical attack on the Aramco facilities on September 14, 2019, was a knife in the heart of the Saudi economy. It targeted Abqaiq and Khurais, the two strategic Aramco facilities responsible for processing most of the Saudi crude oil. The strike was executed with 10 drones aimed at the facilities. The incident provoked an increase in oil prices and caused significant damage and a shortage of more than 5 percent of global oil supply. Despite Yemeni Houthis claiming responsibility for the attack, Saudi Arabia, along with Western powers, accused Tehran. A 2020 UN report ruled out the possibility that the drones could have been launched from Yemeni territory.

The economic damage caused by the 2019 drone strike was significant, followed by an upsurge in oil prices. The Saudi petrochemical industry recovered due to its oil reserves and met the requirement for oil exports with a slight delay. Moreover, the drone attack prompted Aramco to reconsider its comprehensive security measures.

Strikes against the energy industry continue to raise concerns in the international community. Saudi Arabia has long been considered a great stabilizer of the oil market. However, recent incidents have revealed the inner vulnerability of systems and structures, evidenced by the inexpensive access to technology relative to the extent of the damage they caused. Although the country reacted immediately, its apparent vulnerability may discourage purchasers from relying on Saudi oil to a certain extent. Furthermore, there is no conclusive reason to believe comparable attacks


will not recur in the future, as terrorists have shown interest in developing new techniques and technologies between attacks. Shortly after the latest strike, and not coincidentally, the United States, European countries, the UN, and the International Energy Agency sent experts to Saudi Arabia to investigate the attack. Thus, they showed a common interest in obtaining additional information and developing joint preventive measures for the future.  

**Ras Lanuf and As Sidra, Libya**

In 2011, a NATO-led coalition initiated a military intervention in Libya. However, the Alliance’s involvement was insufficient, and the country is still suffering, unable to recover after the civil war. Libya’s rich natural resources make its economy strictly dependent on gas and oil sales. This branch makes up 94.4 percent of Libya’s total income from export. In particular, Ras Lanuf and As Sidra, located in the Gulf of Sirte, are the two most substantial oil terminals, with a combined export capacity of around 600,000 barrels per day. Numerous groups have targeted both locations to acquire control of Libya’s largest economic branch. Terrorists understand that the region’s economy is strictly dependent on energy production. Therefore, this sector constitutes a significant target of their activities and provides a chance to attain political influence. Moreover, attacking pipelines and other energy facilities allows them to gain additional income to fund their operations.

One of the most significant attacks occurred in January 2016, when four oil storage tanks at the Ras Lanuf terminal were set on fire. Moreover, the assaulters targeted the pipeline, the biggest one on the Libyan coast, leading to the As Sidra terminal. The Islamic State executed the attack. The aftermath of the strike was considerably worse than the previous ones. Military actions have targeted both terminals since 2011, as affected facilities were equipped with the infrastructure necessary for oil refinement and export. Also, terminals remained closed for a longer period. Overall, Daesh’s energy-related attacks have continued.
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The financial loss was immense. The attack caused a significant shortage in oil production, which fell to nearly 325,000 barrels per day in 2016, which was previously about 1.7 million barrels per day. It directly affected gas and oil exports, decreasing to 260,000 barrels per day in 2016 alone.\textsuperscript{34} The terminals remained closed for a longer period. In May 2019, for example, Daesh claimed responsibility for the attack on the Zella oilfield, belonging to the Zueitina Oil Company, which did not result in significant physical damages to the infrastructure but constituted another significant demonstration of the actual threat of terrorist organizations on the Libyan energy sector.\textsuperscript{35}

Regardless of the internal situation in Libya, Western countries, including in the EU, whose energy security is dependent on imports from Libya for about 3.4 percent of oil and 2 percent of gas, have also been affected.\textsuperscript{36} Moreover, being a country rich in natural resources, Libya remains essential for the European market. Any incident concerning oil security in Libya affects NATO countries, given the country’s immense reserves. NATO, particularly France, the United States, and Italy, were actively engaged in the country’s transformations, surfacing during the Arab Spring, to secure their interests regarding the energy sector.\textsuperscript{37}

**In Salah, Krechba Oil Fields, Algeria**

Algeria, a vital NATO partner, joined the Mediterranean Dialogue in 2000 and can help reduce NATO’s dependence on Russian oil and gas. Salah Gas, a joint venture formed by Sonatrach, BP, and Equinor, began gas production in the three northern fields of Krechba, Teguentour, and Reg in 2004. In 2016, the other four southern gas fields of Gour Mahmoud, In Salah, Garet el Befinat, and Hassi Moumene were included.

In March 2016, the Krechba oil field was attacked by an explosive detonated from a long distance. Consequently, it had to be closed for safety reasons.\textsuperscript{38} Targeting the Sonatrach facilities could have immense consequences

\textsuperscript{34} Tichý, “Islamic State Oil and Gas Strategy,” 258.
as it is Africa’s largest oil and natural-gas company, making Algeria the seventh-largest natural-gas exporter in the world. Any threats to block production could result in a supply shortage and a significant increase in prices. For this reason, Algeria, one of Europe’s leading gas suppliers, represents a critical point in NATO’s strategy to combat terrorism and cyber threats.  

![Figure 8-2. The share of Algerian gas in total gas imports by EU countries](image)

**Ashkelon, Israel**

Israel has been a crucial NATO partner for more than 20 years and an active member of NATO’s Mediterranean Dialogue. The Trans-Israel pipeline, also known as Eilat-Ashkelon or the Europe-Asia Pipeline, was constructed to transport Iran-originated crude oil from Israel to Europe. The pipeline operator, the Eilat Ashkelon Pipeline Company (EAPC, also known as Europe Asia Pipeline Company), has main infrastructures in the cities of Eilat, Beersheva, and Ashkelon. The Ashkelon infrastructure is the largest and belongs to the EAPC. Additionally, Ashkelon serves as the base for various other independent oil storage tanks operated by different international companies.

On May 11, 2021, Hamas attacked the coastal city of Ashkelon, and, as a result, the Israeli oil refinery and pipelines, including the Eilat-Ashkelon pipeline, were destroyed. On May 12, after the assault,
which resulted in a fire of the Trans-Israel pipeline, the US public energy corporation Chevron shut down its platform on the Israeli shore.\textsuperscript{40}

**Delta Oil Region, Nigeria**

Nigeria is currently an LNG supplier to several NATO countries. In addition, Abuja has strong ties with Moscow, which the Alliance should monitor. The Niger Delta region is oil-rich and, at the same time, concentrates most of the oil production. Therefore, this region is crucial for the energy security of NATO countries, as both Europe and the United States are experiencing an increase in demand for imported energy. However, the instability that has characterized the territory since the beginning of the twenty-first century resulted in the blocking of a quarter of Nigeria’s supplies.\textsuperscript{41}

In 2016, the Chevron CVX.N platform in the Niger Delta region became the target of an attack. According to Chevron, the largest oil exporter in Africa, the attack was executed on May 4, and the Niger Delta Avengers (NDA) militant group immediately claimed responsibility for the incident. In the days following the attack on the platform, the group continued destructive activities and attacked other significant facilities, such as gas lines and crucial installations. The NDA operation transformed into a three-month series of attacks. The motivation behind the aggression was purely economic, as the group released a statement demanding a more considerable share of crude oil sales.\textsuperscript{42}

Similar to other groups that emerge in politically unstable countries, the NDA was created in February 2016 following political tensions in the country after the 2015 presidential election. Besides the fight for the profit from oil exports, NDA claims to fight for the people of the Delta region suffering due to “divisive and exclusive” politics. Simultaneously, the group aspires to form an independent Niger Delta Republic.\textsuperscript{43}
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Indeed, since the discovery of the oil fields in 1950, the Delta region has struggled with violence and instability. The country’s development and viability depend on natural resources, whereas control over them belongs to the government and oil multinationals. Thereby, entire communities are disregarded due to the lack of social and infrastructural development, while Nigeria is facing numerous violent clashes and the emergence of militant groups like NDA. Oil terrorism has harmful consequences for the suppliers and affects the country’s internal situation at the same time. For example, terrorist attacks on Nigerian pipelines in 2016 resulted in a 36 percent decrease in oil production, resulting in a 50 percent reduction in government revenue.

Terrorism in the Energy Sector as the Instrument of Geopolitical Pressure

Currently, Africa and the Middle East contain the highest number of terrorist organizations. Several different groups and their affiliates, which are lethal to the countries in which they operate and to others, including all NATO member states. The concentration of extremists in the region is strongly related to the ongoing armed conflicts, unstable situation in failed states (such as Yemen, Somalia, and Syria), and the competition of terrorist groups for land, money, and arms and drug trafficking. All these circumstances allow terrorists to carry out activities and plan future attacks, often jeopardizing energy stability. Thus, NATO countries and their troops must consider the harmful activities of terrorist groups, including their attempts to destroy key energy centers, which have become one of their main targets.

Based on recent terrorist incidents in Africa and the Middle East strongly related to energy security, it is essential to know which terrorist groups carry out operations that could affect NATO allies, armed forces, and energy supplies. There are at least a dozen significant terrorist groups—with cells and affiliates in nearby countries—that should be mentioned. The largest organizations that operate with the intention of destroying or exploiting energy resources will be emphasized in the following sections.


45. “Terrorist Attacks and Political Violence.”
Daesh

Daesh has long been considered the wealthiest terrorist organization in the world. Between 2014–15, oil production in controlled areas constituted its most important, if not primary, source of revenue. This terrorist organization controlled 8 out of 114 oil production sites in Iraq, such as the Ajil field, the oil wells in the Hamrin Mountains, the Qayara and Najma fields, and the Baiji refinery. In Syria, out of 75 sites in total, there were 34 spots located in the eastern governorates of Dayr al-Zawr, Hassaka, and Raqqa under its supervision.\(^\text{46}\) When it comes to Daesh’s approach to the energy issue, three components can be distinguished.

1. Efficient development of oil and gas fields in Syria and Iraq.

2. Increasing oil and gas production to secure financing for the organization.

3. Seizure of new oil and gas fields and destruction of critical infrastructure in the countries Daesh considers hostile to weaken the economy in those countries.\(^\text{47}\)

The Daesh Shura Council identified oil and gas as key survival instruments.\(^\text{48}\) In 2014, Daesh controlled over 60 percent of Syria’s and nearly 10 percent of Iraq’s oil production. According to the World Bank Group, the organization produced up to 86,000 barrels per day in the first half of 2014 and 56,000 barrels per day in the year’s second half. However, the production level dropped significantly to 35,000 barrels per day in 2015 and 16,000 barrels per day in 2016. This noticeable production decrease, reflected in the overall revenue decline, has been accompanied since 2015 by territorial and financial losses for the organization.\(^\text{49}\)

Moreover, compared with previous production trends, Daesh could not exploit the seized fields efficiently to use their full production potential.

---


Nevertheless, Daesh’s appropriation and utilization of any energy facility are to be treated as a severe threat regardless of whether the terrorists can use the production potential. The oil production was directly managed by Daesh, while the oil distribution network in the area under its supervision was not its immediate concern.⁵⁰ Oil sold to independent distributors was purchased either by small local refineries or other intermediaries transferring it further. According to the official reports, Daesh may have charged from $15 to $45 per barrel, depending on oil quality and local market conditions.

Before the establishment of the Global Coalition against Daesh, testimony to the US Senate Committee on Energy and Natural resources estimated the organization could have earned between $1 and $1.5 million US dollars on oil sales.⁵¹ Moreover, despite the lack of knowledge on the exact numbers regarding production or revenue, it is estimated that between 2014–15, weekly revenue generated from oil sales amounted to several million US dollars. Although the fight against Daesh claimed to be victorious, the organization still exists and continues operations in the Middle East and Africa. It constantly exercises physical control over smaller regions, including those producing crude oil and natural gas. Moreover, Daesh continues to launch attacks against critical infrastructure. The latest assault on a Syrian gas pipeline occurred on September 17, 2021.⁵² Taking the above information into consideration, terrorist organizations can take over critical infrastructure and profit from it, making the risk of the occurrence of such situations possible in the future.

Boko Haram

Boko Haram frequently carries out terrorist activities in the energy sector, especially in Nigeria. In 2017, Nigerian President Muhammad Buhari’s administration began exploring the northeastern region of Nigeria and the Lake Chad Basin. The discovery of new sources of natural resources would have allowed the country to diversify its supplies. The pressing menace of Boko Haram’s entrenched presence in the territory did not initially deter the state from attempting to create a new source of revenue and boost the economy of a region whose poverty is also attributable to terrorists’ activities. However, Boko Haram’s attack on a convoy escorting surveyors in the northeastern state of Borno hindered these plans. The attack resulted in dozens of killings, including Civilian Joint Task Force members supporting armed forces in combating the terrorist group. Moreover, four oil workers were kidnapped, and at least one was killed, while Boko Haram appeared to be asking for ransom for the remaining three. Consequently, E. Ibe Kachikwu, the Nigerian minister of state for petroleum resources, immediately halted the exploration until security clearance was granted. Nevertheless, it has been made clear that the Nigerian government remains eager to conduct future exploration activities in the Borno State.

Boko Haram has never ceased targeting energy infrastructure. In January 2021, it blew up Maiduguri’s power tower, plunging the capital city of the Borno State into darkness. In February 2021, it launched explosives toward the same city, killing at least 10 people and injuring about 50. The constant presence of Boko Haram makes it impossible to explore the northern areas for raw materials exploitation. The establishment of new energy infrastructure in areas under its control may lead to the interception of extracted oil, providing the group with an additional source of income. Furthermore, there are more terrorist groups in the Sahel region and Nigeria.

itself that can be directly engaged in attacking energy infrastructure in the Middle East and North Africa region.\(^{57}\)

Nigeria remains the biggest energy producer in Africa, having immense natural-gas reserves. In 2018, it was the fifth-largest exporter of LNG in the world, producing up to 2 million barrels per day.\(^{58}\) Additionally, Nigeria remains the largest economy and most populous country in Africa and within OPEC, making the country a truly impactful actor in the regional security scenario.\(^{59}\) However, Nigeria’s extraction and production capacity has been affected by the presence of terrorist organizations in its territory. It was estimated that, in 2014, an average of 75,000 to 150,000 barrels of crude oil were stolen each day in the Delta region, causing tremendous economic damage, since the Nigerian economy is highly dependent on oil and gas exports.\(^{60}\)

Taking into consideration the area of Boko Haram’s activities, which are concentrated mainly in northeastern Nigeria, this terrorist organization has not yet posed a regular threat to the state energy sector, given that Nigeria’s oil and gas fields are located mostly in the south. Nevertheless, the state’s revenue from natural resources could provide for a more effective fight against rebels, as it would make it possible to boost investment in developing military and antiterrorist capabilities. On the other hand, an economy that relies on natural resources in energy production and exports for 70 percent of state revenue is a victim of fluctuations in oil prices. Indeed, the poor economic situation translates into increased uncertainty on the political scene, which could serve as a crucial factor in the further destabilization of the country.

There are well-grounded concerns regarding the future of the oil industry in the Lake Chad region. Boko Haram will regularly attack critical infrastructure (such as oil pipelines and production sites) and try to seize

---


it to sell oil and generate a steady source of income.\textsuperscript{61} For this reason, countries around Lake Chad should strengthen their internal antiterrorism policies to protect citizens, secure critical energy installations, and cooperate on a transnational level to fight terrorists.

**Niger Delta Avengers**

The Niger Delta Avengers (NDA), which emerged in 2020, is another group that directly threatens and accounts for most of the attacks on the Nigerian energy sector. Their actions, including the oil installation bombing in the Niger Delta, demonstrate opposition to the government’s negligence toward the region. Moreover, they objected to its alliance with foreign energy multinationals, who are accused of extracting and exploiting indigenous natural resources while failing to improve the social and economic conditions of Nigerian citizens.\textsuperscript{62} Activities of the NDA pushed the president of Nigeria to initiate an amnesty program for the group members to maintain peace in the southern regions. Although the program has been in force since 2009, it failed to dissuade the NDA from launching widespread attacks in 2016, thus plunging the country into recession.

In the summer of 2016, the NDA threatened to declare the independence of the southern oil-rich region as an extreme act of defiance against the Nigerian government. The groups indicated that the region’s richness in natural resources did not translate into an increase in the standard of living of its citizens. Between February and August 2016, the NDA reported at least 14 attacks on oil fields and terminals in the states of Delta (9 attacks), Bayelsa (three attacks), and Akwa Ibom (two attacks), reducing the country’s production to 1.4/1.5 million barrels per day.\textsuperscript{63} Such a situation was particularly challenging for Nigeria, as the attacks took place concurrently with the drop in the value of the naira, the Nigerian currency. Immediately after the 2016 attacks, Nigeria lost its primacy as Africa’s largest oil exporter, surpassed by Angola. This scenario corresponds precisely with the purpose of the terrorist strategy designed and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
implemented by the NDA: to destabilize and weaken the Nigerian economy to such an extent that the country’s central government could no longer ignore its claims. The 2016 attack was swiftly followed by negotiations between the Buhari government and the terrorist group and a ceasefire in August, which implied the threat was relatively contained. However, in June 2021, the rebels announced a resumption of attacks as part of Operation Humble, aimed at “humbling” the Nigerian economy, driving it into a prolonged recession.\(^6^4\)

There is also another danger in the country that needs to be highlighted. In 2020, the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND) launched attacks on gas and oil pipelines in the Bayelsa state.\(^6^5\) This small rebel group continues operations of a movement that emerged around 2004 and whose activity was based on attempts to stop oil production in the Niger Delta region and environmental devastation, including polluting gas flaring and oil spills, deforestation, and desertification. Their methods included kidnappings of oil workers for ransom, armed attacks on production facilities, pipeline destruction, and theft of oil that was later sold on the black market.\(^6^6\) The MEND activity demonstrates the increase of terrorist threats in Nigeria and the possible involvement of other rebel groups in the energy sector.

**Al-Qaeda**

Energy infrastructure components, such as oil pipelines, are easily accessible and constitute a target that can cause significant economic damage if attacked. As early as 2002, al-Qaeda began exploring the possibility of attacks on natural resources when it attacked the French-flagged Limburg tanker carrying 397,000 barrels of oil off the coast of Yemen. In April 2008, after the attack on a Japanese tanker that took place in the same place, oil prices soared to a record $117 per barrel. Meanwhile, when al-Qaeda attempted to attack the Abqaiq refinery in Saudi Arabia in February 2006, the attempt caused oil prices to rise by $2 per barrel.\(^6^7\)

Attacks in Algeria have been less frequent since the civil war ended in 2002, but groups such as al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) and

\(^6^4\) Gupte, “Niger Delta Militants.”


fighters allied with Daesh remain active. In 2006 and 2007, AQIM militants bombed a gas pipeline, which was temporarily taken out of service as a result.\textsuperscript{68} Other related attacks involved the bombing of coaches carrying oil workers.

Algerian oil and gas infrastructure has been heavily safeguarded by the national army, especially since the 2013 attack on the In Amanas gas plant operated by BP and Statoil, during which 40 workers were killed.\textsuperscript{69} At that time, Algeria could not transport energy supplies and lost almost all international contracts. Moreover, it demonstrated the strength of terrorist organizations that may not threaten national security and affect all recipients of supplies, including many NATO countries.\textsuperscript{70} In 2016, another attack on an Algerian gas power plant caused no loss of life or damage. However, as a precautionary measure, the facility was temporarily shut down, which negatively affected the importing countries and national interests.

As global demand grows, the Algerian energy sector’s vulnerability to all threats may increase, which will be reflected in costs. Furthermore, non-state armed groups (such as AQIM) will continue to evolve, innovate, and prove their ability to circumvent security measures by conducting asymmetric attacks. The number of terrorist groups in the Sahel region, either affiliated with al-Qaeda or Daesh, is growing. In this case, the risk of new strikes on energy facilities is relatively higher.

**State Terror and the Use of Terrorist Groups in the Energy Sector**

Oil and natural gas could also become state governments’ political tools, especially when they are influenced by organizations recognized as terrorists. One such example is the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). In 2008, the then IRGC commander Mohammad Ali Jafari stated that “the enemies know that we could easily block the Strait of Hormuz indefinitely.”\textsuperscript{71}

Hormuz is one of the most important places for transporting natural

---
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resources worldwide. If Iran did block the strait, oil prices worldwide would rise significantly. Although Jafari’s statement was delivered 13 years ago, it is still very relevant.

Indeed, terrorism on energy supplies affects the security of strategic chokepoints. Four of the routes particularly at risk are located in the Middle East—the Strait of Hormuz at the mouth of the Persian Gulf, the Bab el-Mandeb Strait at the southern entrance to the Red Sea, the Suez Canal and the Sumed pipeline connected to the Red Sea of the Mediterranean, and the Turkish straits linking the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. These vital energy trade corridors have been repeatedly targeted by terrorist organizations, especially in the context of the numerous conflicts in the region. In 2013, for example, al-Qaeda–affiliated groups damaged two ships using grenades in the Suez Canal. Similarly, in 2014, Daesh attacked and sabotaged the primary Iraq-Türkiye export line from Kirkuk to Ceyhan. Almost all territories close to the most significant chokepoints were the aim of attack from terrorist organizations. The possible additional terror from transit states could heavily affect the situation in the energy supply market.

**Recommendations**

Energy security has been a crucial strategic factor since the early twentieth century. In an era increasingly dominated by hybrid warfare, it has become one of the main challenges for NATO and the European Union. Terrorist attacks conducted by extremist groups against energy infrastructure can have disastrous consequences. To combat the growing threat to the energy security environment, countries must adopt a multifaceted approach. NATO and EU countries should undertake joint efforts aimed at diversifying their energy sources, developing national infrastructure, and investing in alternative energy sources so they are not compelled to rely heavily on oil and gas supplied from unstable regions.

Oil and gas importing countries could allocate funds to help support the native communities affected by the oil and gas production in Sudan, Nigeria, or Algeria. These funds could help provide military training, police funding, community patrols, and strengthen critical infrastructure. For instance, in Iraq, the United States helped fund 14,000 security guards,
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who were placed at critical locations along major pipelines. The United States also supplied monitoring equipment, including electronic motion sensors.73 The French Republic also uses its soldiers to protect Africa’s key transit routes and energy facilities.74

NATO should concentrate on securing the world’s most important chokepoints to ensure the continued flow of natural resources. Moreover, the cooperation between NATO countries, which are recipients of energy, and their main extractors and exporters should be strengthened. NATO’s involvement could take various forms—from military presence for counterterrorism to education. NATO can also assist with education and training for countries struggling with terrorism and attacks on energy infrastructure. Securing the supply chain in the most sensitive regions is also in the interest of NATO countries. It is a NATO duty to develop security measures to protect the Alliance from physical terrorist attacks and terrorist cyberspace intrusions that threaten energy supplies.

In addition, the future growth in gas demand should be directed toward Africa, which will witness a 40 percent growth in production between 2018–30. In contrast, production is expected to decline in the EU (by 8 percent).75 Helping to diversify European energy supplies has been part of the US response, alongside NATO defense and diplomatic efforts. For this reason, to diversify and secure energy supplies, NATO should strengthen counterterrorist cooperation with African and Middle Eastern countries. The next step is to develop an effective antiterrorist strategy to secure energy supplies in Africa and the Middle East and ensure successful energy delivery, verification of dangers, and tools to eliminate the threats to energy consumers and suppliers.

**Conclusion**

Terrorism, cyberattacks, infrastructure sabotage, attacks on oil tankers and pipeline installations, and attacks and killings of people associated


with the energy companies represent a shift in the nature of war. It is not necessarily the state’s territory that is threatened by military aggression, but critical infrastructures, such as oil, gas, and pipeline installations. Such activities may significantly impact the NATO member states importing natural resources from Middle Eastern and African countries. The actions mentioned above might temporarily halt the flow of crude oil and liquefied natural gas. In the future, one can expect increased cyber and kinetic attacks.

Special attention should be given to places strategically crucial for energy supply, such as the Strait of Hormuz and Bab el-Mandeb Strait, which have become targets of terrorist organizations. In 2018, several Saudi tankers crossing the Bab el-Mandeb Strait were attacked by the Yemeni Houthi fighters, resulting in the suspension of supplies. Any blockage in the flow of goods brings enormous financial losses for numerous countries and organizations.

In 2018, as many as 6.2 million barrels per day of refined crude oil were transported through the Bab el-Mandeb Strait to Europe, the United States, and Asia, accounting for approximately 9 percent of all oil transported by sea.\textsuperscript{76} Meanwhile, in 2020, about 18 million barrels of crude oil and LNG passed through the Strait of Hormuz daily. With the exploitation of resources in new maritime areas and tankers traversing uncertain waters, external support from NATO will remain essential in securing supplies located in unstable regions. At the same time, transport from Nigeria has been regularly interrupted for many years, which is damaging for deliveries from the Gulf of Guinea.

Under the aggressive energy policy pursued by Russia, NATO has a limited range of maneuver and must concentrate on supplies from other sources. From 2015–21, African and Middle Eastern countries, led by Saudi Arabia, were among the top 10 countries supplying oil to NATO members.

In 2020, Nigeria, one of Africa’s important oil producers, championed oil importation, striking more than 466,000 barrels per day, followed by Morocco with 240,000 barrels per day. Petroleum imports accounted for 17 to 20 percent of imports in Nigeria, Kenya, Egypt, and Ghana in 2019. This ratio tends to increase as the oil price rises. We expect current account deficits to come under pressure and widen in oil-importing countries. Africa can turn the Russia-Ukraine war oil price

chaos into an opportunity for competitive oil producers (such as Niger, Algeria, Libya, and Angola) to cash in with more crude oil exports.\textsuperscript{77}

The energy sector is a vital part of critical infrastructure, and its vulnerabilities must be taken into account. Without a stable energy supply, health and welfare are threatened, and a country’s economy cannot function. Critical infrastructure is as complex as it is vulnerable, and terrorist groups have been able to carry out attacks on its most fragile structural components in the oil and gas sector. These attacks have often generated significant losses in human lives, the economy, and national security. Prediction studies based on game-theory methodology have demonstrated that strategies aimed at improving the robustness of critical infrastructures may be an instrumental protection solution.\textsuperscript{78} Interestingly, terrorism in the energy sector does not seem to target oil and natural gas exclusively. More recently, serious concerns have been rising in Europe. These concerns include the terrorist threat to the Desertec renewable energy project for the Middle East North Africa region, which is expected to become one of Europe’s crucial energy sources.\textsuperscript{79}

Terrorist attacks on oil and gas infrastructure harm the suppliers and the country’s internal situation by reducing government revenue. Such incidents have an immediate impact on local economies, which, in the long term can lead to social unrest and potentially result in more people willing to join the ranks of hostile groups carrying out attacks. Furthermore, for any organization involved in oil production, gas, or any other industry directly linked to energy supply, disruptions can directly impact the demand for their products and services and the ability to deliver them. Subsequently, this can affect local inflation, cost of living, employment rates, and, over time, the development of terrorism. The need for NATO countries’ involvement may become essential, but most critical infrastructures may have already been seized or destroyed. NATO members may participate in many foreign missions in the Middle East and Africa under the EU or UN mandate and carry out their military and nonmilitary operations. If countries such as Algeria, Libya, Nigeria, and Saudi Arabia lose the capacity to export energy resources and Russia sustains an aggressive energy policy,


there will be a breakdown in the market, and NATO will lose capacity to operate fully.

In the future, terrorists may attack not only regions that are rich in natural resources but also transport infrastructure. To undermine NATO countries and their allies carrying out missions in the Middle East and Africa, terrorists will seek to cut off energy sources. Moreover, by taking control of the sale of energy resources, they will be able to finance terrorist activities, manipulate the market through overpricing, and cut off certain consumers from resources. The provision of training and logistics support and a gradual move toward cooperation with countries with a smaller share of the energy market but a large potential is crucial for NATO members. The main objective is to sustain military activity and ensure the development of countries that rely on imports. Therefore, eliminating terrorist attacks in the energy sector should provide the basis for developing antiterrorist strategies and increasing the Alliance's resilience.
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ABSTRACT: This chapter addresses the challenges posed by the direct and indirect impacts of climate change on Allied military and counterterrorism operations and the implications of a transition away from fossil fuels for NATO Armed Forces. It explores three dimensions of how climate change impacts military and counterterrorism operations. The focus is on Article 3 (operations), crisis management, cooperative security, and humanitarian aid and disaster relief. The evidence is produced from the existing body of research on climate and security. The findings help NATO military and policy practitioners identify climate risks and design strategies to meaningfully respond to them.1
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Introduction

Consensus in academic research and in the security community has emerged over the fact that climate change will affect national, international, and human security in various ways. An increasing body of literature covers the geopolitical, geo-economic, and security and social ramifications of the direct and indirect impacts of climate change, including the risks for critical infrastructure. As NATO’s 2030 Factsheet, dated June 2021, confirms,

1. Acknowledgments: The authors would like to extend a thank you to Ms. Linnea Berkhahn-Lindholm and Mr. Edvard Björk, interns at the Swedish Armed Forces Headquarters, who helped research and draft parts of the chapter.
“[c]limate change is the defining challenge of our time. The security implications of climate change are being felt in NATO’s neighborhood, be it in the Sahel, Middle East, and North Africa, or in the Arctic, and within NATO Allied territory. By understanding this challenge and adapting and mitigating, where possible, NATO will be better positioned to fulfill its three core tasks.”

Climate change is often described as a “threat multiplier” and destabilizing factor that increases the risk of conflict with direct and indirect impacts on security, critical infrastructure, and military operations. Despite this vulnerability, there are still few studies on the impacts of climate change on military infrastructure and operations. An increase in military operations is expected in regions where climate impacts add to an already fragile context. These operations include counterterrorism and humanitarian aid and disaster relief (HA/DR) operations, which will have consequences for military planning, operations, and the role of the Armed Forces. As NATO’s Climate Change and Security Action Plan (June 2021) confirms, “[c]limate change is one of the defining challenges of our times. It is a threat multiplier that impacts Allied security in the Euro-Atlantic area and the Alliance’s broader neighborhood.” The term threat multiplier applies both to Article 3 (national security and civil preparedness) and Article 5 (collective defense) of the North Atlantic Treaty. This chapter focuses on Article 3 challenges.

The risks and threats of climate change have been made clear by science. According to the most recent Sixth Assessment Report: Climate Change 2022 (AR6) by the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), “[c]limate change is a threat to human well-being and planetary health. Any further delay in concerted anticipatory global action on adaptation and mitigation will miss a brief and rapidly closing window of opportunity

to secure a livable and sustainable future for all.” Many of these threats referred to by the IPCC apply to human security.\textsuperscript{7}

Based on the IPCC’s report, various climate impacts also directly relate to military security, infrastructure security, and operations, including counterterrorism operations. Accordingly, science clarifies that “[k]ey infrastructure systems including sanitation, water, health, transport, communications and energy will be increasingly vulnerable if design standards do not account for changing climate conditions.”\textsuperscript{8} This vulnerability also applies to military infrastructure and NATO’s seven baseline requirements. Climate impacts will make infrastructure more vulnerable to attacks by non-state armed groups and terrorists. Adapting military infrastructure and operations to climate risks will be decisive in maintaining the operability and readiness of the armed forces.

This chapter goes beyond the direct impacts of climate change and examines its indirect and cascading effects in an operational and a strategic sense. The authors argue that Allied security and operations are affected by the impacts of climate change along three dimensions.

\textbf{Three Dimensions of Climate Change Impacting Allied Security and Operations}

The first dimension of how climate change affects military security and operations, including counterterrorism operations, concerns the direct impacts of climate change (for example, changing weather patterns and the increased frequency and severity of extreme weather events). Changing weather patterns, rising air and water temperatures, rising sea levels, hurricanes, increased precipitation, flooding, and drought and related levels of dust will require new approaches to ensure the resilience of military and civilian critical infrastructure and maintain the operability and readiness of the armed forces. This problem also applies to situations where non-state armed groups and terrorists may try to take advantage of weather-related instability and chaos. Weather impacts on military operations (WIMO) will affect armed forces beyond infrastructure and require new approaches in doctrine, training, equipment, and organization.


The second dimension of the impacts of climate change on Allied security and operations covers the indirect impacts and the cascading second- and third-order effects of climate change. This dimension is, first, about conflict in regions of the world most affected by climate change. For example, because of sea-level rise or drought-related harvest failures, people in the affected regions might be displaced and forced to migrate. Migration and the increase of climate refugees, who migrate to new locations due to the effects of climate change in their home region, can add to instability in already fragile geographies. Further, climate impacts social unrest due to food insecurity and hunger when agricultural land is no longer arable. The failure of governments to address these challenges can lead to political instability and violent conflict, especially when large parts of the population lose their income and property. The emerging governance vacuum can also make it easier for armed criminals and extremist groups, including terrorists, to radicalize parts of society and recruit fighters.

An additional cascading effect of climate change is the long-term impacts on the natural physical environment. For example, when ice shields in the Arctic melt at an accelerated pace, access to resources at the seabed becomes possible, which can trigger conflict over access rights. In addition, new sea routes that emerge as the sea ice melts create new opportunities for terrorist activities, trafficking, and other criminal activities, as policing these areas is nearly impossible. These examples illustrate that climate change will add further complexities to national security, including defense against terrorism.

The third dimension of the impacts of climate change on Allied security and operations concerns the possible future requirements when Allied forces “go green.” This phase starts when NATO troops transition from traditional fossil fuels to alternatives to reduce their carbon footprint and strengthen their strategic and tactical independence from fossil fuels. Such a requirement to decarbonize—likely driven by markets and government regulation—will affect Allied forces and operations in terms of logistics and capabilities. This foreseeable shift will cause implications for tactical and operational capabilities.

Another strategic implication of climate change impacting the military is the shift away from fossil fuels toward renewable sources of energy (RES). This transition has implications for the economic model of fossil-fuel exporting states, as state revenues will be at risk when the global demand for fossil fuels decreases. The destabilization of governments in the wake of a possible economic crisis can have significant ramifications for regional geostrategic
balance and Allied security. At the same time, the demand for new raw materials (such as selenium, gallium, and polysilicon for solar-PV modules or cobalt and lithium for lithium-ion batteries) to produce infrastructure for RES and batteries for electric vehicles (EVs) raises strategic challenges, as access to these markets for raw materials needs to be secured. It entails a shift from one set of resources to another, inevitably leading to competition over controlling the new geographies where the raw materials are located. The energy security chapter in this handbook deals with these challenges in depth.

This chapter, instead, dedicates a case study to the strategic entanglements and security threats created by the dependence on imported fossil fuels, in this case, natural gas from Russia. The Russian war of aggression on Ukraine in 2022 showed that only a swift transition from fossil fuels to RES in Europe could reduce the energy security risks emerging from the dependence on Russian gas.

**From Climate Change as a Threat Multiplier to a Threat Response**

The notion of climate change as a threat multiplier is not new. It has been recognized in literature and political discourse since the early 2000s. Only now is the strategic community starting to study the implications for Allied armed forces in depth and develop concepts to prepare for and adapt to the new security environment. In 2007, the European Council called on High Representative for the Common Foreign and Security Policy Javier Solana, to consider the issue. His report concluded that climate change should be seen as “a threat multiplier which exacerbates existing trends, tensions and instability.” In March 2008, the UK’s National Security Strategy referred to climate change as “potentially the greatest threat to global stability and security, and therefore to national security.”

Moreover, in an October 2009 speech, NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen emphasized that “the security implications of climate change need to be better integrated into national security and defense strategies.” Today, the United States and UK armed forces are among those Allies with the most advanced concepts and doctrines when it comes to dealing with the security implications of climate change.

---


During the last decade, climate security became a fringe topic among the defense, foreign, and development policy communities. International institutions largely failed to act on climate change. Foreign and security policymakers were instead focused on such issues as events in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region following the Arab Spring uprisings in 2011, the advance of ISIS in Iraq and Syria in 2014, Brexit, and Donald J. Trump’s victory in the 2016 US presidential election. It was only in 2019 that climate change returned to the global security agenda when the Dominican Republic Presidency of the UN Security Council organized a full-day debate on the UN Security Council, with over 80 member states speaking. As UN Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs Rosemary A. Di Carlo made clear, “[m]ost important, for all of us, is the recognition that deeds must follow words. Major armies and businesses have long recognized the need to prepare for climate-related risks, rightfully assessing climate change as a threat multiplier. We cannot lag behind.”

As the IPCC’s 2022 report confirms, “[w]idespread, pervasive impacts to ecosystems, people, settlements, and infrastructure have resulted from observed increases in the frequency and intensity of climate and weather extremes, including hot extremes on land and in the ocean, heavy precipitation events, drought and fire weather.” Climate change is already affecting every region of the earth. However, its impacts are experienced differently depending on the exposure of humans, infrastructure, and arable land to new climatic conditions and the ability of a region to adapt. While urban areas are particularly exposed to heat waves, flooding, and rising sea levels, their ability to adapt is usually weak. The situation is worse in many developing countries that tend to be the most affected by climate impacts but have the least resources to cope with the effects.

The most recent scientific data suggests that the climate system can potentially run out of control. For example, the planet’s poles are exposed to increasing temperatures, which can lead to knock-on effects in the climate system. As sea ice melts with its high albedo effect, it exposes the darker surface of the water, which will absorb heat much more quickly than ice contributing to warmer ocean temperatures and the further destabilization of the ice sheets. The West Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets are melting at an accelerating rate. Future generations might, therefore, already be committed to sea-level rises of around 10 meters, though that would happen over several years.
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hundred years. As the rate of melting sea ice accelerates, this process may be sped up. In March 2021, scientists registered record high temperatures in Antarctica of more than 70 degrees Fahrenheit (40 degrees Celsius) warmer than average, which is unprecedented. Simultaneously, the Arctic was more than 50 degrees Fahrenheit (30 degrees Celsius) warmer than average. A case study on the Arctic in section 3 of this chapter will elaborate on the security implications of this development.

Thus, climate change is no longer solely an environmental challenge. On the contrary, climate change has become a high-priority security risk for many countries, including those in NATO. Consequently, NATO, as well as some countries, are developing strategies and concepts on how to integrate climate change into operations. The concluding section of this chapter on threat response will summarize the recommendations across the three dimensions mentioned above and briefly present NATO’s Climate Change and Security Action Plan.

**Direct Impacts of Climate Change on the Resilience of Military Forces and Critical Infrastructure**

The following section deals with the direct impacts of climate change, such as extreme temperatures and the increasing frequency of extreme weather events that have affected) and will increasingly affect, the resilience of military and civilian critical infrastructure and the performance of the armed forces, including in counterterrorism operations and defense against terrorism). Climate change will not wait until we are ready for its impacts. Therefore, new required measures will be described in more detail in the next section. Syncing the policies of NATO member states and their respective armed forces with the Alliance’s seven baseline requirements will make each country’s military more resilient and able to operate in a climate-altered world.

Sections 1 and 3 in this handbook cover the role of critical infrastructure (CI) and critical energy infrastructure (CEI) in depth and demonstrate that protecting CI and CEI is a core national security task. A breakdown or malfunction of CI would create long-term supply bottlenecks, the disruption of public safety, and potentially the inability of armed forces to operate. Critical infrastructure and CEI are vital for the functioning of a state and an economy and have, therefore, always been a potential target for adversaries.

---

They play a key role in contemporary warfare and when dealing with terrorist threats. This chapter addresses the implications of climate impacts for CI and CEI. Many of the insights generated apply to the vulnerability of infrastructure to terrorist attacks.

As the UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) recognizes in its 2021 Climate Change and Sustainability Strategy, climate change has an impact on armed forces, as it will “affect the way we protect, operate and fight—from the warming of our oceans through to the increased requirement for humanitarian and disaster relief.” It clearly acknowledges that “the way we conduct defence and the tasks we are called on to carry out will be forced to change as we adapt to new environmental conditions.” Thus, the UK military is aligning itself with the most recent scientific findings by the IPCC.

**Weather Impacts on Military Operations and Climate-altered Operations**

Scientific findings require armed forces operating in a climate-altered world to increase their resilience and adapt to climate change. Weather impacts on military operations (WIMO) affect mission performance, and climate change–induced extreme weather events will increase in frequency and severity in the future. Many of these challenges apply to theaters characterized by terrorist threats or in counterterrorism operations. For example, with extreme weather events such as flooding, Allied forces’ ability to use existing infrastructure on the ground and mobility could be severely limited. Other areas likely to be affected are intelligence gathering, surveillance, target acquisition, and tactical reconnaissance due to the increase of relative humidity and cloudiness in the atmosphere. Many satellites depend on visual wavelengths, but the ability to detect objects under the cloud cover decreases naturally in dense cloudiness. Air and naval assets are particularly weather sensitive. For example, high wind speed or high wave height impair the ability to operate from certain types of platforms.


17. “Ministry of Defence Climate Change.”
The resilience of armed forces will have to be defined in a new way, go beyond definitions around civilian preparedness, and include the entire range of measures armed forces must introduce to adapt to a new operating environment. NATO’s seven baseline requirements for national resilience are key guidelines for a new definition of resilience against the background of the challenges posed by climate change and its impacts:\(^{18}\)

- Assured continuity of government and critical government services
- Resilient energy supplies
- Ability to deal effectively with the uncontrolled movement of people
- Resilient food and water resources
- Ability to deal with mass casualties
- Resilient civil communication systems
- Resilient civil transportation systems

These baseline requirements for national resilience make changes in the following areas necessary: concepts and doctrine, training, personnel, infrastructure, equipment, information, organization, logistics, and interoperability.

Concepts and doctrine must include guidelines on mainstreaming climate change in decision-making processes and minimizing climate risk to military infrastructure and operations. Climate risk must become integral to concepts and doctrine to enable armed forces to operate in a climate-altered world. For instance, concepts and doctrines will have to define how the military can best support the government when responding to extreme weather events in the context of counterterrorism and HA/DR operations. With an increasing occurrence of weather extremes, demands on already exhausted forces to assist civilian authorities and emergency services with manpower, niche capabilities, and vehicles will rise.

---

As the next section in this chapter will show, there is also a link between climate impacts and violent conflict in fragile contexts and low-income and developing countries. The connection between environmental factors and armed conflict will increasingly have to be considered when planning future peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations. For example, climate impacts such as drought can enable criminal activities like illegal logging, which might require a focus on constabulary operations.19

As Russia’s war of aggression in Ukraine shows, food can easily become the most important commodity that needs to be protected along sea lines, especially when crop failures increase worldwide due to climate change. Therefore, securing supply chains for food and other vital goods will require more attention, changed assumptions about the reach and sustainability of defense capabilities, and a shift in the focus of national interest and doctrines.20

Training is vital to prepare for a world impacted by natural disasters and extreme weather events. The armed forces must understand how future combat and noncombat operations will be affected by climate change. Training must continually evolve to prepare servicemembers for climate impacts and enable them to operate in extreme conditions.21 The same applies to medical and first-aid training, engineering, search and rescue, and evacuation skills. At the same time, military training can become more challenging, as severe weather events may impact the timing and location of training activities. Moreover, challenging and prolonged operations due to climate impacts constitute a risk to physical security, which also needs to be addressed in a training context.22

Personnel may need to work in altered environmental conditions and climate-degraded areas more often, which may affect physical and mental health.23 For example, higher temperatures due to climate change can affect the transmission, spread, and geographical reach of vector-borne infectious diseases. The growing spread and geographical reach of infectious diseases, in turn, can put increased pressure on personnel, decrease the armed forces’
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operational ability, and increase the need for individual medical assistance, protective equipment, and vaccinations. Increased rainfall could expose service personnel to risks from waterborne diseases.

Infrastructure will be increasingly vulnerable to climate-related events (such as flooding, wildfires, storms, and hurricanes). The operational use of physical, digital, and communications infrastructure, vital for successful mission preparedness and readiness, will be increasingly at risk. The infrastructure of military bases, in particular, has to be adapted to climate impacts and become more resilient. Thus, investments in climate-resilient infrastructure will be essential for the success of military operations.24

Civilian infrastructure that supplies military operations can also indirectly put military operations at risk. Resilient infrastructure and supply chains, including for energy, which can withstand extreme weather events and the ability to operate in a climate-altered world, will therefore be vital.25 When climate impacts affect military installations, local communities that depend economically on these facilities may also experience knock-on effects.26

Equipment must be fit for an evolving operating environment, including in more extreme weather and HA/DR operations against the background of degraded infrastructure. Higher temperatures, increased wind speed, wave height, and cloudiness will increasingly affect equipment performance and may impair military operations.27 For example, high temperatures during military operations in Afghanistan reduced the capacity of helicopters for airlift and the ability to transport essential equipment and supplies. Similar equipment failures are possible in theaters with exposure to dust, storms, and flooding and need to be addressed.28 Investment in resilient equipment will be key in the future. Additionally, a potential expansion of security operations to fight terrorism while also supporting HA/DR operations might increase the need for engineering equipment, medical care, and helicopters or boats in the case of flooding.
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Information, specifically more accurate, defense-specific meteorological forecasting, will be needed to understand better the impacts of climate change on military operations, personnel, equipment, and geographic regions. Data are also increasingly important to assess the risk of conflict or the need for HA/DR operations as a direct or indirect result of climate impacts. NATO members can then take action to prevent, stabilize, or contain a crisis. Data from hydrographic, geographical, and meteorological services could help forecast extreme weather events and their impacts, including for military theaters of operation.

Organizations will probably have to be adjusted as new military activities and roles are defined as a response to climate impacts. A potential additional role for the armed forces could be increased support in HA/DR operations, though a clear division of labor with civilian forces would be necessary. Additional civil preparedness and resilience tasks would impact the conduct of military operations, so dedicated climate emergency forces throughout NATO could become an option.

Logistics and the maintenance of climate-resilient supply chains are vital functions and require resilient infrastructure and equipment. Weather extremes and rising temperatures will increase the need for reliable supply chains for critical goods, including water, medicine, and fuel. To increase resilience in theater, lowering energy use and optimizing logistical support requirements will be key.29 Additionally, building resilient logistics requires a stress test of supply chains. Emergency plans are necessary to protect critical supply chains and components.30

Interoperability refers to the ability to act coherently and effectively to achieve tactical, operational, and strategic objectives. Climate-related emergencies requiring military support rely on a coordinated response by various military and civilian actors. At the same time, if Allies are affected by natural disasters and climate impacts, their ability to contribute to existing or emerging Alliance activities and operations might be affected.31

Climate change requires Allies to adapt missions, operations, and infrastructure and leverage all relevant information, methodologies, technologies, and approaches in close collaboration with multiple civilian and military actors. NATO’s role could be to develop and agree to standards
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and technologies that enhance resilience, improve interoperability, and enable knowledge-sharing. Resilience requires civil preparedness and military capacity. There has been an increase in recent years of ownership of CI by the private sector. Thus, greater cooperation between public and private actors will be needed to maintain operability during disasters.

To conclude, NATO’s seven baseline requirements for resilience, energy supplies, and transportation provide an excellent framework for developing a meaningful and effective response to the challenges of climate change for the armed forces, particularly counterterrorism operations. The armed forces must maintain the ability to operate in a climate-altered world, likely characterized by frequent HA/DR operations and widespread constabulary operations in support of international and national mandates, requiring new doctrines/concepts, training, capable personnel, resilient infrastructure, appropriate equipment, information on meteorological conditions, new organizational structures, reliable logistics, and interoperability with partners and Allies. This goal requires a new framework and methodologies to optimize and adapt the lines of effort to mitigate and manage the risks of climate change and to create resilient armed forces.

Case Studies on the Direct Impacts of Climate Change on the Resilience of Military Forces and Critical Infrastructure

The following examples illustrate how resilience needs to be improved across various types of civilian and military infrastructure to withstand the effects of climate change on civil preparedness and military capacity.

Hurricane Sandy

Hurricane Sandy, which struck the United States in October 2012, was one of the most expensive storms on record, and its intensity has become part of a “new normal.” To date, infrastructure has been designed based on the assumption that a future climate would be much the same as today.

This assumption no longer holds, as “climate bands are becoming outdated, leaving infrastructure operating outside of its tolerance levels.”

Consequently, CI assets are facing direct physical threats with significant cascading effects for those relying on their services. According to a study by the McKinsey Global Institute,

“[a] failure to adapt by not taking climate change into account in the design, construction, and maintenance of infrastructure assets will not only cause costs to owners and operators but will leave entire communities exposed and vulnerable. Adaptation can deliver a strong return both by reducing costs from climate-related damage to the infrastructure itself and by avoiding significant knock-on effects in wider society.”

Thus, investing in new and retrofitting existing infrastructure will be essential building blocks in enhancing CI resilience. The vulnerability of CI to attacks by irregular forces and terrorists increases in situations where severe weather events create chaos, which adversaries can easily exploit.

**Hurricane Florence**

In 2018, Hurricane Florence caused catastrophic damage to the Carolinas and exemplified the wider operational risks of natural disasters. The storm heavily impacted many military installations, and beyond the cost of climate-related damages, it delayed the certification of the 22nd Marine Expeditionary Unit for overseas deployment. The time required for repair degraded the military's combat power for some time. This problem demonstrates that more frequent extreme weather events might make it too expensive and impractical to maintain military installations and infrastructure in certain areas (such as on vulnerable coastlines). At the very least, their resilience needs to be increased to maintain operational readiness. Consequently, climate resilience and contingency plans need to be developed for every military installation to prevent major damage and enable the continuity of operations in case of extreme weather events.
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Hurricane Michael

Hurricane Michael exemplifies the need to prepare for climate impacts on military training. After the hurricane, Tyndall Air Force Base lost the premier simulator for the F-22, and the training facility was unusable for several months. As recovery efforts began, the F-22 fleet redistributed Tyndall personnel, aircraft, and equipment to other locations. The hurricane affected the training of F-22 pilots, which exemplifies the need to prepare for climate impacts to military training. Damages to the base amounted to billions of dollars. During the rebuild, the design wind speed was based on the Florida building code for a high-velocity hurricane zone. The extent of the damage caused and the decision in favor of a more resilient base reconstruction show the importance of preparing for climate impacts on military infrastructure.  

2011 Earthquake and Tsunami

The 2011 earthquake and tsunami east of Honshu Island exemplified the need for interoperability and concept considerations. The earthquake created a tsunami that devastated Japan’s eastern coast. Although this natural disaster was not linked to climate change, similar impacts could also occur due to climate-related extreme weather events. In addition, the case study demonstrated the vulnerabilities created by nuclear power as a high-risk energy source and the need to consider a renewables-based energy system from a security, public safety, and resilience point of view.

An estimated 1.4 million households lost access to water, and 1.25 million homes were cut off from electricity. The number of displaced citizens amounted to over 500,000. The destruction of communications infrastructure inhibited an accurate estimation of the extent of the damage. Other infrastructure was severely damaged, which, together with cold weather and snow, paralyzed transportation and relief efforts. The reactor cooling systems at several units of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant failed, resulting in several explosions and evacuations. The earthquake and the tsunami killed almost 16,000 people and injured over 5,000. Japan estimated the reconstruction cost to be around $300 billion. US armed forces played an important role and cooperated with other US government agencies,

particularly the State Department and the Department of Energy. At the peak of the operation, approximately 24,000 personnel, 189 aircraft, and 24 Navy vessels were deployed.\textsuperscript{41}

This disaster response effort illustrated the array of capabilities the military can bring to complex disasters. As discussed earlier, more frequent weather extremes will force the armed forces to operate in disaster-stricken areas. Japan is a key ally of the United States, with considerable capabilities of its own, which made it easy for the United States to take a supporting role. Existing concepts were not tailored to supporting a technologically advanced ally, as most HA/DR operations take place in developing countries and create some problems given different operating cultures. This disaster demonstrated the need for a resilient energy supply, how to deal with the uncontrolled movement of people, resilient water resources, resilient civil communications systems, and resilient transportation systems, which are part of NATO’s seven baseline requirements. The operation also highlighted the ability to cooperate with a non-NATO ally during crises, which creates a greater need for concept development and interoperability.\textsuperscript{42}

**Climate Change as a Threat Multiplier: Indirect Impacts of Climate Change Impacting (Human) Security**

This section deals with the far-reaching indirect impacts or second- and third-order effects of climate change that severely undermine human security, particularly in the Global South. NATO armed forces must be prepared for HA/DR, counterterrorism, and peace and stability operations in regions in its immediate vicinity where climate impacts shape the physical, operational, and wider strategic and political environment. The geographical occurrence of most impacts of climate change will primarily concentrate on the Global South. In response, the focus of academic research and policy debates on the so-called climate-security nexus has mostly been on fragile contexts and low-income and developing countries. Figures by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) illustrate the complex interlinkages between climate change and threats and risks to human and military security. Accordingly, “as of December 2020, 10 out of 21 ongoing United Nations (UN) peace operations were located in countries ranked as most exposed to climate change. Six of the 10 biggest
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UN peace operations (by total international personnel) were in countries ranked most exposed to climate change.43

Thus, the challenges and recommendations for HA/DR operations in the previous section mainly apply to these regions of the world. This short section illustrates the logic of violence and conflict in these climate-exposed regions. According to the 2022 United Nations Development Program (UNDP) *Special Report on Human Security*, “[v]olatility in weather patterns, shocks to food supply and distribution, and land and resource scarcity—typically interacting with horizontal inequalities and contestation of political power—have all been linked to heightened conflict risks.”44 This point implies that the climate-conflict nexus applies in particular to countries depending on rain-fed agriculture and with low economic diversification.45

With their large share of employment in the agricultural sector, Ghana and Ethiopia illustrate how climate variability has reduced income and increased food insecurity.46 Research studies illustrate how climate impacts such as the destruction of crops as a consequence of extreme weather events—drought and desertification of farmland as well as flooding—lead to higher food prices and food insecurity.47 Food insecurity, in turn, can lead to increased displacement and migration from rural regions to cities. As pressure on natural resources, basic infrastructure, housing, and the job market at the destination rises, the risk of community-based violence and conflict increases, too, because migrants compete with the local population over access to scarce resources.48

Increasing parts of the population may also become more vulnerable to radicalization through extremist groups. Local armed and criminal groups, including extremists and terrorists, may make strategic and tactical use of these circumstances. For instance, they may attempt to gain more control over natural resources and arable land to exploit these, or they may expand their recruitment pools as the population struggles with hunger and loss
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of livelihood. As a recent UNDP report on the interplay between climate change and violent extremism states, “fragile and natural-resource constrained contexts can provide fertile ground for violent extremist groups to flourish and extend their reach, particularly, where governance and institutions are weak and may not be able to respond, the COVID-19 pandemic serving also to highlight gaps in response.”

Importantly, the inability of governments to address climate impacts adequately (such as on food and water security) can undermine a government’s legitimacy and lead to governance vacuums that these groups can easily exploit. For the same reason, climate impacts can undermine peace and stability operations and disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) efforts in post-conflict situations, which can reignite a conflict and generate power vacuums.

It is not climate change triggering conflict, but the “interlinkage with structural development challenges, socioeconomic-political conditions and horizontal inequalities with attendant power imbalances that tends to trigger conflict,” as the UNDP Special Report on Human Security points out. This logic is well illustrated by the UN Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission (MINUSMA) in Mali, where climate impacts have affected natural resource-based livelihoods and severely undermined human security in a context of conflict and weak governance. These complex interactions between climate change, weak governance, low levels of economic development, and inequality hinder MINUSMA’s efforts to support peace and stability in Mali. The UN Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission addresses climate-related security risks (such as natural resource-related conflicts). These efforts, however, are limited by an absence of prioritization, limited capacity within the mission, and coordination challenges between the mission and the UN Country Team.
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Mali is fertile ground for the rise of terrorist groups as they can exploit the security vacuum, the plight of the civilian population, and the fragility of neighboring countries for their purposes. The Sahel is characterized by irregular migration, frequently organized by illegal trafficking rackets promising a safe journey to Europe via Algeria, Tunisia, and Morocco. The cause of migration includes conflict (Mali), political oppression (Eritrea), terrorism (Nigeria), hunger, and extreme poverty across the Sahel. Climate and environmental impacts exacerbate the situation and lead to internal climate displacement and climate migration to other countries.55

Another example of the destabilizing effects of climate change is the Lake Chad Basin region, as mentioned in the chapter on energy. The security crisis in the region is characterized by competition over scarce water resources and increased human migration. Continuous terrorist and violent extremist attacks and ethnic, religious, and farmer-herder conflicts drive migration.56 It affects the riparian countries of Cameroon, Chad, Niger, and Nigeria. The Multinational Joint Task Force (MNJTF) was established in 2012 to combat Boko Haram and other terrorist insurgencies in the basin. Its difficulties in stabilizing the region are not least due to the fact that “terrorists and other violent extremist groups continue to adapt to conditions and exploit vulnerabilities to increase the spread of violence in the Lake Chad Basin.”57 Thus, climate change constitutes an enabling element that terrorists can exploit to their advantage. Terrorist attacks on farms contribute to the existing food insecurity and exacerbate the security situation.58

Climate impacts also contribute to the destabilization of other regions on the African continent, including southwest neighborhoods of NATO, comprising West Africa and the adjacent sea areas (and island states) of the Gulf of Guinea and Macaronesia (the marine biogeography of archipelagos from the Azores via the Madeira Group, the Savage Islands,
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the Canary Islands to Cape Verde). The region exemplifies the cascading effect of climate change, including extremely high risks of drought (particularly across Sierra Leone, Guinea, other coastal areas, and Nigeria), extreme temperatures, flooding, wildfires (particularly in southern Nigeria and Mali), and storm surge in coastal areas. All of this occurs against the background of accumulating and aggravating security risks in the region, including illegal, unregulated, and unreported (IUU); excessive fishing; transatlantic trafficking of animals and plants, drugs, guns, and humans; and migration from Africa to the Canaries and also across the Atlantic.

Thus, NATO will increasingly have to deal with political instability in regions in its vicinity characterized by the direct or indirect impacts of climate change. These situations may require HA/DR operations or multilateral peace and security operations with a UN mandate in the future, and NATO armed forces have to be equipped for these challenges.

Case Study on Emerging Security Risks and Threats at NATO’s Northern Border: Climate Impacts in the Arctic

The Arctic is a different case that highlights where the impacts of climate change bring about new security risks and threats is the Arctic. Ice shields are melting at an accelerated pace, opening new unsecured sea routes and creating opportunities for trafficking and other criminal activities, as policing these areas is nearly impossible. In addition, thawing permafrost poses a direct physical threat to military and civilian infrastructure in the Arctic region, including military bases. Infrastructure damage will undermine transport—mainly ice roads, railroad systems, ports, and airfields—communications, logistics, and other essential services and cost millions of dollars. Moreover, access to resources at the seabed becomes possible, which may lead to a contestation of rights of access.

The opening of new shipping lanes and the construction of seaports in the Arctic region do not increase geopolitical tension. However, in the absence

---
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of clear and enforceable regulations under international law, particularly the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), issues such as the rite of passage are not yet resolved. Since policing the new sea routes will be challenging, transnational criminal activities (such as trafficking) will likely increase.

However, new geopolitical tensions can arise from increased military presence and China-Russia cooperation in projects for the Northern Sea Route (NSR). Russia’s war of aggression on Ukraine might further contribute to an accelerating militarization of the region.

A military target of choice in the Arctic region could be underwater cables, with their crucial economic significance and function for Allied defense and security. In January 2022, a fiber-optic cable enabling communications between the Norwegian mainland and the Svalbard archipelago was cut. The cable supports the Svalbard Satellite Station, one of two ground stations collecting data from polar-orbiting satellites. While the cause for the disruption is unclear, it demonstrates the vulnerability of cables and other undersea infrastructure. The loss of a single cable could have a disproportionate impact on a country’s information warfare capabilities, thereby posing an asymmetric threat.

Going Green: Effects on Operations in Transition Away from Fossil Fuels

This section covers the increasing pressure on armed forces to “go green” against the background of NATO member governments to decarbonize their economies. Many issues covered in this section are elements of NATO’s Climate Change and Security Action Plan. They align with the NATO 2030 agenda that commits Allies to reduce GHG emissions from military activities and installations significantly. NATO is also assessing the feasibility of reaching net-zero emissions by 2050. NATO will reflect these issues in its new strategic concept. As the NATO 2030 Factsheet confirms, “[g]reening militaries offers real win-wins, by decreasing dependence on fossil fuel supplies, to improve operational effectiveness.”

Such a transition away from fossil fuels will have significant impacts at the operational level. Armed forces must ensure resilient energy
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supplies and reliable fuel logistics while lowering their energy use to maintain an operational effect. Against the background of these challenges, joint planning and implementation of an energy transition among NATO Allies and partners would constitute a major advantage. At the same time, the risks and opportunities of an energy transition in the armed forces must be carefully analyzed.

Given the efforts of NATO members to decarbonize their economies, the pressure on armed forces to “go green” is increasing, and regulation may follow. So far, most militaries have not been involved in wider efforts to cut greenhouse gas emissions and achieve climate neutrality, but this is likely to change soon.66 An energy transition away from fossil fuels in the military will significantly impact tactical and operational capabilities. Thus, it is crucial to understand the risks and opportunities of such a transition.

The energy transition’s possible impacts must also be considered in defense planning. Capability planners must assess the potential effects on operational effectiveness. When analyzing the IPCC’s scenarios from a defense perspective, it becomes clear the short-term risks of the transition will decrease, and opportunities will increase in the medium and long term.67 The main challenge for Allied forces during this transition will be maintaining tactical and operational impact. NATO must acknowledge the vulnerabilities of new energy systems toward armed attack and make them more resilient to maintain both national security and the operability of armed forces.68

**Energy Resilience in Military Operations**

Energy resilience is the ability to anticipate, prepare for, adapt, withstand, respond to, and rapidly recover from energy disruption.69 Greater energy resilience with more energy produced on-site during military operations would make missions more self-sufficient and resilient. Much less fuel will have to be transported to the zones of military operations in the future as the reliance on renewable energy, in particular, electricity,
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will increase. The potential advantage is that the energy demands of forward operating bases, HR/DR operations, and equipment can be met more easily and contribute to higher tactical and operational self-sufficiency and resilience.

Military installations must have secure and reliable access to energy and water to achieve mission objectives. With rare exceptions, installations today rely on commercial utilities for energy and water. A number of vulnerabilities, both man-made and natural, are associated with dependence on electric grids, gas pipelines, and water systems, which can jeopardize operational and tactical capabilities. Moreover, military installations and their infrastructure and suppliers are known targets for terrorists.

Sources and distribution of electricity supply and logistics and charging capacities also constitute bottlenecks in military operations. The reliance on uninterrupted power supplies might lead to new solutions (such as on-site renewable energy generation, large-scale energy storage, and smart microgrids). Microgrids can operate independently from the regular grid and are, in theory, less vulnerable to terrorist attacks or cyberattacks. However, appropriate cybersecurity protection is currently lacking, ruling out solar PV for microgrids. It is clear, however, that relying on locally produced RES would reduce the need for risky and costly fuel convoys and rear logistics whose vulnerability can be exploited by adversaries and result in many casualties. Reducing dependence on fossil fuels and electrical grids can make military operations more resilient and needs to become an integral part of defense planning.

**Energy Logistics and Smart Energy**

Fuel logistics and security have been a concern in military operations throughout history. Logistical challenges with energy supplies have negatively affected military operations, as illustrated by General Patton’s
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US 3rd Army running out of fuel during World War II. Patton’s Army had pushed across France in a remarkable demonstration of maneuverability, but it was stopped just before the critical West Wall defenses guarding the German border due to a fuel shortage. There is no known example of fuel shortages due to inadequate stocks in France. The problem was fuel distribution.⁷⁶

The security of fuel supplies also heavily affected NATO’s operation in Afghanistan. The fuel was delivered mainly by fuel convoys through Pakistan. After the Šalālah incident in which 28 Pakistani soldiers were killed, the border was closed, and supply lines had to shift to the Northern Distribution Network, a rail link from Latvia to Uzbekistan, where the fuel was off-loaded on trucks and transported across the border to Afghanistan. This change in distribution lines demonstrates the vulnerabilities and difficulties of fuel logistics in military operations.⁷⁷

The vulnerability of rear logistics can be exploited by enemy fighters and terrorist forces and result in many casualties. In 2007, on average, there was one casualty for every 24 fuel convoys in Afghanistan. Reducing energy requirements through innovative technologies represents a significant opportunity to reduce the strategic vulnerability associated with fuel supplies.⁷⁸

NATO exercise Capable Logistician (CL), in 2019, tested innovative solutions to reduce fossil fuel consumption and wastage in military installations and demonstrated the benefits of smart energy in military operations. This exercise showed how innovative energy technologies based on RES could improve operational effectiveness. The exercise drew on several scenarios requiring a smart energy response (such as power cuts, pollution of primary water sources, and diesel contamination). During the exercise, a smart microgrid, constructed to supply energy to camp tents, connected RES to diesel generators that would power up when renewable power was unavailable. The exercise showed how the management and planning of energy flows can be improved in a highly effective manner.⁷⁹


A test deployment of portable solar-power generation systems at several US Marine forward operating bases in Afghanistan during 2010 also reduced the need for diesel generators by more than 90 percent.\textsuperscript{80} Diesel generators can operate during harsh conditions without compromising an operation; however, they can also hinder military operations due to the need for fuel supply lines. Hybrid solutions with increased renewable energy generation at forward operating bases can reduce the need to rely on fuel convoys to ensure energy supply.\textsuperscript{81} They can decrease reliance on diesel generators and lower the number of fuel convoys, a common target for adversaries. Decreasing the reliance on convoys can also free up personnel accompanying and protecting the convoys and therefore increase the operational effect.\textsuperscript{82}

\textbf{Joint Implementation}

It is not clear yet what the most viable long-term options for the “green transition” of the armed forces could be. Russia’s war of aggression in Ukraine brought home the fact that a transition away from imported fossil fuels toward RES is urgent. While the short-term transition to alternative fuels, in particular, synthetic liquid fuels, is considered technically feasible, it is challenging from a financial and logistical point of view. Therefore, it requires large-scale planning and joint implementation. Allies and relevant partner nations should unanimously decide how to reduce energy use and substitute fossil fuels with RES.

Interoperability is key during the transition. Ideally, infrastructure, new energy sources, and fuel could be used by all NATO members and partners. A shared view on the need for a transition from fossil fuels, a coordinated approach, joint planning, implementation, and the development of intra-Alliance standards and common processes is required.\textsuperscript{83} Decisions on future sources of power and electricity in the Alliance will likely become politicized, as different countries have different energy transition strategies. This decision also applies to a common technology for vehicles (for example, electric vehicles versus fuel cells).\textsuperscript{84}
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Compatibility between Civilian and Military Solutions

In addition to the need for more resilient energy supplies and joint implementation of the relevant solutions, armed forces also need to ensure the operability and readiness of traditional fossil fuel–based technologies. The transition to RES in the armed forces will likely be much slower than the civilian sphere and will rely on fossil-fuel technologies (such as the internal combustion engine) for much longer. It will be crucial that the armed forces maintain the necessary degree of technical competence among engineers, technicians, and mechanics to maintain operational capability. At the same time, the relevant staff needs to be trained to service new types of operational vehicles as different competencies and resources are required.

Case Study on Offshore Wind Power

The expected increase in offshore wind power development requires sound management of the risks offshore wind farms pose to military operations. Offshore wind farms reduce the capacity of radar systems and affect air traffic control and weather forecasting, which impacts national security and defense missions. Offshore wind farms may also adversely impact the quality of data obtained from primary surveillance radars (PSR). Maintaining PSR capability is vital to obtain a recognized air picture; impaired capacity might reduce the possible range and the time to identify and act on potential aggression, which risks undermining security and military operations at sea and in the air.\(^{85}\) Thus, the adverse side effects of offshore wind farms on the radar for military and civilian aviation have to be mitigated so they do not constitute a risk to national security.\(^{86}\)


Case Study on Renewable Energy Sources on Forward- and Rear-operating Bases

Recent studies on the practicality of RES for expeditionary military operations showed that solar photovoltaic (PV) energy and wind power, on rare occasions, are the most promising renewable energies for use by armed forces. Implementing solar PV on forward-operating bases could reduce the reliance on fossil fuels. The technology has become modular, mobile, transportable, and deployable for remote operations. From a tactical perspective, solar PV provides military advantages, as it helps armed forces become more energy self-sufficient, so remote operations could become independent of resupply. It reduces the logistical footprint due to its transportability and simple operational maintenance. It also has a low thermal signature and is much quieter than diesel generators. However, due to the need for direct solar radiation, these systems cannot be camouflaged. To produce renewable power for a bigger rear-operating base, a significant area of land would be required if the base were not connected to national electric grids. This requirement makes it challenging to create an independent hybrid electrical grid to meet the demand for bigger rear-operating bases.

Onshore wind power in the form of small wind turbines could also be a technology of choice since installation is technically manageable and maintenance is minimal. However, due to its intermittency, onshore wind requires energy storage systems. In addition, onshore wind farms are highly visible and could interfere with communication signals and sensors, reducing their functionality in an operational application.\(^{87}\)

The main problem of RES is their intermittent quality, so wind and solar PV cannot be used independently. However, when combined with conventional generators, they add great value in forward-operating bases, which can work as a backup or energy storage. In rear-operating bases, the energy demand of a base is higher and more capacity needs to be installed. Hybrid solutions with RES are suitable for smaller bases and could provide the Armed Forces with more resilient energy supplies and greater operational effect.\(^{88}\)

Solar PV and wind power are scalable, can be easily transported, and do not need a lot of infrastructure, so their increasing use by deployed military forces should be tested further. NATO and its partners should
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be proactive in implementing new energy technology, so NATO can fully exploit the advantages.  

**Case Study on Nord Stream 2: Security Risks and Threats Emerging from Dependence on Imported Fossil Fuels**

Russia’s war of aggression in Ukraine acutely exposed the dependence of key NATO countries on imports of fossil fuels—oil, gas, and coal—from Russia. For years, warnings by experts about the political ramifications of this dependence were ignored. Instead, a new pipeline, Nord Stream 2, running parallel to Nord Stream, was built from 2018 onward to import high-emission natural gas from northwestern Russia to the northeast of Germany via the Baltic Sea. Just like Nord Stream 1, it circumvented transit countries in Eastern Europe, especially Ukraine. Had Nord Stream 2 become operational, it would have allowed Russia to bypass existing pipelines through Central Eastern Europe (CEE) and Ukraine altogether, cutting off government income from transmission charges and enabling Moscow to “turn off the tap” at a whim. Moreover, the pipeline would have increased the disproportionate dependence on Russia as a gas supplier and on fossil fuels at a time when domestic renewable energy constituted an affordable alternative to imported gas.

A miscalculation on the part of political decisionmakers relates to the risks emerging from the long-term lock-in created by European (and, in particular, German) dependence on imported fossil gas. Nord Stream 2 undermined the commitment of the European Union to a net zero economy by the year 2050, and, in particular, Germany’s more ambitious commitment to become carbon neutral by 2045. Despite these risks, calls by the United States, Allies from CEE, and environmental activists to stop the construction of Nord Stream 2 were ignored by consecutive German governments.

Environmental groups took to the courts because of the violation of a range of laws and regulations during the construction process. In late 2021, the German Federal Network Agency for electricity, gas, telecommunications, post, and railway (Bundesnetzagentur, BNetzA) announced that Nord Stream 2 AG, the pipeline operator headquartered in Switzerland, had not yet met the regulatory conditions for the certification process. According to BNetzA, the operator had to have a legal presence in Germany for the German authorities to exercise oversight. Moreover, according

---

to European Union law, the pipeline operators need to be independent of the fuel suppliers and grant nondiscriminatory access, which was not the case with Gazprom. In the EU’s regulation of network industries (such as electricity and gas), unbundling refers to the separation of the activities potentially subject to competition, such as the production and supply of energy, from those where competition is impossible or not allowed. Transmission and distribution of electricity and gas are regulated monopolies in the EU. Unbundling is meant to prevent a situation where competitive and monopolistic activities are performed by the same company. The two different types of activities cannot be “bundled.” Therefore, the necessary unbundling would have had to happen before a license could be granted. A legal clearance by the European Commission would have been necessary, too. These legal requirements were largely ignored by key German government decisionmakers, at least until late 2021.

Nord Stream 2 was built on the assumption that the European demand for natural gas would increase during the transition to a renewables-based energy system. In this context, gas was portrayed as a “bridging fuel” that helps mitigate the effects of fluctuating renewables. Before Russia’s war of aggression in Ukraine, the question of whether there was a need to increase natural gas supplies was a contentious issue. Germany, at least at the time, had significant gas import capacities with Russia, Norway, and the Netherlands. However, the Netherlands decided to stop its gas production as the main suppliers for the foreseeable future.

From a climate point of view, it needs to be emphasized that the fuel transported via Nord Stream 2 would have been a source of an additional 100 million tons of carbon dioxide per year. Environmental groups and scientists using satellite-based remote sensing also pointed out that, at the sites of production in Russia, there are significant amounts of the potent greenhouse gas methane emitted into the atmosphere, suggesting natural gas is not more climate-friendly than coal as an energy source.

The case of Nord Stream 2 proves that reliance on fossil energy imports creates political and economic dependencies, thereby significantly restricting the political room for maneuver. Renewable sources of energy, on the contrary, can be produced in-country and shared with neighboring countries and Allies.

Renewable energy sources are also the main instruments to fight the mounting risks and threats of climate change.

**Threat Response:**

**Climate Change and Security Action Plan**

Climate change will have severe ramifications for the planning and execution of all future Allied operations. NATO’s response to the risks and threats from climate impacts must cover the three dimensions described in this chapter: the impacts of extreme weather events on military infrastructure and operations; the indirect impacts and the cascading effects of climate change, especially in fragile contexts that can lead to conflict and an increase of terrorist activity; and the implications of armed forces “going green” and switching to renewable energy. Many of the recommendations in this chapter relate to the priorities identified in NATO’s Climate Change and Security Action Plan, especially when it comes to the need to adapt to Europe’s commitment to climate change. Adaptation needs identified in the action plan cover resilience, civil preparedness, defense planning, capability delivery, assets and installations, standards, innovation, training, exercises, and disaster response.

Armed forces must maintain their ability to operate in a climate-altered world. When addressing the impacts of extreme weather events on military infrastructure and operations, NATO’s seven baseline requirements for resilience, energy supply, and transportation provide an excellent framework for developing a meaningful and effective response. Specific changes are necessary for concepts and doctrine, training, personnel, infrastructure, equipment, information, organization, logistics, and interoperability. To improve CI resilience against climate impacts, NATO must invest in new infrastructure and retrofit existing infrastructure. Every military installation will require climate resilience and contingency plans to enable operational continuity in case of extreme weather events.

Significant challenges will arise for all operations in fragile contexts and regions disproportionately affected by climate impacts. The need for improvements along the seven baseline requirements is particularly critical in these situations. At the same time, the swift implementation of NATO’s Climate Change and Security Action Plan will be key to making armed forces resilient in the face of climate impacts and maintaining operational effectiveness, including in HA/DR and counterterrorism operations.
The priority in the action plan to contribute to the mitigation of climate change, which includes mapping NATO’s own GHG emissions and energy-efficient and sustainable technologies, is value-added. It also has implications for the conduct of military operations. As this chapter has shown, joint planning and the joint implementation of an energy transition among NATO Allies and partners will be vital. A cooperative effort will improve the chances of implementing on-site renewable energy generation, large-scale energy storage, and smart microgrids in the theater effectively and efficiently. It will make NATO armed forces and critical infrastructure more resilient and able to adapt effectively to a climate-altered and carbon-constrained world while reducing the military carbon footprint.
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ABSTRACT: The resilience of logistics and transport chains is imperative for an effective defense against classic or hybrid terrorist threats from previously known terrorist groups or malicious actors whose actions are difficult to attribute. Modern communications and digitization technologies are major logistics issues because practice has shown that current major military conflicts can be waged in the cyber realm without formal declarations of war and can have disastrous military, political, and economic effects, with major disruption of supply chains at a global level. However, the Alliance must have the best logistical means to deal with any type of threat and must be able to scale up and expand its supply chain in line with international developments. The case studies in this chapter on coordinating logistics threats to cybersecurity and transport illuminate areas where NATO can be enriched through further training.
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Introduction

There is an indissoluble link between criminal groups and terrorist networks that leads to a blurring of a clear line between national responsibility and the international response. From this perspective, there is an overlap between illicit trafficking patterns and proliferation activities versus illegal immigration routes and extended international crime centers. Thereby, the prerogatives of sovereignty and border control policies act against the global nature of the terrorist threat. Undergoverned or even ungoverned areas
from NATO’s geographical boundaries from North Africa to the Balkans pose risks of infiltration by terrorist groups into Europe, many of them adapting their logistics to suit different legislative frameworks.

This chapter will provide logistics and supply chain definitions, examine the organizations handling logistics and supply chain in and for NATO (and their efficiency), explain current case studies of areas where the security of the Alliance is being threatened through attacks on logistics and supply, and provide recommendations.

It is necessary to make a major distinction between the supply chain as a whole and the logistics itself, starting with the fact that the supply chain is responsible for overall sourcing, processing, and delivery to end users. Logistics is specifically focused on moving and storing goods between the various components of the supply chain. Given the above statements, logistics is a subsection of the supply chain and a part of the end-to-end supply chain process. Although the full efficiency of activities in modern society is dependent on supply chain and logistics flexibility, NATO’s approach is to streamline national resources to meet the Alliance’s common needs.

**Logistics and Supply Chain in the NATO Context**

Logistics is the science of planning, organizing, moving, and maintaining the forces at the Alliance’s disposal. Without functional logistics, no operation is possible, as logistics is a key element of the success and achievement of the Alliance’s extensive objectives. NATO defines logistics as a

science of planning and carrying out the movement and maintenance of forces. In its most comprehensive sense, the aspects of military operations logistics deals with include: (1) design and development, acquisition, storage, movement, distribution, maintenance, evacuation, and disposal of materiel; (2) transport of personnel; (3) acquisition or construction, maintenance, operation, and disposition of facilities; (4) acquisition or furnishing of services; and (5) medical and health service support.¹

From an evolutionary point of view, the importance of logistics has risen over time through the perspective of the experience of the Alliance and the change in the geopolitical situation. NATO logistics were limited to the North

Atlantic area during the Cold War, with a planned linear defense based on national support elements of Western Europe. Communication lines within Europe extended into the Channel and North Sea ports area. Planning required that reinforcements and supplies be picked up at sea from the United States and Canada in the same ports and transported by air to European bases to use prepositioned equipment. Moving equipment like tanks across continents and through diverse terrain is a complex technical and political issue, completely different from airlifting supplies in the fastest way possible.

NATO followed the principle that logistics was a national responsibility before the 1990s. Consequently, its only focus “was the establishment of compliance with overall logistics requirements between members.” NATO’s plans and actions were governed until the end of the Cold War based on this principle when it was largely accepted that the global situation had undergone a fundamental change that had underpinned this principle. This experience has changed the security environment and triggered a series of specific logistical challenges in the Partnership for Peace (PfP) and other cooperation programs with Central and Eastern Europe and other international organizations where peace support operations in the Balkans generate a series of specific logistical challenges.

**Complexity of the Supply Chain**

The capabilities of the Alliance are sustainable when each of the components of the communication lines is functional. The weakest link endangers the efficiency of the entire system.

To improve the security of the Alliance’s current lines of communication (LOCs) and transport routes, NATO must assess threats and establish efficient and cost-effective LOCs when needed. Security of shipments is a main priority, as is the political approval to pass through a country that may have nothing to do with the conflict. Specifically, the exposure of each link will be considered here in the event of a conflict or in case the agents of influence of the aggressor state could act through proxy against the integrity of the communication lines.

The supply process can be considered a system of systems aggregated activity where supplying the military with everything from food to equipment

---

is a part of each NATO operation. It is a complex process, creating new LOCs far more complex than finding roads, airports, rail networks, or ports to dock ships.

A major challenge in terms of supply chain security is its dependence on the private sector, which raises a number of risks for various reasons, ranging from a company’s operational limitations to the related interest given by political affiliation or confusing geostrategic interest, which the owner of a logistics node may have. The owners or the main shareholders of the companies may take actions contrary to their direct economic interests due to their relationship of subordination or dependency with states that have geostrategic visions contrary to the values of the Alliance. This vulnerability can spread with cascading effects and has the potential to affect severely sectors not directly related to the supply chain segment. Although the example is not unique, we can cite the energy crisis that has affected Europe due to its dependence on fossil resources from Russia. Moreover, dependence on mineral resources, physical production capacity, and energy resources belonging to states or blocs with geopolitical interests opposite to democratic values generate the possibility of affecting military mobility or altering operations at the Alliance level due to multiple disruptions along the supply chain or within intermediate logistics operations.

A comprehensive perspective here that distinguishes between the shortest and most efficient logistics chain and the politically possible one can be considered in the case of the Russia-Ukraine war. In the area of the eastern flank of the Alliance, in the case of countries that joined NATO after 1990, there are disparities in the development of the transport network due to the former policies of the Warsaw Pact, which supported railway transport first with road transport having an auxiliary function. Consequently, the distribution of the road network is not efficient, and its density is four to five times lower than in Western Europe. The discrepancy is even more pronounced in the case of the newly acceded states in Eastern Europe.
Supply Chain and Collective Logistics

To understand the complexity of logistics at a NATO level, it would be necessary to approach each decision-making and operational layer in detail to identify ways to streamline the activity. A more effective approach is to study the issue as a system of dynamically interacting systems governed by individual principles, visions, and policies subject to a major common goal. Some defining elements and directions need to be considered in this approach.

NATO logistics can be understood by basic functions not limited to supply, maintenance, movement and transport, oil support, infrastructure engineering, and medical support. Multinational logistics reduces costs, streamlines processes, and increases the efficiency of logistics support at any time.

The important parts of the specific elements that give the dimension of systemic complexity are listed below:

- Sharing the provision and use of logistic capabilities between nations is one of the key logistics principles driving all related support in NATO.

- There must be a flexible ability to move forces efficiently in and between operational theaters. The complete spectrum of NATO roles and missions also needs advanced logistical support.

- The Logistics Committee is the main committee that supports the North Atlantic Council and the Military Committee as the global coordinating authority for the full range of logistical functions within NATO.

- The general list of agencies, policy commissions, and organizations involved in NATO’s logistics activities includes the:
  - Logistics Committee (LC)
  - Petroleum Committee (PC)
  - Committee of the Chiefs of Military Medical Services in NATO (COMEDS)
According to NATO, the Bi-SC Movement and Transportation Forum (Bi-SC M&T Forum) was formed in 1996 and is the senior forum for coordinating Alliance-wide concerns for movement and transportation policy planning between Strategic Commanders, NATO members, and designated agencies. Movement and transport matters of relevance to the forum are those that derive from the NATO commander’s movement and transport responsibility and concepts and policies developed by NATO Headquarters.⁶

To address the complexity and provide an effective framework for resolving subsequent issues arising from the need for continuous adaptation to ongoing geostrategic challenges (such as the Russia-Ukraine conflict), NATO Logistics Vision and Objectives 2015–24 set a framework in which NATO addresses the

---

gaps in logistics capability. Following the first phase of the Russia-Ukraine conflict, at the 2014 Wales Summit, in response to Russia’s challenges and the strategic implications, the heads of state and government agreed on the Readiness Action Plan (RAP). The plan also addresses the risks and threats posed by the Middle East and North Africa. Through the RAP, the leaders of the Alliance agreed to reverse the downward trend in defense budgets and increase them over the next decade. NATO Logistics Vision and Objectives (V&O) have been revised in line with developments from the 2010 Strategic Concept, Political Guidance 2015, and the Readiness Action Plan.

The current strategic logistics guidance consisting of the revised vision statement provides effective logistical support and broadens the Logistics Vision to give NATO commanders the greatest flexibility in current and future missions, promoting the pursuit of collective logistics within the Alliance. An important aspect of the revised vision is that it seeks to include broader civil responsibilities by taking a more comprehensive approach and is not limited to the Joint force commander. The Logistics Committee serves as the overarching coordinating authority across the spectrum of logistics functions within NATO and the main committee supporting the North Atlantic Council and the Military Committee.\(^7\)

**Supply Efficiency and Operational Consolidation**

NATO has no direct access to the necessary supply-chain capabilities and logistics, even in its primary military defense responsibility. NATO’s assets and capabilities belong to its member states, with few exceptions, most notably for political consultation and command and control. One of the most important parts of its integrated military structure is the NATO Defense Planning Process (NDPP).

Through the NDPP, the main pillars of its integrated military structure, nations coordinate and distribute their capabilities at the Alliance level. The Transfer of Authority (ToA) mechanism allows national forces to fall under the control of NATO’s Supreme Commander if needed. NATO’s most recent operational experience and the development of a comprehensive approach to operations have expanded the NDPP to include selected nonmilitary capabilities, primarily in logistics, stabilization, and reconstruction. No provisions have been implemented due to concerns about the possible transfer of these capabilities under NATO command should a situation warrant it.

---

Civilian capabilities will always remain under national control if provided by national organizations. National contributions to NATO requirements mandate considerable effort and extend to counterterrorism assets. While the political guidelines fail to establish important links between NATO and the organizations responsible for implementing national policies and asset control, it has been possible to establish a fundamental link between NATO’s counterterrorism capabilities and the NDPP.

NATO’s decades of multidisciplinary experience in civil defense, critical infrastructure protection, information sharing, air defense, airspace and maritime security, nonproliferation and CBRN response, special operations, and force protection bring consistency and consolidation to newly developed policies.

During conflicts and subsequent periods of austerity, it is essential to minimize the impact of adversary propaganda and disinformation spread. This spread can equate to, or even outweigh, the effects of classical terrorist attacks in affecting the logistics chains at the decision and operational levels. Depending on the intensity, estimated duration, and importance of a conflict, the main aim is to raise awareness of surface transport’s benefits for long distances. In this case, air transport provides for rapid deployment, while rail or road transport offers a cost-effective method for prolonged sustainment in the longer term to counteract fears imposed by economic contraction due to war threats. Rail and road transport also bridges the gap between the military perspective and commercial reality. Thus, beyond political reasoning, it is about finding the most cost-effective and secure methods of military transportation. One significant example is the closure of the surface LOC via the Pakistan to Afghanistan surface into the north of Afghanistan, resulting in escalating cost of airlift support to the International Security Assistance Force.

**Logistics and Supply-chain Threats Aspects**

**Threats Complexity and Their Interrelation**

After the end of the Cold War, there was a tendency to reduce the military presence in Europe, leading to several potential logistical problems that must be overcome during the Ukraine conflict. For example, there is an increased need for semitrailers with a capacity of 70 tons, supplementing the number of rail cars with a minimum capacity of 90 tons, increasing the number of

mobile rail ramps, modernizing and digitizing road infrastructure, developing military electronic cargo tracking systems, and improving data interchange between transportation structures and military units.9

The real level of NATO armed forces capabilities in areas like military mobility and logistics is shown by military training and exercises such as Dragoon Ride, Sabre Strike, or Atlantic Resolve in eastern flank countries, including Poland, Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and the three Baltic republics of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. NATO and EU structures cooperation in security and defense led to the Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO) establishment in 2017. There was a need to create a “Military Schengen Zone” to streamline military mobility in the EU, especially in its eastern areas.

The new NATO logistics vision reflects top-down guidance by principles, with the deployment of NATO forces potentially requiring rapid movement of personnel in the current strategic environment. A large quantity of equipment and material must be deployed across NATO territory, considering the need for operational effectiveness versus considerations of efficiencies.10

Threats can come from state and non-state actors in the form of terrorist attacks, cyberattacks, or combined in the form of hybrid warfare, with faint delineations between conventional and unconventional forms of conflict.11 Natural disasters and climate change can trigger floods, fires, and earthquakes or generate biohazards and pandemics (such as COVID-19) with an unpredictable effect on global logistics. The security environment was radically transformed due to the challenge of adapting and responding to these threats.

There is a Strengthened Resilience Commitment reiterated in 2021 by the Heads of State and Government of the North Atlantic Alliance:

We are addressing threats and challenges to our resilience, from both state and non-state actors, which take diverse

---


forms and involve the use of a variety of tactics and tools. These include conventional, non-conventional and hybrid threats and activities; terrorist attacks; increasing and more sophisticated malicious cyber activities; increasingly pervasive hostile information activities, including disinformation, aimed at destabilizing our societies and undermining our shared values; and attempts to interfere with our democratic processes and good governance.”12 There has been a growing NATO commitment for at least five years “about the baseline requirements on resilience from infrastructure, from energy, from telecoms, now logistics and supply chain.”13

How NATO can execute its commitment to the resilience of logistics and the supply chain in the face of cyber threats is the subject of the next section.

Nonphysical and Advanced (Cyber) Threats to Logistical Chain

The NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre states that “the Tallinn Manuals have served [for a decade] as an essential tool for policy and legal experts on how international law applies to cyber operations,” providing an academic analysis of international law applied to cyber conflicts, which cyberterrorists, as well as nation-states, can perpetrate.14 Cyberterrorists are organized into groups that commit cyberattacks for political, religious, ideological, or social reasons to promote fear of targeted victims. Their actions are aimed at terrorists in real space, and they can act as individuals or organized groups or work as proxies for a nation-state interest.

Although strict adherence to these definitions is not mandatory for cyber defense planning, knowledge about attacker typologies provides insight into their motivation, resources, and determination. However, this can also have some very practical implications.

Any kinetic action in any field can involve attacks in cyberspace, though cyber warfare can exist mainly in virtual space. Escalation of conflicts


and the potential to be used for terrorist purposes, if cyber conflicts escalate, inevitably attracts the targeting of railways, roads, airports, and sea and river ports, as well as connecting infrastructure (such as bridges and ferryboats).

Railway cybersecurity challenges due to increased digitization create a novel threat derived from the complexity of new systems like the European Railway Traffic Management Systems (ERTMS), which have already improved cross-border interoperability throughout Europe by creating a single standard for railway signaling. The efficiency offered by ERTMS must be weighed against the inherent risk of increased vulnerability due to the extensive digitization that tends to focus the attackers’ attention. There is an increased demand for a dedicated railway cybersecurity solution amid increasing threats.

Only solutions built with the railway’s protocols, technologies, and systems can ensure reasonable safety, continuity, and reliable transport. Railways often become primary targets for cyberattacks during major events due to a country’s leadership and delegations using railway transport and the media impact that increases with the disruption in event logistics.

Concerns about the cybersecurity of the railways have led to directives such as the Transportation Security Administration’s December 2021 security directives “to fortify cybersecurity across all US critical infrastructure, including passenger railroads, rail transit agencies, and freight railroads.”\(^\text{15}\) Similarly, the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC), responsible for developing and defining voluntary electrotechnical standards in Europe, created CLC/TS 50701 in 2021 to guide all railway operators, system integrators, and product suppliers on managing cybersecurity in the context of the EN 50126-1 RAMS lifecycle process.\(^\text{16}\)

There is a close logical connection within the civilian domains that can be constituted in entire areas of disruption of the supply chain. Aviation, a major logistics component, has been subjected to multiple types of cyberattacks. There is a large variation between the types of attacks, ranging from the 2015 DDoS attack on Polish airline LOT that left 1,400 passengers stranded at a Warsaw airport to the 2016 and 2017 Black Energy malware and GoldenEye ransomware attacks at Boryspil airport.


in Kyiv. In 2017, there were physical leaks of highly confidential data at Heathrow Airport, and in 2018, a hacked mobile application exposed the data of 20,000 Air Canada customers. The 2018 massive personal data leak of over 400,000 customers of British Airways and the 2020 major data breach on EasyJet of over 9 million customers’ leaked personal data are other examples. Also in 2020, login portals (one reserved for employees, the other for partners and service providers) at San Francisco International Airport were compromised, and in the same year, the Prague airport foiled several attempted attacks.

While the direct effects of the attacks varied, the repercussions and hard-to-predict ripples generated systemic effects. They caused the destabilization of logistics systems over large areas, which impacted efficiency and trust.

Given the specific nature of port interconnection as a hub for rail, land, and air transport, the logistical risks posed by the impact of cybersecurity incidents requires the introduction of regulations related to the maritime industry. In March 2020, the US Coast Guard released Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular (NVIC) 01-20, titled “Guidelines for Addressing Cyber Risks at MTSA Regulated Facilities.” There are several organizations involved in guidance for cyber defense related to ports, including the European Union


Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA), the International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH), and the Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET).

NVIC 01-20 requires assessment and documentation of computer systems and network vulnerabilities in a facility security assessment (FSA) and addresses all identified vulnerabilities in applicable sections of the facility security plan (FSP). As shown in figure 10-1, several possible cyber-maritime attacks (GPS jamming, vessel spoofing, flooding, and the creation of a ghost ship) can have systemic logistical effects, as shown on Automatic Identification Systems (AIS). Each type of attack can be classified according to the threat to the information, such as jamming versus the availability of information, the system and the attack vector (for example, message injection for AIS spoofing), and the threat category (for example, flooding is another kind of message injection attack).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Parkerian Hexad</th>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Threat Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPS jamming</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>GPS/Jamming</td>
<td>Jamming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS failure/poor transmission</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>(nature, installation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS device off</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>(human error)</td>
<td>(human error)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS malfunction</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>(nature)</td>
<td>(nature)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS bad data</td>
<td>Integrity, Availability, Utility</td>
<td>(human error)</td>
<td>(human error)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS jamming</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Jamming</td>
<td>Jamming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS bit errors</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>(nature)</td>
<td>(nature)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessel spoofing</td>
<td>Integrity, Authenticity</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eavesdropping</td>
<td>Confidentiality, Authenticity</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Eavesdropping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooding</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost vessel</td>
<td>Integrity, Authenticity, Utility</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA/SART spoofing</td>
<td>Integrity, Authenticity, Utility</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disappearance</td>
<td>Integrity, Availability</td>
<td>Msg. deletion</td>
<td>Msg. deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AtoN spoofing</td>
<td>Integrity, Authenticity, Utility</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data diddling</td>
<td>Integrity, Availability, Authenticity, Utility</td>
<td>Msg. modification</td>
<td>Msg. modification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather spoofing</td>
<td>Integrity, Authenticity, Utility</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
<td>Msg. injection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10-1. Types of alleged attacks
(Original by author)

Cyberattacks on the transport system can block the industry due to a ripple effect in the supply chain. As an entry-level scenario, a cyberattack against maritime facilities could disrupt the customs approval process, facilitate the import of illegal goods, or proliferate dangerous operations. Threat actors may also have a bigger target if a cyber threat can proliferate from a port to other interconnected systems like airports or railways.

Figure 10-2 shows an interesting pattern involving a maritime cyber incident where Marine Traffic, a well-known maritime analytics real-time provider, gives a synoptic picture of an incident that should impact the maritime area. Although the incident is one with an impact only in the maritime field, it can also confuse adjacent areas (such as aviation and other monitoring services) affected by the altered reporting of maritime positioning data. It shows how the information provided automatically by the maritime AIS system is altered, either at the source via GPS spoofing or during the uninterrupted transmission through unsecured AIS protocol or injection. The records date back to October 2021, as shown in figure 10-2, but the systematic errors persisted for months. The attack targeted the positioning of ships and not aviation itself, and the display on the maritime map above an airport is the only illustration of the attack. They could have been positioned above other cities or highways as well.22

---

Globally, cargo ships have an average transport capacity of 8,000 containers per voyage, with transportation systems operating at 53 billion passengers annually. Before the global pandemic, more than 8.8 billion passengers traveled through airports worldwide. The examples of transport system management below provide a dimension of operational complexity:

- **Maritime**: systems for managing the fleet, ships, and maritime traffic
- **Airports**: systems for managing the fleet, passengers, and air traffic control
- **Roads and bridges**: traffic signaling systems containing road and lidar sensors that determine ranges through laser
- **Highway tunnels**: lighting systems, heat, and ventilation sensors
Railways: traffic-planning systems, power supply, maintenance, and control of stations

To manage these complex systems, the number of IoT devices involved is growing exponentially. Transport and logistics operators must protect their access to operational technology (OT) systems and strengthen cyber resilience to prevent disruptions and ensure safety and security. Any unplanned interruption of operation in one of these environments can lead to supply-chain blockages or severe disruption of the logistical relationships of the systems.

There is an accelerated trend for information technology (IT) to converge rapidly with OT at any point in the transport chain. The decisive effect of combining OT with IT data is exponential growth in process efficiency, but with the inherent risks of cybersecurity. Unfortunately, most OT security teams cannot provide satisfactory system security due to a lack of tools, procedures, and knowledge.

Multinational Interaction Mechanisms

The current complex geopolitical situation, with variable and omnidirectional risks corroborated with the principles of logistical distribution at the level of the Alliance members, requires the introduction of multinational logistics. Although multinational logistics was included in the NATO Logistics Handbook (2012), there was no agreement at the NATO level. There has been a proposed concept of logistics support to operations through multinational means, such as lead nation, role specialization, and multinational integrated logistic support. Accordingly, there are “four types of multinational logistic support options that may be implemented”: preplanned mutual supports between national support elements, one nation formally undertaking support as a logistic lead nation or specialist nation, one or more nations under the operational control of the Joint force commander, or one or more nations forming a multinational logistic or medical unit.

For a complete understanding of the logistical interaction mechanisms within NATO, it is necessary to recall a few aspects, such as collective responsibility for logistics, which implies that neither the member state nor NATO itself can take full responsibility for an entire operation. Cooperation and consideration of all aspects contributing to the operation’s

success are necessary. From this point of view, the notion of *collective logistics* is defined as “the collective approach undertaken by NATO and nations to plan, generate, synchronize and prioritize national and NATO logistic capabilities, resources and activities to deliver logistic support to NATO missions, operations and exercises, by making use of common processes and organizational structures.”

Beyond the definitions that have widespread acceptance within the NATO logistics community—respectively production (acquisition) logistics, in-service logistics, and consumer (operational) logistics—it is very important to highlight the overlap of the Conference of National Armaments Directors (CNAD), the NATO Support Organization (NSPO), and the Logistics Committee as the main aspect of three life cycle domains and their lead bodies, as shown in figure 10-3.

![Figure 10-3. Life cycle domains and their lead bodies](Original by author)

**Complex Risks for Critical Logistics Infrastructure**

The functionality and validity of logistics infrastructure play a vital role in many developed countries to enable efficient and resilient logistics chains. Even temporary damage to some elements of the chain can lead to the decommissioning of entire transport branches. An example is the

altered functionality of the railway network near the German town of Rastatt due to the construction of a new railway tunnel. As a result, the route between Karlsruhe, Germany, and Basel, Switzerland, was closed for two months for any type of rail transport with the immediate effect of the unavailability of a critical logistics infrastructure. This closure affected 200 freight trains per day passing through this link between Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Switzerland, and Italy. This example of the railway logistic closing decision was assumed with some predictability of the short-term adverse effects. It is entirely different when complex risks must be corroborated.

To ensure full coverage of the risks and to provide a systematized working tool, subsequent risks (such as political, economic, social, technological, legal, and environmental risks) will have to be considered under a political, economic, social, technological, legal, and environmental risk (PESTLE) acronym umbrella, as shown in figure 10-4. Political risks can be separated into macro- and micro-groups, where the macro-political can severely affect the logistical infrastructure, due to armed conflicts, including, but not limited to, full-scale wars, guerilla activities, and terrorism. All infrastructure nodes and supply-chain links (such as roads, bridges, tunnels, train stations, railroads, seaports, or airports) are often strategically targeted or, at best, collateral damage during conflicts like the Donetsk International Airport in Ukraine in 2014.

![Figure 10-4. PESTLE (critical logistics infrastructure)](Original by author)


Terrorist attacks also target populated areas and political and economic centers to maximize their psychological impact, as was done in the terrorist attack in Brussels in 2016 with direct damage to the airport and the railway transport system.\textsuperscript{27} Also, maritime risks create macropolitical impact, as illustrated by the acts of piracy at Cape Horn or the older incident of the trucker Iyman Faris who planned to blow up the Brooklyn Bridge.\textsuperscript{28} Micro-political risks include diplomatic crises and do not necessarily coincide with moments of aggression but can lead to frequent roadblocks and border closures that can disrupt logistics infrastructure.\textsuperscript{29} Economic risks have a lower impact on logistics infrastructure, as most infrastructure is usually publicly owned and, therefore, well protected from bankruptcy.

The private elements of a logistics infrastructure can be quite vulnerable to economic risks and can lead to major criticalities, depending on the level of interdependence they have with the rest of the logistics chain. Social risks, by definition, affect individuals or groups of individuals who are then transposed at the level of social status. It is difficult for an individual to affect the entire infrastructure, but union protests, real or caused by manipulation, can directly affect the logistics infrastructure. Strikes by workers whose status is at risk regularly affect the logistics infrastructure, with airport and railway operations being repeatedly stopped by coordinated strikes.

One example is the coordinated general strike against the supply chain that created a gas shortage in Paris in 2016. During the orchestrated strike, the carriers blocked the road infrastructure serving important ports and oil terminals for the French market.\textsuperscript{30} There is an intrinsic vulnerability between social risks and the hybrid aspects of possible foreign interference and manipulation. The technological risks for the logistics infrastructure can be further diversified into operational risks generated by using specific infrastructure and risks related to the control and maintenance of logistics infrastructures. Legal risks for critical logistics infrastructures include diplomatic restrictions and bottlenecks, as outlined in the micro-political


risks above. They may be caused by a temporary or permanent blockade of logistics infrastructure or an entire region for reasons of national policy.

There may also be rapid and unforeseen changes in legislation that could seriously affect the logistics infrastructure as a whole. The refugee crisis in Europe is a fitting example, as its consequences are difficult to manage in the short and medium term, altering the functionality of a common Schengen free-trade region.31 Ecological risks are caused by altering the natural environment and can significantly affect the logistics infrastructure, including ecological catastrophes, low water levels, floods, earthquakes, typhoons, and hurricanes. As direct effects, temporary or even permanent closures of roads, railways, bridges, waterways, and airports may occur. The eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland in 2013 grounded thousands of airplanes across Europe for several days.32

**Major Logistical Vulnerabilities and Defense of Choke Points: Suwalki Gap Case Study**

One of the most exposed areas is the Suwalki Gap, also known as the Suwalki Corridor, which separates the Russian exclave of Kaliningrad on the Baltic Sea from the Belarussian border, as shown in figure 10-5. The latest military developments in the area have brought permanently stationed Russian troops, advanced aircraft, and nuclear weapons. It is also the only road and rail communication route from Central Europe to the Baltic states—NATO’s most exposed members.33


From a logistical point of view, ground-based transportation infrastructure in the region is not resilient enough because there are only two roads and a rail line connecting Poland with the Baltic states. First, there is one highway with two lanes each way and a second with only a single lane. Western government officials, military leaders, and think-tank experts have been aware of the problem since Russia’s first invasion of Ukraine in 2014. Russia can choke the area to disconnect the Baltic countries’ land connection with the rest of NATO.

The Kaliningrad exclave hosts numerous Russian combat forces, including the Russian Baltic Fleet, advanced air defenses, and mobile nuclear-capable Iskander-M missiles. From a political-military point of view, due to Russia’s particularly sensitive threat perception to its control of this noncontiguous territory, there are risks of escalation due to misinterpreted NATO actions.

Although it is not logically possible for Russia to move because it would activate Article 5 of the Alliance, involving an attack on NATO territory and triggering a NATO military response, experience with the invasion of Ukraine in two stages (2014 and 2022) must be taken into account to avoid surprises. NATO must be prepared for worst-case scenarios, not being able to trust the Kremlin’s announced intent based on estimated strategic logic and focus on actual Russian military capabilities in the region.
During the last Zapad military exercises, Russian and Belarusian planners practiced closing the Suwalki corridor by attacking from Belarus in the direction of Kaliningrad. This plan has particularly relevant consequences after the outbreak of the 2022 Russo-Ukrainian War due to Moscow’s inflammatory reaction to the European cutoff of goods flowing to Kaliningrad Oblast as part of the new sanctions regime. NATO will have to strengthen the logistics elements in the Suwalki Corridor area, taking into account the unilateral abrogation by Russia of the 1997 NATO-Russia Founding Act. The result is not unexpected, as Russia’s behavior often sends specific signals of undermining stability and security in Europe.

Through this political agreement, NATO has fulfilled its collective defense missions to the states that were once part of the Warsaw Pact by “ensuring the necessary interoperability, integration, and capability for reinforcement rather than by additional permanent stationing of substantial combat forces.” This agreement forces Russia to “exercise similar restraint in its conventional force deployments in Europe.” The premises of a “current and foreseeable security environment” were initially created, but the Russian side did not fully respect the conditions. The political and military events of the last decade have experienced a gradual degradation of the assumptions of 25 years ago.

The British and Canadian ground forces should return to the mainland on a brigade level with 4,000 troops in their relatively small contingents in Estonia and Latvia. At the same time, the German ground forces should expand to the size of a brigade in Lithuania. In order to prevent any threats, in addition to the recent temporary increases in the US rotating presence, the permanent presence of armored units, combat aviation, electronic warfare, drones, engineers, and air defense units must be established. European countries with an important military dimension in the Alliance, like France, Italy, and Spain, must employ interoperable battalion-size units of approximately 800 troops each on permanent bases in Poland or Lithuania.

38. Deni, “NATO-Russia Founding Act.”
Logistical Challenges of Relocating NATO Capabilities on the Eastern Flank: Russia-Ukraine War Case Study

The growing security needs of Alliance members due to the risks posed by the Russian invasion of Ukraine have increased NATO’s readiness and vigilance across Europe. The Alliance mechanisms effectively mobilized the logistical effort during a week at the beginning of March 2022. The mobilization of resources was efficient, as shown in figure 10-6, with thousands of troops deployed to the central and southeastern parts of the Alliance and more placed on standby.

The NATO Response Force (NRF) is a multinational force comprised of up to 40,000 land, air, maritime, and special operations personnel that NATO can deploy at short notice as needed. Since the end of February 2022, the Alliance has deployed forces to Romania, with France leading this year’s highest-readiness element of the NRF. The Alliance transferred more than 350 soldiers, supplies, and armored vehicles from France for five days using 21 transport planes. The mission included a naval air group supporting a surveillance and air defense system.

**Figure 10-6. Example of short-term actions using a variety of logistics**

*US Navy F/A-18E Super Hornet fighters from the Nimitz-class aircraft carrier USS *Harry S. Truman* strengthened NATO’s presence along the eastern*
flank. The missions increased vigilance and training for the joint air patrols of the Alliance, and NATO enhanced Air Policing (eAP) efficiency.

The French Air and Space Force’s Rafale fighters integrated with NATO’s Allied Air Command can be refueled by A-330 multi-role tanker transport (MRTT) aircraft and can safeguard the skies above the eastern flank. They took off from their home base at Mont-de-Marsan, France, to fly combat air patrol missions. The A-330 MRTTs conduct refueling for three hours two times daily.39

From their home bases in the Netherlands, with air-to-air refueling, the Dutch air forces extended their air policing mission along the eastern flank, utilizing F-16s and F-35s to fly enhanced vigilance activities. Four Royal Netherlands Air Force F-35 fighter jets landed at Graf Ignatievo Air Base near Plovdiv, Bulgaria, to safeguard the skies with the Bulgarian Air Force. Germany and the Netherlands plan to send Patriot missile systems to Slovakia to protect and safeguard Allied airspace in the region. According to NATO, we can cite multiple events and relocations of troops using various worldwide logistical resources in March 2022 over a few days.40 Summarizing the case study, NATO has about 130 jets on high alert, and there are more than 120 Allied ships at sea, from the High North to the Mediterranean Sea.

Supply Chain Resilience

Interoperability Context and Operating Principles

It is very important to summarize the role of the Logistics Committee (LC), which

meets as the senior advisory body on logistics in NATO under the chairmanship of the Secretary General twice a year, in joint civil and military sessions. It has two permanent co-chairmen, namely the Assistant Secretary


General for Defense Policy and Planning (ASG DPP), and the Deputy Chairman of the Military Committee (DCMC). The Committee reports jointly to both the Council and the MC, reflecting the dependence of logistics on both civil and military factors.\textsuperscript{41}

It operates as a joint civil and military body with representatives from the Security Committee, NATO’s Support Agency, Standardization Agency, and other sectors participating. Member countries are represented by senior civil and military representatives. The Logistics Committee carries out its work through six subordinate bodies, of which the first two play the principal role:

- the Logistics Committee Executive Group
- the Movement and Transportation Group
- the Standing Group of Partner Logistic Experts
- the Logistic Information Management Group
- the Petroleum Committee
- the Ammunition Transport Safety Group\textsuperscript{42}

There is close cooperation between the Logistics Committee and the Civil Emergency Planning Committee (CEPC) for coordinating support of the Alliance’s overall defense effort using civil resources. There are interrelated responsibilities between these two committees and their related subcommittees to cooperate closely. The Logistics Committee also works with the NSPA, NATO Standardization Office, and the Committee of the Chiefs of Military Medical Services in NATO.\textsuperscript{43}

The Joint Support and Enabling Command (JSEC) has an important role in crises and conflicts as “a static operational headquarters with multinational personnel directly subordinate to the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR).”\textsuperscript{44} The JSEC’s mission is a 360-degree approach to contribute
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to enablement and help the Alliance to reinforce and sustain military forces in the Euro-Atlantic area. The JSEC was established in 2018 and reached its full operational capability in 2021. About 300 Allied soldiers and civilians are assigned to JSEC activity.

Changes Triggered by Threats and Incidents

The overlapping areas between terrorist groups and criminal networks have further reduced the differentiation between national responsibility and international reaction. Illicit trafficking and proliferation activities overlap with illegal immigration routes and international criminal hubs. Inevitably, sovereign prerogatives and national border controls grow at odds with the global nature of the terrorist threat.45 Undergoverned or poorly governed spaces on the margins of NATO’s territory expose areas of Europe to the risk of terrorist infiltration, and many adapt their logistics to fit the different legislative frameworks.46 NATO’s Allied Maritime Strategy recognized in 2011 its importance and roles in maritime security due to an increase in transnational criminal and terrorist activities. It included support for law enforcement and the prevention of the transport and deployment of weapons of mass destruction.47 A major challenge is the interconnection of supply chains that attract additional mutually reinforcing threats. Successful approaches have included classic situations where NATO assets and contributions in patrolling the maritime environment are well known. Due to today’s global financial challenges, smarter approaches are needed to boost capacity and manage resources.

NATO’s contribution to the fight against terrorism has been considered outside of its mainstream activity for a long time. Following the September 11 attacks, NATO’s response included the decision, taken at the 2002 Prague Summit, to “adapt” the Alliance to the challenge of terrorism and make its assets and capabilities available to the fight against terrorism. Civil emergency planning (CEP) was the discipline that supported the

Alliance’s counterterrorism efforts more than any other, with the exclusion of NATO’s operational engagements.

CEP’s contribution to the CBRN response and consequence management directly results from its civil defense role in mitigating the effects of possible nuclear, biological, or chemical warfare. Similarly, most of the planning capacity and progress in critical infrastructure protection is due to CEP’s role in supporting the logistics of the war effort and ensuring the normal activity of civil society. NATO’s role in airspace management and maritime security is linked to the Alliance’s main military defense mandate and can be considered.

**Resilience Commitment and Logistics**

Resilience, a society’s ability to withstand only partially predictable shocks, necessarily combines civil society preparedness and military capacity available at any given time. The principles of resilience included in Article 3 of the Alliance’s founding treaty, “[i]n order more effectively to achieve the objectives of this Treaty, the Parties, separately and jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid, will maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack,” reflect the individual commitment of every ally to maintaining and strengthening NATO’s resilience. This commitment also reduces the vulnerability of NATO as a whole.\(^48\)

Beyond programmatic statements, several aspects of resilience are inextricably linked to the interdependencies of the supply-chain elements. Starting at the Warsaw summit in 2016 and reaffirmed in 2021, there are seven baseline requirements for national resilience against which member states can measure their level of preparedness. These requirements reflect the core functions of continuity of government, essential services to the population and civil support to the military, which must be maintained under the most demanding circumstances.

They are all connected, which means

if one area is impacted, another may suffer as a result.\(^49\)

They consist of: assured continuity of government and

---


critical government services, resilient energy supplies internally and across borders, the ability to deal effectively with uncontrolled movement of people, and resilient food and water resources; the ability to deal with mass casualties; resilient civil communications systems; and resilient transport systems. These requirements ensure NATO forces can move across Alliance territory rapidly and that civilian services can rely on transportation networks, even in a crisis.\textsuperscript{50}

Most of the seven requirements are either major dependencies on the supply of goods or services in the supply chain or, more dangerously, influence, govern, or even block the supply chain. An important component of the resilience of the supply chain and its logistics components is represented by exercise-type activities such as Locked Shields, the largest and most complex international live-fire exercise, organized by the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE) in Tallinn, Estonia. These exercises, run annually for over a decade, are conducted in real-time with participants from the civilian, military, and critical infrastructure areas working under pressure simulating complex cyberattacks.\textsuperscript{51}

**Pillars of Supply-chain Resilience**

In order to be truly effective, “any action NATO will take in the field of counter-terrorism will have to take into account the principle of Nonduplication and Complementarity further elaborated by the policy’s commitment to coordinate and leverage NATO resources with those of other nations and international organizations.”\textsuperscript{52} NATO is shifting its focus to specific programs and areas in which it has unique assets that can support Allied counterterrorism efforts. It provides a logical structure that goes from defining NATO’s purpose and role in combating terrorism to priority areas of engagement. In order to develop advanced resilience capabilities, approaches derived from standard logistics global expertise that involve actions and features are described below.

- Increasing the ability to absorb shocks by minimizing the risk of disrupting the supply chain and other severe impacts, for example, by flexibly switching from primary

\textsuperscript{50} “Resilience, Civil Preparedness and Article 3.”
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to secondary supply routes, rebalancing the worldwide supply, or switching suppliers.

- Redesigning the global network and increasing flexibility by using dual-source redundancy or approaches that include nearshoring to reduce dependence on complex global logistics and vertical integration to bring production to critical components, including semiconductors or other in-house IT elements. How to balance flexibility, efficiency, and effectiveness when redesigning a global network can only be determined on the basis of comprehensive risk assessments.

- New parameters for supply-chain buffers when the organization needs to develop an effective multitier inventory strategy, which tends to generate new stock targets in the high-volatility nodes of the supply chain. The Alliance should assess the capacity resetting or changing of utilization targets and identify triggers that signal when to add capacity or activate ready-to-use capacity based on usage trends.

- Managing suppliers proactively by assessing the criticality of suppliers and adjusting relationships with all of them to ensure the availability of resources. This action gains transparency in several areas of suppliers to assess upstream risks properly. To manage vendor reliability correctly, traditional KPIs (such as “on time, in full”) and other risky KPIs (such as geographic distribution) can be monitored. Suppliers may be asked to change the way information is shared.

Reaction speed when disruption occurs is needed to manage normal volatility, avoid interruptions, and increase resilience. NATO must apply agile ways of working in different functions and regions where the logistics system operates. Any deviation must be managed transparently, and a forward-looking view of risks and opportunities must be developed through simulation. The rapid response should support multi-enterprise supply-chain management, end-to-end risk management, and planning scenarios based on anticipation and simulation.
Conclusion and Further Developments

Ensuring the advanced logistics and resilience of the supply chain within the Alliance is a complex issue and cannot be addressed by a simplifying algorithm. The functional interdependence between the logistics nodes and the involved economic actors requires an increased capacity to adapt to the economic, social, and political conditions in challenging times.

In the medium term, hybrid threats, advanced security, and the integrity of the supply chain will have to be addressed in collaboration with legacy risk and accelerated digital transformation. This process is especially pertinent as the Alliance must expand its logistical capabilities as former neutral countries join NATO. To address the complex and integrated approach of convergent threats to NATO logistical infrastructures and their ripple effects, NATO must develop the Integrated Maritime Logistics Concept.\textsuperscript{53}

An important direction of development is represented by the need to accelerate the development of supply-chain virtualization in the context of emerging threats and autonomous operations in conjunction with the concrete needs of cybersecurity and cyber-resilience in logistics. To improve the resilience of the supply chain at the Alliance level, NATO must consider a series of interrelated elements to increase the ability to absorb shocks and dysfunctions, develop alternative supply-chain buffers, reduce dependencies, and redesign the global supply chain to build a more agile, resilient, and responsive system.

Following analysis of exercises addressing these challenges, multiple decision-making levels of the Alliance found that the lack of sufficient workers persists, affecting efficiency in the short and medium term. NATO must find solutions for increasing the number of human operators or a correct balance between systems with human and automated assistance.

The new threats have raised major concerns at the Alliance level and prompted NATO leaders to ask the Secretary General to lead a forward-looking reflection on the future of NATO, called NATO 2030. As part of this effort, the Alliance seeks to strengthen its commitment to civil society, the young generation, and the private sector. During 2021,
six NATO 2030 dialogues explored how the private sector can address major technology-based security risks and increase overall resilience.\(^{54}\)

Critical infrastructure and supply-chain security dialogues will help NATO to understand the private-sector perspective on critical security and defense infrastructure challenges. Technology is playing an increasingly important role in military capabilities and operations, so supply chains need to remain secure and resilient across the Alliance, especially as the importance of private actors grows.\(^{55}\)
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